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Summary 
Accurately determining the star-formation history of the Universe remains one of the 
key goals of modern observational cosmology, important not only in indicating likely 
eras of dominant activity, but also for comparisons with the predictions of popular 
semi-analytical models of galaxy formation. There exist many observational tracers of 
star-formation; however, none can (yet) be applied over the entire redshift range, and 
inevitably the cosmic star-formation history has been pieced together using different 
diagnostics from independent samples of galaxies. It is therefore crucial to understand 
how well the various diagnostics agree on a galaxy by galaxy basis. In this thesis, I 
examine the inter-relationships between the different techniques for measuring star-
formation in current use, with the aim of conducting a comprehensive study of the 
cosmic star-formation history. 
This thesis will present the results of a multi-wavelength study of local galaxies un-
dertaken to address the uncertainties in constraining the cosmic star-formation his-
tory. The work is built around a redshift survey selected in the ultraviolet. This sur-
vey is consequently highly sensitive to newly formed massive stars, and hence to ac-
tively star-forming galaxies. This allows the derivation of a new estimate of the star-
formation density of the local universe, which is determined to be significantly higher 
thari. previous estimates based on surveys selected in optical wavebands. This in turn 
suggests that previous measures of the evolution in the co-moving star-formation den-
sity between redshifts zero and one may have been overestimated. 
To probe the int~r-relationships between different measures of large-scale star for-
mation, I then compare, on a galaxy by galaxy basis, star-formation rates derived 
from different diagnostics. The ultraviolet measurements provide continuum diag-
nostics at 2000 A, whilst follow-up spectroscopy provides measurements of various 
nebular emission lines, principally Ha. A subsequent radio survey provides addi"" 
tional 1.4 GHz continuum measures, whilst ground-based optical imaging provides 
U-band fluxes. When the star-formation rates derived from each of these diagnostics 
are compared for each galaxy in the survey, broad correlations between the different 
star-formation measures, over several decades in luminosity, are revealed. However, 
the scatter in these relationships is found to be significantly larger than the observa-
tional uncertainties, and is not compatible with populations of galaxies drawn from 
within a framework of smoothly declining star-formation histories. I show that the 
discrepancies cannot be resolved by differences in initial mass functions or metallici-
ties, and using the radio-continuum data which is free from the effects of extinction, I 
viii 
show that simple dust corrections also cannot be responsible. 
I therefore search for other potential physical explanations for the observed relations. 
In particular, I consider scenarios involving temporally varying star-formation histo-
ries and luminosity-dependent models of dust extinction. By investigating the star-
formation history of each galaxy using all the available measures, I am able to con-
strain the physical nature of star-formation in the survey, and find that a substantial 
fraction of the galaxies are experiencing, or have recently experienced, bursts of star-
formation. The implications for determining star-formation rates in galaxies at all red-
shifts are then discussed. 
Finally, I discuss the future constraints that can be placed on the cosmic star-formation 
history by examining the cosmological use of distant supernovae. Type II supernovae 
are the result of the death of massive stars, and hence are closely linked to massive star-
formation. I discuss the future prospects for surveys aimed at detecting large numbers 
of these objects. I also examine recent determinations of the rate of occurrence of type 
la supernovae. These supernovae have a more uncertain progenitor system and arise 
from lower-mass stars, and hence are more difficult to use as tracers of star-formation. 
However, by making some simple assumptions about their progenitor systems, it is 
possible to show that the evolution in their rate to z = 0.6 is consistent with the shallow 
evolution in the cosmic star-formation history suggested by the ultraviolet-selected 
survey. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
An accurate determination of the star-formation history of the Universe is one of the 
key goals of modern observational cosmology. Studies which measure, analyse and 
model its precise form are important not only in indicating likely epochs of dominant 
activity, but also for comparisons with the predictions of popular semi-analytical mod-
els of galaxy formation, and as such have provided a major impetus towards a fuller 
understanding of the physical mechanisms of galaxy evolution. Crucially, the obser-
vational methods by which astronomers measure this history of star-formation need 
to be well understood, with a sound physical understanding of the uncertainties and 
calibrations inherent in the different diagnostic techniques. 
This thesis is concerned with a study and analysis of the various observational 
routes by which astronomers are able to measure large-scale star-formation at cosmo-
logical distances. Though recent advances in this field have been impressive, in quan-
titative detail the progress achieved remains controversial: various star-formation di-
agnostics that are in current use each have their own limitations and uncertainties, 
and none is easily applied consistently over the entire redshift range. The work in this 
thesis attempts to. overcome these problems by constructing a survey of star-forming 
galaxies for which a broad range of diagnostic information is available. In particular, 
I aim to analyse the different tracers of star-formation by applying them to the same 
objects, and to interpret the physical origin of any apparent discrepancies in terms of 
dust extinction and star-formation time-scales. 
To place this work in the context of the broader field of galaxy evolution, this in-
troduction will review many of the concepts which will be used throughout the sub-
sequent chapters. I will discuss the diagnostic techniques by which one can measure 
star"-formation rates in distant galaxies, their theoretical basis, and how one can com-
bine them across different redshift ranges to determine the integrated star-formation 
history of the universe. I will also give a short overview of the thesis, describing how 
it fits into a wider astronomical context. First, however, I will briefly review the basic 
cosmological framework around which the survey and its analysis are based. 
2 Introduction 
1.1 The quest for the "world" model 
Befo~e one can ~ope to interpret measurements of distant galaxies in terms of their 
physical P:operties, a_theo~etical frai:n_ework for the Universe must be assumed. Any 
~tudy of ~1stant galaxies will be sensitive to the choice of this "world model". Follow-
mg the discovery ?f the cosmic expansion by Hubble (1926), it was initially assumed 
b:y ~ost co~mologists that all the energy in the Universe was either in the form of ra-
?1ation, or 11: the form of "ordinary" visible matter. Over the years that followed this 
important discovery, however, substantial new evidence indicated that most of the 
mass in the Un_iverse is dark, does 1:ot emit light, and hence is extremely difficult to 
detect,~bser:7ationally._ Such,~ scena_ri~ found parallels in emerging theoretical models 
of a1: mflationary un~~erse , predicting a spatially flat universe with a total energy 
density equal to the critical value. Recent observational results (reviewed in Schramm 
&?urner 1998) suggest that visible matter and radiation make up around 10% of this 
critical number. 
Based on the field equatio1:s of Einstein's theory of general relativity (GR), the cur-
rently most popular cosmological models are the so-called Friedmann models solutions 
t? GR for an isotropic and homogeneous universe with zero pressure. Reduced to a 
simple form, they can be written as 
(1.1) 
The left-hand ~ide is the Hubbl~ parameter, H = H(t), which measures the expansion 
rate of the Universe as a function of cosmological time. The current value (known 
as the Hubble "constant") is usually written as H0 • The right-hand side contains two 
terms; the energy density p (which includes the effect of the mass density Pm of ordi-
nary and dark matter and any vacuum_ energy density PA) and a term describing the 
effe~t of space curvature on the expans10n of the Universe via a curvature constant k 
(w~1ch can be ~ositive, negative or zero) and the scale factor a = a(t). In this thesis, 
I will ad?pt this model of the Universe: one composed of both baryonic ("visible") 
and e~otic ("dark") matter, with a possible curvature and/or vacuum energy (or cos-
mological cons
2
tant). These three components a:e represented by nM = 81rGpm/(3H2), 
~k - -k/(aH) _and DA = 81rGpA/(3H2). Combmed with equation (1.1), this gives the 
simple summation rule 
(1.2) 
I~ this model, the Universe can be described using three parameters: The matter den-
sity (DM), the cosmological constant (DA, giving Dk from equation 1.2) and the Hubble 
constant (Ho); alternatively DM can be constrained from a determination of n and 
DA, The quest to determine !hese paramet~rs, and hence to constrain the cosmol~gical 
world m~del, has been a primary occupation and motivation for many observational 
cosmologists. 
1.1. The quest for the "world" model 3 
1.1.1 Determining the cosmological parameters 
The last few years have seen remarkable progress in determining the values for these 
cosmological parameters (see Bahcall et al. 1999), typically by answering questions 
such as "How much matter is in the Universe?", "Is the Universe accelerating in its 
expansion?", and "Is the Universe flat?". Answering these questions requires many 
varying observational techniques. 
The curvature of the Universe can be measured from the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB). The CMB power spectrum provides a measure of the inhomogeneity 
in matter and energy at z ,....., 1000, and each different cosmological model produces 
a different CMB spectrum. However, one feature, the "sound horizon", is relatively 
insensitive to the choice of model, and the angular size it subtends on the sky (and 
hence CMB power spectrum) depends only on the large-scale curvature of space. Re-
cent balloon borne experiments (de Bernardis et al. 2000; Balbi et al. 2000), which can 
detect this feature, strongly constrain the Universe to be flat, i.e. Dk = O; see Efstathiou 
et al. (2001) for further references. 
The value of the cosmological constant, or changes in the cosmic expansion rate 
with time, can be measured using the brightness-redshift relation. This requires a set 
of standard candles at different measured redshifts for which the observed flux and 
known intrinsic luminosity can be used to derive a luminosity distance (using the in-
verse square law) and compared with distances derived via the measured redshift and 
cosmological model. Type la supernovae have now emerged as the best candidates 
for such standard candles, as they are bright and can hence be detected at large dis-
tances. By exploiting a relationship between the supernova peak brightness and its 
light curve shape (Phillips 1993), two independent teams have shown than distant 
supernovae are fainter than expected for a decelerating universe (which is strongly 
excluded), and show that the Universe appears in fact to be accelerating in its expan-
sion. Their best-fitting values are approximately nM = 0.3, DA = 0. 7 (Riess et al. 1998; 
Perlmutter et al. 1999). Recent results from gravitational lensing statistics and a com-
bined analysis of the 2dF redshift survey and CMB experiments (Efstathiou et al. 2001) 
support this model. 
The final para~eter to be constrained is the present day value of the Hubble param-
eter, H0 • Most methods used to constrain this depend on samples of local calibration 
objects of known intrinsic luminosity, or standard candles, studied and calibrated in 
the Milky Way. By measuring the same class of objects in nearby galaxies external 
to the Milky Way, one can determine their distance and hence a value of H0 • The 
field has benefited from the use of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) via the "H0 key 
project" (Freedman et al. 2001), as well as recent techniques based on nearby super-
novae (Tammann et al. 2001). These studies typically give values for H0 in the range 
60 to 80 km s-1 Mpc1. 
I~ fiesis, unless otherwise stated I adopt the following cosmology and notation 
h = o. 75 nM = 1.0 nA = o.o nk = o.o (1.3) 
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(where H0 = 100 hkms- 1 Mpc- 1) in Chapters 2 through 6, and 
h = 0.75 nM = 0.3 nA = 0.7 nk = o.o (1.4) 
in Chapter 7. Though an flat, nM = 1 Universe appears to be at odds with the most recent cosmological investigations, it is none the less widely used both in the literature and in studies of low-redshift galaxies where the effect of any cosmological constant is small; for ease of comparison with other results it is still useful to give many results in this system. 
1.2 Tracing star-formation in galaxies 
Having established a model framework for the Universe, we can now turn to the prop-erties of the objects contained within it. In the context of this thesis, I am primarily interested in the physical properties of galaxies. One of the most marked contrasts be-tween galaxies of differing type is their widely varying star-formation activity. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1, which shows integrated spectra of a range of nearby galaxies, from ellipticals (E) through spirals (Sa to Sd) to irregulars (Im) (from Kennicutt 1992). As one moves along this "Hubble" sequence (Hubble 1926), several changes are ap-parent: Increases in the strength of the nebular continuum lines relative to the stellar continuum, a general blueing of the spectrum as fluxes at shorter wavelengths become more intense relative to longer wavelengths, and changes from spectra dominated by the absorption spectra of late-type stars to those of OBA stars. This figure makes clear that the appearance of normal galaxies is dominated by both the ongoing and past his-tory of star-formation activity. Understanding the physical nature of this star-formation in representative samples of galaxies is therefore an essential step before one can hope to fully understand the complex processes that surely govern galaxy evolution. 
1.2.1 Basic methodologies and population synthesis 
Though early studies of the content and stellar composition of normal galaxies sug-gested that star-formation rates (SFRs) and past star-formation histories (SFHs) under-pinned and defined a sequence (see the review of Roberts 1963), quantifying this re-quired more sophisticated and precise diagnostics of star-formation. The key to inter-preting such measures of galaxies in large-scale surveys in the context of their SFHs is the science of population synthesis: Given a particular empirical measure of a prop-erty of a galaxy, how can one reliably infer physical properties such as SFRs or stellar masses and ages? 
Population synthesis takes observed (or sometimes theoretical) spectral energy dis-tributions (SEDs) of individual stars, and, using stellar evolutionary tracks, combines them using initial mass functions (IMFs) and SFHs, producing a time-evolving SED for a stellar population (or galaxy) (e.g. Tinsley 1968, 1972b; Bruzual 1983; Bruzual & Charlot 1993). Such synthesis models confirmed the trends of increasing SFRs in later 
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Hubble types, and models of the bluest of the Hubble sequence galaxies demonstrated 
the importance that the recent SFH has on shaping a galaxy's properties (Huchra 1977; 
Larson & Tinsley 1978). Since these early synthesis models, which were also partic-
ularly aimed at determining the effect of cosmic evolution on the measurement of 
cosmological parameters (Tinsley 1972a, 1980, among others), the models have been 
refined using new computational techniques (Bruzual & Charlot 1993) and updated 
stellar libraries (Leitherer & Heckman 1995) to the point where many different and in-
dependent synthesis codes make similar predictions for integrated galaxy properties 
(see Worthey 1994; Leitherer et al. 1996; Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997; Leitherer et al. 
1999, reviewed in Section 3.5.1). 
The main steps used in the construction of such a synthesis model are as follows. 
Firstly, a grid of stellar evolutionary tracks is used to derive the effective tempera-
tures and bolometric luminosities for various initial stellar masses as a function of 
time. These are converted into broadband fluxes (or spectra) using stellar atmosphere 
models and stellar libraries. Individual stellar templates are then summed together, 
weighted by an assumed IMF, to synthesise spectra of single-age populations as a 
function of time. These "isochrones" can then be added via linear combination to 
synthesise the spectrum of a galaxy with any arbitrary SFH. 
As is clearly apparent, there are many free parameters that can enter such a model 
when deriving calibrations for converting observed measures into physical parame-
ters. These include the form of the IMF, the stellar libraries and evolutionary tracks 
underlying it, the particular SFH underlying the model, and the age of the model. 
Though it turns out that many of the colours of normal Hubble sequence galaxies are 
well represented by a model of fixed age, IMF and stellar libraries, altering only the 
time dependence of an exponential SFH (e.g. Tinsley 1972b; Searle et al. 1973; Larson & 
Tinsley 1978; Bruzual & Charlot 1993), these other parameters can have a large impact 
on any derived galaxy properties. 
Of particular note, and worth reviewing in more detail, is the IMF assumed ( other 
uncertainties are also reviewed in later sections). The concept of the IMF was origi-
nally introduced by Salpeter (1955). In terms of the star-formation process, this is the 
distribution of stellar masses that is produced after a molecular cloud has fragmented 
into individual stars; it is the distribution in mass of newly formed stellar objects. This 
mass function is frequently assumed to be a power-law function sub-divided into one 
or more segments of the form 
</J(M) ex M -(I+a) (1.5) 
and is assumed to extend over a range from a lower to upper cutoff in mass, M1 and 
Mu. The total number of stars formed is then J </J(M)dM, whilst the total mass is 
JM </J(M)dM. We briefly compare four different parameterisations of the IMF. The 
first is the most commonly used IMF, the original Salpeter (1955) function. This form 
has only one segment, with a = 1.35, and was fitted to data from the solar neigh-
bourhood. More recent studies have seen a revision to this basic form, usually with 
the addition of more segments to the power law at low masses. Of particular note is 
the "Scalo" IMF, taken from the study of Scalo (1986), which revisited the solar neigh-
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bourhood data and presented a new fit; this was recently updated in Scalo (1998). The 
third IMF is that of Miller & Scalo (1979), and the fourth is the most recent taken from 
Kroupa (2001). These functions are shown in Figure 1.2. 
This figure demonstrates some important points: The different forms agree rela-
tively well in the range 1-10 M0 , but larger discrepancies can be seen at higher and 
lower initial masses, particularly with the Miller & Scalo (1979) IMF. Determinations 
of the power-law index a are subject to systematic errors, especially at higher masses, 
arising mostly from unresolved binary systems; indeed the large apparent differences 
maybe due to small number statistics, again particularly for higher initial masses (e.g. 
Kroupa 2001). Importantly in the context of this thesi.s, where we are primarily con-
cerned with the form of the IMF at higher masses, IMFs with steep slopes (e.g. Miller 
& Scalo 1979), fail to fit the data well in the region 0.5-1 M0, and especially at> 5 M0, 
where shallower slopes are preferred (Kroupa 2001). Hence in this thesis I use the 
Salpeter (1955) IMF; the effect of varying this assumption on derived galaxy proper-
ties is considered in detail in Section 3.5. 
A further consideration is how the IMF may vary from galaxy to galaxy or even 
within galaxies - how universal is the IMF? Though theoretically one might expect 
variations in the form of the IMF (Kroupa 2001, and references therein), recent studies 
find little convincing evidence for IMF variations (e.g. Gilmore 2001; Eisenhauer 2001), 
and in the absence of such evidence I assume it to be universal in this work. 
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1.2.2 Diagnostics of massive star-formation 
In order to accurately trace the cosmic SFH it is necessary to identify a set of observ-
able diagnostics which, when appropriately calibrated using the synthesis models de-
scribed above, can be used to determine the SFR in a particular object. The nature of 
the diagnostics used can vary greatly, depending on the type of object under study 
and their cosmological distances. In nearby or local group galaxies, for example, pop-
ulations of stars can be resolved and corresponding colour-magnitude diagrams con-
structed. Recent advances in stellar evolutionary models then allow detailed state-
ments of an objects recent star-formation and chemical enrichment history to be made (e.g. Tolstoy & Saha 1996; Dolphin 1997; Mateo 1998; Dolphin 2000); such an analy-
sis can also be used to constrain the cosmic SFH (Gnedin 2000; Hopkins et al. 2001b, 
amongst others). However, in more distant objects where such resolved data are not 
available, it is necessary to rely on the integrated properties of a galaxy to trace star-
formation, either through the use of integrated spectra, or through integrated lumi-
nosities. It is this latter technique that we rely on in this thesis. 
The basic method behind the use of different integrated diagnostics is to find some 
physical quantity which is sensitive to the number of young, newly formed stars. This 
in tum requires a sensitivity to massive stars, as massive stars are only present if there 
is ongoing star-formation, due to their short stellar lifetime. All of the following tech-
niques are therefore sensitive in some form to the number of young, massive stars. 
The actual conversion value is derived via the use of a population synthesis technique. (Section 1.2.1). 
There are essentially four basic, and widely exploited, techniques for measuring 
star-formation rates from integrated luminosities (e.g. Kennicutt 1998). These are: 1) 
The ultraviolet (UV) continuum, 2) Recombination lines, 3) The radio continuum, and 
4) far-infrared (IR) emission (though this is not considered in detail in this thesis). We 
discuss each technique in tum. 
The ultraviolet continuum 
The UV continuum generally probes emission from young, massive stars, where the 
SFR scales linearly with UV luminosity; the optimal wavelength range is 1250-2800 A. 
This is safely long-ward of the Lyman-a forest but is at a short enough wavelength so 
that contamination from older stellar populations is avoided. The major exception to 
the trend of higher UV luminosity equating higher SFRs is in elliptical galaxies (and 
possibly spiral bulges) where there is the "UV upturn" phenomenon, due to asymp-
totic giant branch stars (e.g. Dorman et al. 1995). 
Unfortunately, these short wavelengths are not observable from the ground at 
z ;S 0.5 due to atmospheric absorption, though the UV technique has been shown to 
be a valuable probe of star-formation at higher redshifts (e.g. Lilly et al. 1996; Connolly 
et al. 1997; Steidel et al. 1999). At lower redshifts it is necessary to utilise dedicated bal-
loon (e.g. Donas et al. 1987), rocket (e.g. Smith & Cornett 1982), shuttle (Stecher et al. 
1992) or space (Bianchi & The GALEX Team 1999) experiments. We delay a review of 
these principle results until Chapter 2. 
l.Z. Tracing star-formation in galaxies 9 
The conversion from a measured UV flux to a SFR is achiev:ed ~sing an evolu-
. thesis model as described above. Many different calibrations have been 
tiO~rrt:rn the literature (Donas et al. 1987; Buat et al. 1989; Cowie et a~. 1997; Madau 
pu 1
1
~998b) spanning a wide range of IMFs, metallicities and assumptions about th.e 
:!:e~t star-f~rmation time-scale. These calibrations can diffe~ by up to 0.3 dex (Kenru-
cutt 1998). A commonly used conversion is taken from Kenmcutt (1998) for a Salpeter 
(1955) IMF and mass limits of 0.1 M0 to 100 M0: 
SFR(M
0 yr-1) = 1.4 x 10-
28 Lv (ergs-1 Hz-1) (1.6) 
This equation can be cast in such a simple form as the composite stellar spe_ctrum _is 
nearl flat over the wavelength range 1500-2800 A. For the purpos~s of thi~ the~1s, 
and lor consistency with our later modelling techniques, we also denve a cahbra~on 
specifically for the filters used in our survey, based on the PEGASE-II spectral evolution 
code, described in detail in Chapter 3. 
. . . . . The primary advantage of the UV continuum is _that the e~s~ion is directl~ tie~ to 
oung stellar populations. The main disadvantage is the sensitivity to dust extinction, 
ihe form of the assumed IMF, and a dependence on assumptions about !he recent SFH. 
Extinction, for example, can typically dim UV light by up to_ 3 ~ag~utu~es or mor~ (Adelberger & Steidel 2000), and can be non-unifo:m ~nit~ spatial di.s~ibution (Calzetti 
et al. 2000), so correcting for the effects of this extinction 1s a non-tnvial procedure. 
Spectral line measurements 
We saw in Figure 1.1 that the later the galaxy type, the more t~e inte?1"ated sr_ectr~m 
is dominated by emission lines. These recombination and forbidden lmes can m prin-
ciple be used to trace the ongoing SFR. 
The most useful are the nebular emission lines. These are produced by reproc~s~ed 
ionising radiation from wavelengths less than the Lyman limit (912 A); such radiation 
is onl generated by the most massive (> 10 M0 ) and shortest lived ( < 2? Myr) s~ars, 
and :ence is a probe of the instantaneous SFR. The most suitable li~e for thi~ technique 
is the Balmer series line Ha, as it is extremely strong and situated m the rruddle of the 
optical spectrum. Other lines (e.g Pa or Bra in the nea~-IR) can also be used. . 
As with the UV continuum technique, the conversion factors are computed u~mg 
an evolutionary synthesis model. Published calibrati~ns include those of Kennicutt (1983), Gallagher et al. (1984), Leitherer & Heckma~ (1995) and ~adau e_t al. _(1998b). 
In his review article, Kennicutt (1998) gives a convers10n from Ha lme lurrunosity (Lmi,) 
to SFR according to 
. SFR(M0 yr-1) = 7.9 x 10-42 LHa (ergs-1) 
= 1.08 x 10- 53Q(H0 ) (s-1 ) 
(1.7) 
where Q(Ho) is the ionising photon luminosity and the calibration for ~a is computed 
assuming case-B recombination at T = 10000 K. Conversions for other lmes are easy to 
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Unfortunately, these short wavelengths are not observable from the ground at z ;S 0.5 due to atmospheric absorption, though the UV technique has been shown to be a valuable probe of star-formation at higher redshifts (e.g. Lilly et al. 1996; Connolly et al. 1997; Steidel et al. 1999). At lower redshifts it is necessary to utilise dedicated bal-loon (e.g. Donas et al. 1987), rocket (e.g. Smith & Cornett 1982), shuttle (Stecher et al. 1992) or space (Bianchi & The GALEX Team 1999) experiments. We delay a review of these principle results until Chapter 2. 
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The conversion from a measured UV flux to a SFR is achie~ed ~sing an evolu-
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(1.7) 
where Q(Ho) is the ionising photon luminosity and the c~libration for ~a is computed 
. · B b' ti' t T = 10000 K. Conversions for other Imes are easy to assuming case- recom ma on a 
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derive (e.g H,B, Pa). As with the UV continuum calibrations there is a wide spread in 
the different calibrations (30%, see Kennicutt 1998); hence a self-consistent calibration 
is essential when comparing SFRs derived from the two diagnostics. We derive such a 
calibration in Chapter 3. 
The primary advantages of the Ha diagnostic line are its high intrinsic luminos-
ity and the direct coupling of massive stars to the Ha emission. The main drawbacks 
are the sensitivity to extinction, including possible extinction of the Lyman continuum 
photons (see Inoue et al. 2001), and sensitivity on the IMF. Both uncertainties are dis-
cussed in later chapters. 
The forbidden lines are less useful as a diagnostic of star-formation, as their lumi-
nosities are not directly coupled to the ionising luminosity; rather their excitation is 
dependent on the abundance and ionisation state of the gas. The most useful line is 
that of [O II], as it is visible in the optical spectrum to higher redshifts then Ha. As 
such, it is often useful to construct an empirical calibration between the [O II] line and 
the Ha and hence the SFR (Gallagher et al. 1989; Kennicutt 1992) in order to estimate 
SFRs in higher redshift galaxies (e.g Hogg et al. 1998). 
Far-infrared emission 
In discussing the Ha and UV continuum measures we mentioned the effect of dust 
in estimating SFRs from these diagnostics. The fraction of the bolometric luminos-
ity of a galaxy that it absorbed by any dust is typically re-emitted in the thermal IR, 
at 10-300 µm. As the absorption cross-section of this dust increases with decreasing 
wavelength - i.e. UV radiation is absorbed more than optical radiation - the far-IR 
dust luminosity should consist of such reprocessed UV radiation, and hence, like the 
UV continuum, should be an effective tracer of star-formation. 
However, the calibration of the relationship between the far-IR emission and the 
SFR is a controversial subject. In late type, strongly star-forming galaxies, the far-
IR radiation does indeed correlate well with other tracers of star-formation, e.g. Ha 
(Sauvage & Thuan 1992) or the UV (Buat & Xu 1996). However, in earlier type galaxies, 
different dust components (e.g. cool cirrus emission) can make a significant contribu-
tion, whilst older stars and active galactic nuclei (AGN) can also heat the dust, making 
the calibration more complex (e.g Buat & Deharveng 1988; Rowan-Robinson & Craw-
ford 1989). As such, it is probably impossible to construct a calibration for far-IR to 
SFR which applies equally to all star-forming galaxies (Kennicutt 1998). 
Radio emission 
The principle motivation for using radio emission at 1.4 GHz to trace star-formation is 
the existence of a remarkably tight correlation between far-IR and radio luminosities 
(see the review of Condon 1992). This correlation implies that both radio and far-IR lu-
minosities have the same physical source (in this case massive stars). The synchrotron 
radio emission is generated by electrons which have been accelerated by type II super-
novae and their associated remnants; this non-thermal emission dominates in most 
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cases. . . . . db h 
The major advantage of the radio continuum 1s that 1t 1s not affecte ! t e prese~ce 
of obscuring dust. However, there are many caveats in its use, incl_ud_mg correc~ng 
f the contamination of any AGN emission as well as some uncertainties concermng 
t~: calibration of radio luminosity to SFR, for example if a fraction of supernovae 
accelerated cosmic rays escaped from the host galaxy (e.g. Condon et al. 1991). 
Condon (1992) give a calibration of the radio luminosity (L1.4) of 
(1.8) 
1.3 The cosmic star-formation history 
For many years it was observed both in photographic (Kron 1980; Shanks et al. 1984; 
Koo 1986) and CCD (Tyson 1988; Metcalfe et al. 1991;_Lilly et al. 1991) surveys that 
faint galaxies are (on average) bluer in colour than brighter and presumably n~arer 
galaxies (see Koo & Kron 1992, for a review). T~is was thought to be due to higher 
SFRs, or younger stellar ages, at earlier cosmolo~cal epoc~s. . 
As spectroscopic data on more distant galaxies have improved, s? this hypot~e-
sis of increased star-formation at earlier times as been strengthened via the evoluti?n 
of the galaxy luminosity function (Lilly et al. 1995; Ellis et a_L 1996). Together with 
data on the evolution of the chemical composition and density~£ :1eutral hydroge_n 
(Lanzetta et al. 1995; Wolfe et al. 1995) and metallic clouds (Pettim et al. 1994~, this 
pointed to a redshift of 1-2 where much of the present s!ellar content of the universe 
was formed. Most famously, Madau et al. (1996) combined the results of two l~w-
redshift surveys probing different star-formation diagnostics _(Gallego et _al. 199?; L~lly 
et al. 1996) together with Hubble Deep Field (HDF) data at h1g~er r~dsh1ft, which _im-
plied a dramatic increase in the comoving st~r-formatio~ density _with lookbac~ ti~~ 
to redshift 1-2, and a decline thereafter to higher redsh1fts (see Figure 1.3). This pie 
ture also suggests a redshift range around "'"' 1.5 where the bulk of the present day 
stars were formed. 
1.3.1 Constructing a Madau diagram 
Since this original work of Madau et al. (1996), it has become popular to add m~re and 
more data-points to this "Madau plot". For the comparison be~een these d1f~erent 
measures to be meaningful, the conversion of the measured quantity from a partic~lar 
redshift survey to a star-formation density must be consistent. In general, constructing 
a Madau plot relies on the following corrections: 
• Completeness. Samples of galaxies dr~wn fr~m r_e~shift surveys are typ~cally 
flux limited, hence only brighter intrinsic lummos1ties can be probed at ~I~~er 
redshifts. To calculate a total luminosity density, one must correct for this in-
completeness" effect, usually by fitting a luminosity function to the observa-
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Figure 1.3: The original plot of Madau et al. (1996), showing the element and star-
formation history of the Universe. The data points are fromp allego et al. (1995) 
(TRIANGLE), Lilly et al. (1996) (CIRCLES), Steidel et al. (1996) (CROSS), and 
Madau et al. (1996) (SQUARES). 
tions. Integrating this luminosity function then provides the integrated lumi-
nosity density. 
• Choice of cosmology. Most literature measures of the luminosity density are 
given in an Einstein-de-Sitter (EdS) OM = 1, flat universe with different Hub-
ble constants assumed; more recent measures occasionally use a A-dominated 
OA = 0. 7, flat cosmology. Each measure must be converted to the same reference 
cosmology using a factor f according to (e.g. Somerville et al. 2001; Hogg 2001) 
(1.9) 
where DL is the luminosity distance and dV/dz the comoving volume element 
at redshift z in the cosmology of a particular study, and fh and dV /dz the same 
but in the reference cosmology. 
• Converting luminosity to SFR. To convert a tracer such as Ha or the UV con-
tinuum to a measure of the SFR, one must use a conversion factor based on a 
population synthesis model as described in Section 1.2.1. Each different star-
formation diagnostic must be derived using the same set of spectral libraries, 
stellar evolutionary tracks, IMF and metallicities to be self-consistent. We deal 
with this issue in detail in Chapter 3. 
• Correcting for dust. Star-formation tracers measured in the UV and optical 
wavebands may have a non-negligible extinction due to the presence of dust 
either along the line-of-sight to the galaxy, or internal to the galaxy itself (good 
1.3. The cosmic star-formation history 
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Figure 1.4: The updated Madau plot. LEFT: EdS Universe (0.M=1.0, 0.A=O.O, 
0.k=O.O), RIGHT: A-dominated (0.M=0.3, 0.A=0.7, 0.k=O.O). Blue/magenta show 
values derived from UV measurements and red points are from Ha measures. The 
data points are (left to right): Red: Gallego et al. (1995), Gronwall (1999), Tresse 
& Maddox (1998), Yan et al. (1999), Moorwood et al. (2000); Blue: Low-redshift 
from Cowie et al. (1999), high-redshift from Steidel et al. (1999); Magenta: Lilly 
et al. (1996). All Ha data are dust corrected. The lower UV limits show values 
uncorrected for dust,the upper limits assuming an extinction similar to that seen in 
high-redshift samples (Steidel et al. 1999). 
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reviews can be found in Mathis 1990; Fitzpatrick 1999; Calzetti 2001, see also 
Chapter 2). Correcting for this effect of obscuring dust is difficult to perform 
for every individual object, and frequently average corrections derived from a 
handful of objects in a particular survey are assumed to be representative of the 
survey as a whole; it is important to recognise that this may induce a bias against 
heavily extincted objects. We discuss this further in later chapters. 
Bearing these points in mind, I construct an updated Madau plot. This is a compilation 
of what I believe to be the most "reliable" studies of the integrated star-formation den-
sity at a variety of redshifts. In particular, we choose those measurements which sam-
ple the largest volumes (hence excluding otherwise important studies based around 
the Hubble Deep Fields), are based on spectroscopic rather than photometric redshifts, 
and have a reliable luminosity-function fit. An additional constraint is that only SFR 
densities derived from Ha and UV measures are plotted, which are simpler to cali-
brate, interpret and inter-compare. I plot the diagram for two popular cosmologies in 
Figure 1.4. 
When compared to the original Madau plot (Figure 1.3), the new plot appears 
somewhat different. Instead of the steep rise from z = 0 to z = 1.5, there is now 
a more gradual rise, and instead of the peak at z ~ 2 and a fall-off towards higher 
redshifts, the decline is much smaller. 
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At low redshift the situation is quite confusing, with the trend of a steep increase to redshift one (Madau et al. 1996) apparently in contradiction with more recent esti-
mates (Tresse & Maddox 1998; Cowie et al. 1999). A more modest rise with redshift in 
the co-moving star-formation density has major implications for our understanding of the demise of intermediate-redshift blue star-forming galaxies (Ellis 1997). Addition-
ally, the Madau plot, by its very nature, deals in integrated properties, and so much information is lost when converting the results of a particular redshift survey into a 
co-moving star-formation density. In particular, different diagnostics used to construct 
the diagram arise from different and possibly disparate samples of galaxies, and it is 
of vital importance to understand the degree to which the different samples overlap in 
terms of the types of galaxies to which they are sensitive. This can only be established 
through a sample of star-forming galaxies for which a wide variety of diagnostic infor-
mation is available. Though such samples are beginning to emerge (Cram et al. 1998; Glazebrook et al. 1999; Bell & Kennicutt 2001), they are typically constructed on an 
"ad hoe" basis, with no statistically complete selection criteria. Constructing such a 
comprehensive survey is one of the goals of this thesis. 
1.4 An outline of the thesis: The importance of ultravi-
olet data 
One of the major difficulties in interpreting the results of high-redshift galaxy surveys, 
and hence in determining SFRs and hence the cosmic SFH, is a lack of a representative 
sample of UV-selected objects in the local Universe. The local UV universe is difficult to study via wide area surveys, and hence the UV remains one of the last astronomical 
windows to be systematically explored and surveyed at low redshift. In particular, 
only optically selected samples of objects have been selected for any space-based UV followup. Indeed, more is known about the UV properties of distant galaxies, where the UV continuum is redshifted into optical wavebands. The need for a comprehensive 
survey of the local UV universe is therefore acute. 
This thesis aims to overcome this hurdle via a statistically complete redshift survey 
of galaxies selected in the rest-frame ultraviolet. The sample we select for this survey is introduced in Chapter 2, and is based around the balloon-borne FOCA experiment. This chapter describes the characteristics of the experiment, as well as the mechanics 
of the followup spectroscopic survey, providing the foundation data set for the rest of the thesis. 
The redshift survey allows us to constrain the star-formation density of the local 
universe (Chapter 3), and we find that the star-formation density derived from op-tically selected surveys may have been under-estimated by approximately a factor of two. More interestingly, SFRs derived via the (dust-corrected) UV continuum and neb-
ular emission lines can be compared for the same galaxies. Though we detect broad 
correlations between these measures, there are offsets and statistically significant scat-ter compared to that which might be expected in galaxies with smooth SFHs, which 
cannot be resolved by simply adjusting IMFs or metallicities of the calibrating models. 
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The discrepancies appear in the sense of "UV-excess:', even befo~e any dust correc-
tions have been applied. This implies that. dust corrections are unlikely to b~ respo1:-
sible. However, in Chapter 4 we investigate this possibility using a third diagnos~c 
measure, the radio continuum at 1.4 GHz. Again, we find correlations between rad10, UV and Ha measures, but with the same scatter and discrepancies. Simulations of the 
radio number counts also strongly imply that dust-extinction is small in this sample. We further constrain these possibilities in Chapter 5, where we use O:{:'tical ~round-based imaging to investigate the photometric properties of the sa~ple, including UV-
optical colours and u' -band 3600 A luminosities. !he relationships be~een the ~ 2000 A and u' -3600 A luminosities are extremely tight for our star-forming galaxies, 
supporting both the dust corrections used, an~ the reliability of our U~ phot~metry. We discuss the implications of these data in Chapter 6, where we i1:vestigate the physical nature of star-formation in the sample. By ~elaxing the assumption of smo~th SFHs for the galaxies, we are able to naturally explain most of the obse~ved properties by appealing to a pattern of starburst activity in the UV-selected galaxies. We ~re able 
to constrain the form of these starbursts using our combined data set, and find that 
much of the UV light in the local universe arises from such sta~-formatio1: activity. Presumably, a similar trend is present at higher-redshifts; we discuss the impact ?f 
star-formation bursts on the results of flux-limited surveys, and on efforts to constrain 
the cosmic SFH. 
Finally, in Chapter 7 we look to the future and examine ~he use o~ sul:'ernovae as tracers of star-formation at higher-redshift. As highly luminous point-hke sources, 
supernovae can be traced to high-redshift free of some o~ the bia~es associ.ated with traditional flux-limited galaxy samples, and the rate of their occurrence has important implications in deriving SFRs. We examine the lates~ observational and theoretical 
modelling of the evolution of supernovae rates, and discuss what can be lea~nt ab~ut the cosmic SFH from these measurements. We finally propose a method via which distant supernovae could be detected by exploiting the magnification bias as~ociate~ 
with strong lensing clusters, and discuss constraints that could be made using this 
technique. 
Chapter 2 
The ultraviolet selected 
redshift survey 
This chapter will introduce the basis for much of the subsequent work in this thesis, 
the FOCA balloon-borne ultraviolet imaging camera. This chapter is split into several 
parts. We start with an introduction to the FOCA experiment, a description of the 
instrument and a summary of the data reduction and photometric calibration proce-
dures. We then describe the follow-up ground-based spectroscopic survey work that 
has been conducted, and introduce the principle characteristics of the redshift survey. 
2.1 Previous ultraviolet surveys 
We begin with a brief review of previous ultraviolet (UV) experiments and compare 
their properties (i.e. depth and survey area) to the FOCA experiment used in this 
thesis. 
The first series of UV instruments were the on board the series of pioneering Orbital 
Astronomical Observatories (OAOs), including first true space observatory (OA0-2) 
and the Copernicus mission (OA0-3, see Code et al. 1970, for a description). The in-
struments included several spectrographs with various UV spectral ranges (1050 to 
3600 A) and resolutions (12 to 22 A). Though most of the science targets were bright 
stars (Code & Meade 1979), the OA0-2 mission also oqserved a series of nearby galax-
ies across all morphological types (Code 1972; Code & Welch 1979), which were im-
portant in placing some of first constraints on the magnitude of k-corrections in the 
UV for use at higher redshifts (Pence 1976). 
Though there were various UV cameras launched on rockets in the 1970s which 
provided good information on individual extragalactic objects (e.g. Deharveng et al. 
1976; Carruthers et al. 1978) and some UV satellite ventures (e.g. ESRO TD-1, Bok-
senberg et al. 1973; Carnochan et al. 1975), the next principle advance came with the 
launch of the International Ultraviolet Explorer (JUE) in 1978 (Boggess et al. 1978), a 45-
cm space telescope optimised for observations at UV wavelengths, and currently the 
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longest lasting and most productive astronomical space observatory. A series of pho-
tometers and spectrographs over the wavelength range 1150 to 3350 A allowed a wide 
variety of scientific programmes to be executed. Some highlights of the extragalac-
tic science relevant to this thesis include studies of the stellar population content and 
SEDs of starburst galaxies (Mas-Hesse & Kunth 1998) and early type galaxies (Buson 
& Capaccioli 1998); see Wamsteker et al. (1998) for a general review. 
However, though the progress achieved through JUE was significant, there was a 
clear need for UV instrumentation that could provide the survey facilities lacking in 
previous UV experimentation due to the relatively narrow field-of-views. A series of 
experiments aimed to address this began with the launch of the SCAP 2000 balloon-
?orne c~mera (Laget 1980), an 11-c~, 6 deg field-of-view telescope which surveyed an 
1mpress1ve 200 square degrees of high latitude fields. Though the limiting magnitude 
was somewhat shallow (rv 15.5 mag), the experiment provided new constraints on the 
?ensity of local hot stars and those showing a UV excess. It the second generation 
mstruments, the descendents of the SCAP experiment, that we use in this thesis. 
Since JUE, various UV-designed experiments have been launched on the space 
s~uttle, principally the ASTRO-I and ASTR0-11 missions and the Orbiting and Re-
trievable Far and Extreme UV Spectrographs (ORFEUS). Of specific interest were the 
Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope (HUT, Davidsen et al. 1992; Kruk et al. 1995) and the 
Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (UIT, Stecher et al. 1992). The former has been used to 
constrain the SEDs and "UV excess" of local E/SO galaxies (Brown et al. 1997), whilst 
the latter has provided 40 arcmin field-of-view observations of local galaxies. Whilst 
such studies are invaluable for constraining the SEDs and nature of local galaxies, the 
small field-of-view of these instruments means that there remains no systematic census 
of the local universe conducted in the UV. This thesis is concerned with overcoming 
this limitation using the balloon-borne FOCA experiment. 
2.2 The FOCA experiment 
The FOCA experiment (FOcal Corrector Anastigmat) was initiated in 1982 as a long 
term, moderate cost, deep-sky UV imaging telescope (a good summary can be found 
in Milliard et al. 1991). The balloon-borne nature of the experiment enables long du-
ration observations and recurrent launches at a relatively low cost. The characteristics 
of the instrument were carefully designed to balance the scientific objectives of several 
different and complementary projects; as such, the instrument provides the resolution 
to study resolved hot stars in nearby globular clusters (Laget et al. 1992, 1994), the 
field-of-view to study the star-formation properties of local cluster galaxies (Donas 
et al. 1990, 1991, 1995), and the sensitivity to investigate representative samples of 
galaxies in high-galactic latitude survey fields (Donas et al. 1987; Milliard et al. 1992; 
· Armand & Milliard 1994; Treyer et al. 1998; Sullivan et al. 2000). FOCA therefore pro-
vides a unique window into the local UV universe ahead of more ambitious and costly 
space-based missions (e.g. GALEX, see Bianchi & The GALEX Team 1999). 
In this section, we will briefly review the main characteristics of the experiment, 
and describe the data reduction procedures used by the FOCA team. 
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Figure 2. 1: The bandpass of the FOCA experiment, together with the absorption 
of Qi (dotted line, Ackerman 1971) and 0 3 (dashed line, Molina & Molina 1986). 
The atmospheric absorption is not shown to scale and is for illustrative purposes 
only. The atmosphere essentially defines the blue side of the filter, and the red side 
is defined by a combination of the atmosphere and the coatings on the primary and 
secondary mirrors, resulting in an efficient blocking of light above 2200 A. 
2.2.1 The experimental setup 
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The FOCA experiment is based around a 40-cm Cassegrain telescope equipped with 
an image intensifier coupled to a Ila-0 photographic emulsion. The telescope flies on 
a stabilised stratospheric gondola at a height where the residual atmosphere is '"" 3 mb. 
The bandpass of the total "detector + telescope + atmosphere" system is shown in 
Figure 2.1. 
Two principle factors determine the shape and width of this bandpass. First, resid-
ual atmospheric absorption defines the blue side of the filter and contributes to the red 
cut-off. The central wavelength of the filter (2015 A) is situated in an atmospheric win-
dow between the molecular oxygen (02) cut-off in th~ complex series of Schumann-
Runge lines to the blue side, and any residual ozone (03) absorption to the red side (see Figure 2.1). The second factor is the effect of the instrumental multi-layer fibres 
deposited on the primary and secondary mirrors before every flight. Together, the 
mirrors and residual ozone define the red side of the filter, efficiently blocking visible 
light from the detector, with a negligible contribution of light from wavelengths above 
2200 A. The result of this narrow atmospheric window and the mirror coatings is a 
correspondingly narrow FOCA bandpass (.6.,\ ~ 150 A). 
The telescope can be operated in two different optical configurations: either a 
f/3.85 mode (with a 1.55° field-of-view; FOCA 1500) or in a f/2.56 mode (with a 2.3° 
field-of-view; FOCA 1000). The data used in this thesis were obtained during the April 
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Table 2.1: The FOCA science observations of Selected Area 57 and Abell 1367 
used in subsequent chapters of this thesis. The primary data set is the FOCA 1500 
observation of SA57. 
Field Telescope 
SA57 
A1367 
SA57 
A1367 
used 
FOCAlOOO 
FOCAlOOO 
FOCA1500 
FOCA1500 
Date of 
observation 
April 1988 
April 1988 
May 1987 
May 1987 
RA 
(J2000) 
13:06:10.43 
11:45:20.92 
13:06:10.43 
11:45:20.92 
DEC 
(J2000) 
+29:01:46.1 
+ 19:53:23.0 
+29:01:46.1 
+ 19:53:23.0 
Exposure 
time(s) 
3000 
600 
1200 
1600 
1988 flight of the FOCA 1000 telescope and the May 1989 flight of the FOCA 1500 tele-
scope. Both flights were made from Aire-sur-Adour (France). The fields observed and 
studied here are the high galactic latitude field of Selected Area 57 (SA57, observed 
in both telescope configurations) and the field of the nearby (z = 0.0215) Leo cluster, 
Abell 1367 (A1367, observed primarily in the FOCA 1500 mode). 
The observing times on the data runs were typically sub-divided into several indi-
vidual exposures of 150 s for FOCA 1000 and 300 s for FOCA 1500. Each sub exposure 
is observed at differing polar angles to assist with flat-field correction. Total integration 
times are given in Table 2.1. Though the telescope is flown on a stratospheric gondola 
stabilised to an accuracy of 4" r.m.s. (Milliard et al. 1991), the FWHI measured on the 
resulting science images is '.:::::'. 20" for the FOCA 1000 observations and '.:::::'. 10" for the 
FOCA 1500 observations. Table 2.1 summarises the science observations. 
2.2.2 Data reduction procedures 
The FOCA team use a data reduction software package developed under the Munich 
Image Data Analysis System (MIDAS, see for example Grosbol 1989), designed specif-
ically for the FOCA experiment (see Moulinec 1989). The general data reduction pro-
cedures for this experiment are straightforward and are detailed extensively in the 
FOCA literature1 (see, for example, Donas et al. 1990; Milliard et al. 1991, 1992). Ac-
cordingly, we restrict ourselves to outlining the key stages involved in the procedure 
to convert the photographic flight images into the photometrically calibrated object 
catalogues that are used in this work. 
First, the individual science and calibration photographic plates are digitised using 
a micro-densitometer with 25 x 25 micron step size, resulting in 1640 x 1640 pixel 
"density maps". The MIDAS software then converts these density maps into corre-
sponding linear intensity maps using a gradation curve appropriate for the detector 
system (i.e. the photographic plate) being used. At this stage, instrumental effects (primarily flat-field effects) on every exposure are corrected for, in-flight background 
on each image is subtracted, and the individual exposures for each field under study 
are combined. 
1The FOCA data were reduced entirely by the FOCA instrument team and not by the author 
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Figure 2.2: The FOCA 1500 2000 A image of SA57. The exposure time is 1200s, 
and the field-of-view is 1.55° diameter. The bright star at the centre of the field is 
the 8th magnitude guide star used by FOCA. 
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The object detection algorithm then detects objects in the resulting combined sci-
ence image. The UV fluxes of the detected objects are integrated on the object surface 
and corrected for the fraction of light lost in the external parts. As the majority of the 
detections in the target fields are unresolved due to the low spatial resolution of the 
telescope, this method is less sensitive than profile fitting techniques to variation in 
image quality wi~ a frame (Moulinec 1989; Milliard et al. 1991). The astrometric 
solution for the FOCA plates, used to convert x-y pixel positions into actual positions 
on the sky, is made using a second order expansion of the instrumental distortion and 
common stars from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Guide Star Catalogue (e.g. Lasker 
et al. 1988), allowing the determination of the detected objects position with an r.m.s. 
error of 4.5" for the FOCA 1000 data, and 3.0" for the FOCA 1500 data. 
2.2.3 Photometric calibration 
The instrumental magnitudes derived from the above data reduction procedure must 
then be placed on an absolute flux scale to be of scientific interest. The FOCA team 
adopted the constant determined by Hayes & Latham (1975), and define the FOCA 
photometric system as 
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Table 2.2: The properties of the SA57 FOCA catalogues 
Name No. of Diam. of Density Survey %not in %with 
Sources Field (0 ) (No. deg-1) Limit APM-POSS > lOC FOCA1500 7 62 1. 5 431 18.5 36.8 14.3 FOCAlOOO 768 2.3 1 85 4.7 67.1 
muv = -2.5 log(FA) - 21.175 (2.1) 
where FA is the flux in units of ergs-1 cm-2 A-1 at the isophotal wavelength (see e.g., Golay 1974). The question then turns to the accurate determination of the calibrating 
constant needed to place the instrumental magnitudes onto this external system. 
A first determination of the absolute zeropoint is calculated on the basis of stars in 
common with the precursor to the FOCA experiment, the first generation SCAP 2000 
experiment (Donas et al. 1987). A second determination uses an IUE spectrum of the 
star Barnard 29 in the M13 globular cluster (de Boer 1985), observed by FOCA during 
the flight prior to the SA57 observations. A third estimate makes use of laboratory 
calibrations of the instrument and a model of the atmospheric transmission (Acker-
man 1971; Blake 1979). The three different methods give the same external absolute 
zeropoint to within 0.15 mag. 
After eliminating "detected" sources at the periphery of the FOCA field (where the 
source detection algorithm is less reliable due to increased sky noise), the FOCA 1500 
catalogue contains 766 sources with muv ~ 18.5, while the FOCA 1000 catalogue (which covers a wider, though shallower, field) contains 768 sources; this informa-
tion is summarised in Table 2.2. The number distribution of both catalogues is shown in Figure 2.3. The deeper, and more robust, survey magnitude limit of the FOCA 1500 
catalogue is evident, with a markedly different distribution to the FOCA 1000 survey. 
The existence of these two independent FOCA catalogues for the same field - taken during different flights and with different instrumental configurations - allows us to 
asses the internal photometric reliability and consistency of the instrument by compar-ing those objects observed in both instrumental modes. We therefore cross-correlate 
the two FOCA catalogues of SA57 (with a small search radius of 4" to minimise false 
matches), and plot the results in Figure 2.4. 
The agreement between objects detected in the two catalogues can be seen to be good, with only a negligible offset in the photometry of common objects('.::::'. 0.02 mag). We use these common objects to derive error estimates in the UV detected objects. The 
median dispersions are 
fJ = ±0.15 mag for muv ~ 17 
fJ = ±0.26 mag for muv > 17 (2.2) 
We combine these values with the uncertainty in the external zeropoint described pre-
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viously (0.15mag), to conservatively derive final uncertainties in the FOCA photome-
try as 
(J = ±0.25 mag for muv ~ 17 
(J = ±0.50 mag for muv > 17 (2.3) 
which we adopt throughout the remainder of this work. These error bars are shown 
for comparison in Figure 2.4. 
2.3 Spectroscopic followup 
The FOCA catalogue detailed in Section 2.2 provides us with the opportunity to in-
vestigate the properties of galaxies in the local universe selected ~n the rest-fram~ UV .. Though the UV FOCA galaxy counts, combined from several different FOCA fields including SA57, have been used previously to investigate local 2000 A galaxy counts (Milliard et al. 1992) and subsequently extrapolated to investigate and att~~pt to con-
strain the nature of star-formation in the local universe (Armand & M1lhard 1994), 
these attempts are hampered by a lack of redshift (i.e. distance) or spectral t~e ~n-formation. Additionally, only direct spectroscopic observations are capable of distin-guishing between UV bright stars and the many different types of galaxie~ which n:iay have bright UV apparent magnitudes for different reasons (e.g. st~r-formm~ galaxies, AGN, local cluster ellipticals etc.). Finally, only a full spectroscopic survey 1s capable 
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Figure 2.4: A comparison of FOCA magnitudes derived from the FOCA 1500 and 
FOCA 1 OOO experiments for the 191 overlapping objects in the main science field, 
Selected Area 57. The solid lines denote the standard errors assumed in the FOCA 
photometry: 0.25 mag for muv :S 17.0 and 0.50 mag for muv > 17.0. The points 
lying well below the linear relation correspond to false matches between the two 
catalogues. 
of providing detailed diagnostic emission line information for the star-forming sub-
sample. 
In this section, we introduce the spectroscopic followup to the FOCA-selected sam-
ple of objects, including the data reduction procedures, and the methods used to make 
accurate measurements of the key spectral features. 
2.3.1 Source selection 
Two problems make the FOCA source list unsuitable as a spectroscopic target list. 
Firstly, the astrometric precision of the FOCA source catalogues (4.5" for FOCA 1000 
and 3.0" for FOCA 1500) is not sufficient for spectroscopic follow-up purposes. Sec-
ondly, the FOCA data alone cannot be used to discriminate between stars and galax-
ies. To overcome these limitations, the FOCA object lists were initially matched with 
Automated Plate Measuring (APM) machine scans of the first epoch Palomar Sky Sur-
vey (POSS) 103a-O and 103a-E plates. Magnitudes from this APM-POSS catalogue are 
hereafter denoted by the symbols b (for the POSS-0 3200 A - 4900 A passband) and 
r (for the POSS-E 6200 A - 6800 A passband). The limiting magnitude of the APM 
catalogues is b = 21.5 and r = 20.0 in the natural photographic magnitude system. 
Search radii of 10" (FOCA 1500) and 20" (FOCA 1000) were used to cross-correlate 
the catalogues. Locating the correct optical counterpart for each FOCA detection oc-
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Table 2.3: Summary of the various spectroscopic observing runs 
Date Field RA 02000) DEC 02000) Telescope/ Exposure Flux 
(hms) (o I ") instrument time (s) calibrated? 
Sample: Treyer et al. 1998 
28-02-96 SA57-1 13:08:11 +29:01:49 WIYN/Hydra 3x1800 No 
29-02-96 SA57-2 13:08:11 +29:01:49 WIYN/Hydra 3x1800 No 
02-04-97 SA57-3 13:06:34 +29:05:02 WHT/AF2 4x1800 No 
SA57-4 13:03:22 +29:20:22 WHT/AF2 2x1800 No 
Sample: Sullivan et al. 2000 
24-04-98 SA57-5 13:06:24 +28:43:46 WHT/AF2 5x1800 Yes 
SA57-6 13:05:16 +28:53:23 WHT/AF2 4x1800 Yes 
25-04-98 SA57-7 13:05:16 +29:12:24 WHT/AF2 3x1800 Yes 
SA57-8 13:06:25 +29:21:51 WHT/AF2 3x1800 Yes 
A1367 -1 11:44:06 +20:03:39 WHT/AF2 5x1800 Yes 
26-04-98 SA57-9 13:07:47 +29:12:19 WHT/AF2 4x1800 Yes 
SA57-10 13:07:47 +28:53:25 WHT/AF2 5x1800 Yes 
casionally proved difficult for two reasons. Firstly, the faintest FOCA detections have 
no optical counterpart in the APM-POSS catalogues. Though only 5% of FOCA 1000 
detections are affected in this way, this fraction rises to 37% for the deeper FOCA 1500 
catalogue (Table 2.2). 
Secondly, in many cases more than one APM-POSS optical counterpart lies within 
the chosen search radius. In these cases, it is not obvious which is the correct tar-
get, or whether the UV flux arises from a combination of more than one source. For 
the FOCA 1000 catalogue, where a 20" search radius is necessary, 67% of the sources 
matched to the APM-POSS catalogue have more than one counterpart; for the FOCA-
1500 (with a 10" search radius) catalogue the value is 14% (Table 2.2). For the spec-
troscopic follow-up work, the nearest POSS counterpart to the FOCA detection is se-
lected. 
2.3.2 Observations and data reduction 
The combined spectroscopic survey comprises data from several observing runs, sum-
marised in Table 2.3. Full details of all the spectroscopic observations can be found in 
Treyer et al. (1998) and Sullivan et al. (2000). . 
The observations were carried out using two different telescope/instrument con-
figurations. To commence the survey, queue-scheduled time with the Hydra multi-
fibre spectrograph on the 3.5-m WIYN telescope was allocated. Details of the Hydra 
instrument can be found in Barden et al. (1993), and Barden et al. (1994) contains in-
formation on its adaptation to the WIYN facility. The spectrograph was used with the 
Simmons Camera, the blue fibre cable and the TeK 2KC CCD. The 400 line grating was 
used, resulting in a wavelength range of >.>.3500 - 6600 A and spectral resolution of 
7 A. Three 1800 s science exposures, bracketed by CuAr lamp calibrations, were taken. 
The seeing was 1 arcsec throughout the observations. 
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A sample of 71 galaxies (a brighter subsample drawn from the shallower FOCA-
1000 catalogue) were observed (see Table 2.3 for details). The spectroscopic data were 
processed in the IRAF environment using the DOHYDRA package2• Dark-frame sub-
traction and flat-fielding were performed using frames taken on the same night as the 
observations, and the individual science exposures were combined to remove cosmic-
rays to produce a final median science spectrum. No spectrophotometric standard 
stars were observed, and hence no flux calibration was possible. 
The second and third observing runs were carried out using the WYFFOS multi-
fibre spectrograph and Autofib 2 (AF 2) fibre positioner (see Bridges 1998) at the 4.2-m 
William Herschel Telescope (WHT). The TeK6 1024 CCD and R300B-line grating were 
used, giving a wavelength range of ,\,\3500 - 9000 A and a spectral resolution of 6 A 
per pixel. The first WHT run, conducted via the queue-scheduling programme, tar-
geted objects selected from both FOCA catalogues (after excluding those previously 
observed at the WIYN telescope), and comprises one 4 x 1800 s and one 2 x 1800 s 
exposure. The second WHT run targeted only those galaxies observed by FOCA-
1500 (again excluding previously observed objects), and comprises seven exposures 
of varying lengths depending on the magnitudes of the APM-POSS counterparts. Six 
fields in SA57 and one in A1367 were observed. Table 2.3 summarises these various 
observing runs; further details can be found in Treyer et al. (1998) and Sullivan et al. 
(2000). 
The data were again reduced using the WYF_RED package within the IRAF software 
environment. The CCD images were bias subtracted and flat-fielded in the standard 
way, and scattered light removed. Differences in the fibre-to-fibre throughputs and 
vignetting effects were corrected using a series of 300s "offset sky" exposures taken 
in each instrumental fibre configuration directly after the science observation. Each 
aperture was then extracted using the optimal extraction routine run from within the 
WYF_RED package, with the spectra "cleaned" for cosmic ray events. The spectra were 
wavelength calibrated using arc lamp observations, again taken in each observing con-
figuration after the offset sky exposures. The spectra were sky subtracted using simul-
taneous sky exposures taken during the science observations via 10-20 sky fibres in 
each observing setup. 
Regrettably, no standard stars were observed during the first (queue-scheduled) 
WHT observing run, hence this (smaller) data set is not flux-calibrated. However, 3 
standard stars were observed on each of the 3 nights of the second run. This allows 
a flux-calibration of the science spectra to be performed. The accuracy of this flux 
calibration depends on the size of the galaxy compared to the 2.7" fibres in use - if 
the galaxy is large when compared to the fibre size, the flux calibration will be under-
estimated. This effect is investigated in conjunction with broadband magnitudes of 
the science objects in Section 5.4.1. 
2These data were not reduced by the author 
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Table 2.4: The breakdown of the spectroscopic objects observed in the combined 
FOCA samples. 
Field N Stars QSOs Galaxies Emission Ha Unidentified oc > 1 
lines objects 
SA57-Aa 119 8 5 96 83 356 10 14 
SA57-B 236 37 14 13 4 1 01 9 0 51 32 
A1367 62 4 4 53 40 3 5 1 3 
Total 417 49 23 283 224 160 62 49 
a Flux calibration not available 
b WIYN observed objects do not have the spectral coverage to detect Ha 
2.3.3 Spectral measurements 
The reduced flux-calibrated spectra were then examined using two spectral analysis 
programmes: SPLOT in the IRAF environment, and GAUSS in FIGARO. Our principle 
analysis tool was SPLOT - we use GAUSS at various stages as a consistency check to 
guard against systematic biases which might arise when only using one analysis tool. 
As a first step, every object spectrum was visually classified into one of three broad 
classifications, either a star (which were then discarded from the sample), a non-stellar 
object, or unidentified. The non-stellar sample was then further sub-divided according 
to the class of object. The broad visual classes chosen were 
• high-redshift QSOs and objects with broad AGN-like emission lines 
• Narrow-emission line objects 
• Objects with no emission features 
Table 2.4 summarises the breakdown of these objects. Two figures demonstrate exam-
ple spectra from the sample; Figure 2.5 shows "normal" spectra of the strong-to-weak 
star-forming galaxies detected, whilst Figure 2.6 shows spectra of some of the more 
unusual objects in the sample. 
The unidentified spectra usually suffered from a poor signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio or 
an unreliable extraction. This class also includes those objects where the instrumental 
fibre missed the correct target (i.e. no signal is detected). Of the total sample, 10 spectra 
are unidentified due to problems with the extraction of that spectrum (rather than due 
to a low S/N); thus the formal incompleteness in the sample is 52/ 407, or '.:::::'. 13% (a· 
figure which includes "missed" objects). 
Every object classified as a galaxy was then assigned a redshift via visual inspec-
tion, and the fluxes and equivalent widths (EWs, see Golay 1974, for example) of the 
available emission lines were measured using both routines. In every spectrum we 
attempt to measure the following emission features: [O II] (3727 A), [O III] (4959 and 
5007 A), H,B (4861 A), Ha (6563 A), [NII] (6548 and 6584 A) and [S II] (6717 and 6731 A). 
In every object the Hc5 line was also examined, and where possible the EW in absorp-
tion was measured. We also attempt to measure for every spectrum the strength of 
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Figure 2.5: Examples of typical galaxy spectra taken from the spectroscopic sam-
ple 
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Figure 2.6: Examples of more unusual galaxy spectra in the sample, including 
QSOs, AGN and "UV-excess" galaxies. In this context, "UV excess" refers to the 
comparison of UV and Ha luminosties detailed in Section 3.5.2. 
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Figure 2. 7: The distribution of the SIN per pixel for the spectroscopically identified 
galaxies in our sample. 
the Balmer break at 4000 A (D4000). This is defined as the ratio of the average flux 
density (in ergs- 1 cm- 2 Hz-1), in the continuum bands 4050-4250A and 3750-3950A 
(Bruzual 1983). Additionally, for every spectrum we calculate the mean S/N per pixel 
in the wavelength range 4050-4250A. The mean S/N for all the galaxies with a red-
shift determination in the sample is shown in Figure 2.7. The mode of the distribution 
is at S/ N '.:::: 10.5; 95% of the spectra have S/ N > 3. 
lo- errors for every EW and flux measurement were calculated using SPLOT using 
an estimate of the noise in the spectra derived from the characteristics of the CCD 
detector and the noise in each spectrum. These estimates are derived by error prop-
agation assuming a Poisson statistics model of the pixel noise. It is assumed at this 
stage that the determination of the continuum level has no uncertainty in this process. 
The uncertainty associated with a consistent continuum determination around the 
region of a given spectral feature was addressed using the two different analysis rou-
tines. The continuum level can be fitted interactively with a polynomial fit using 
GAUSS, and compared with the linear continuum fitting available in SPLOT. In general, 
the two measurements made by the different routines show an excellent agreement (a 
mean of 13%), typically within the errors provided by SPLOT. As an extra consistency 
check, the EWs on all the lines were measured independently by two people3, with an 
average discrepancy of'.:::: 10%, again within the error estimates provided from SPLOT 
(see Figure 2.8). 
An additional complication concerns measuring lines where the spectral resolution 
(rv lOA) is insufficient to resolve two (or more) neighbouring lines. This was impor-
3The author and M1i:'eyer 
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Figure 2.8: Consistency checks on measurem~nts of the Sf?ectral features (i~ this 
case the emission fine Ha). LEFT: A companson of the /me as measured mde-
pendently by two people - Mark Sullivan (MS) and fv!arie _Treyer (MAT, M. Treye:' 
private communication); RIGHT: The line as dete:mmed _m two ~p~ctr~I a~alys1s 
programmes (SPLOT and GAUSS), which deal with contmuum flttmg m different 
ways (see text for details). In botf:I comparisons, the solid line denotes a perfect 
agreement with the dashed lines denoting 15% differences. The measurements 
show an excellent agreement in both cases. 
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tant for the Ha ,\6563/[N n] ,\,\6548, 6584 blend. Given the important role that Ha 
measurements play in this work, an accurate determination is ess~ntial. _The SPLOT er-
rors in the deblending routines are derived using a Monte Carlo si~ulation_as fo~lows. 
A model of the measured features is fitted to the spectral data, usmg the pixel sigmas 
from the noise model, and this is used as a "noise-free" spectrum. 100 sim~lations 
are then run, adding random Gaussian noise to this "noise-free" spectrum usmg the 
pixel-noise model! The deviation of each fit~ed parameter fr_om the model _pa_rameter 
is recorded and the error estimate for each fitted parameter is then the deviation con-
taining 68.3% of the parameter estimates - this corr~sponds to lo- if the distribution of 
the parameter estimates is Gaussian in nature. This method allows measurement of_ 
errors in cases where lines are blended. 
The errors quoted here are random measurement errors only, i.e. they relate purely 
to the S/N and statistics of the spectrum in question. No account has_ been made ?f 
any potential errors in the flux calibration, an issue which we return to m Chapter 5 m 
conjunction with the optical imaging programs. 
In summary, this rather technical section has described t~e construc~~n of a sp~c-
troscopic catalogue derived for a sample of UV-sele~ted obJects, ~ontammg_ galaxies 
with redshifts and the major spectral features. We will next descnbe the :an?~s cor-
rections that need to be made to the data in this catalogue for it to be of scientific use. 
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2.3.4 Stellar absorption corrections 
Starburst (or star-forming) galaxies are characterised by a nebular emission-line spec-
trum at optical wavelengths and an absorption line spectrum at UV wavelengths. The difference arises because starbursts are powered by massive stars which emit photons 
with energies of a few tens of eV, some of which are absorbed and re-emitted in their 
stellar winds, producing UV resonance transitions and therefore a UV absorption spec-
trum. However, most of the ionising photons can travel many parsecs before they are 
absorbed by the surrounding interstellar gas. This ionised gas then emits a nebular 
emission line spectrum, mainly in the optical and near-IR wavelengths. The Balmer lines, however, can show absorption features which were formed in the photospheres 
of the massive stars. 
The higher-order Balmer lines are often seen in absorption because the strength of 
the Balmer emission series decreases rapidly with decreasing wavelength, whereas the 
EW of the absorption features is nearly constant. The net effect is that Ha and H,B can be seen in emission, whilst higher order lines are seen in absorption. Very often Ha 
and H,B show absorption , wings superimposed on the nebular emission. Before the Balmer series of hydrogen lines (and in particular Ha and H,B in the context of this 
work) can be used for any further analysis, they must be corrected for these effects. Any physical properties derived from these lines (for example reddening corrections 
or star-formation rates) will be very sensitive to the amount of absorption present. 
We use two methods to assess the degree of contamination. First, every spectrum 
was checked for the presence of higher-order Balmer lines (e.g. H')", Ho, etc.) and, if 
these lines appeared in absorption, the EW of each was measured, and the average 
of these values was applied as a correction to both the Ha and H,B lines. The second 
method was to use the STARLINK program DIPSO to fit the stellar absorption line un-derneath the H,B emission, and then use this fit as the continuum and to subtract this for the spectrum in question. The flux of the H,B line will then contain no absorption 
contribution if the fitting is performed carefully. J 
The two methods give similar results. The distribution of the stellar absorption EWs (as determined from the DIPSO programme, is shown in Figure 2.9. In galaxies 
where the H,B could not be reliably measured (and hence a reliable stellar absorption 
measurement could not be made), an average correction of 2.45A (the mean for the 
objects in our sample) was assumed. This mean value is typical of such emission line spectra (McCall et al. 1985; Olofsson 1995b; Gonzalez Delgado et al. 1999). The 
correction was then applied to the EWs and flux measurements of all the measured 
hydrogen lines. 
2.4 Simple dust corrections 
We now turn to the complex issue of dust extinction in our sample. Interstellar dust has been shown to be an important constituent of every galaxy, partially obscuring 
radiation at both visual and UV wavelengths, and re-radiating this absorbed energy in the far-IR part of the spectrum (e.g. Soifer et al. 1987). The extinction arising along 
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the line-of-sight to a target object therefore makes the observed flux of~ par~cular 
emission line (or integrated broadband magnitude) differ from that as ermtted m that 
object. In the optical region, this is due mostly to scattering with a small component 
lost to absorption. 
For a point-like source of intrinsic intensity F0 (.X) behind a screen of foreground 
dust, the light received at the Earth is 
(2.4) 
where Fobs(,\) is the intensity observed at the Earth and r(,\) is the optical depth at the 
observed wavelength. In the optical region, the form of the wavelength dependenc~ of 
the interstellar extinction is approximately the same, with only the amount of extinc-
tion varying; hence we can write the optical depth as T>.. = cf(,\), where c measure_s the 
amount of extinction towards an object and f (,\) is assumed the same for all obJects. As astronomers typically deal in units of magnitudes, this equation is often written as _ 
Fobs(,\) = Fo(,\)10-0.4{(>..)Av (2.5) 
where,(,\) = A(,\)/Av, A(,\) is the extinction in magnitudes at wavelength,\, and Av is the extinction in the V passband. Alternatively, writing in terms of the colour excess, 
E(B - V) = As - Av, this can be recast as 
Fobs(,\) = Fo(,\)l0-0.4E(B- V)k(>..) (2.6) 
where k(,\) is defined as the total-to-selective extinction of the gas, A(,\)/ E(B - V ), 
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Figure 2.10: Extinction laws derived from a variety of different objects. The at-
tenuation is normalised to k(B) - k(V) = 1. The curves are those for the diffuse 
ISM (MW, LMC, SMC) and those appropriate for the dust distribution internal to 
starburst galaxies (Calzetf° 
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(2.7) 
with Rv = Av/ (E(B - v). 
Hence, Av or E(B - V) provide information on the extinction in a specific object, 
whilst t(-X) and k(-X) give the form of the extinction curve, assumed identical for all 
objects of interest. Both forms are used in the literature; here we will use the form of 
equation (2.6). 
The choice of the form of the extinction law- k(-X) -is important, and depends on 
the environment under study. There exist a variety of different laws derived in differ-
ent ways sampling different lines of sight and hence different physical conditions in 
the interstellar medium (ISM). These extinction laws have been shown to be spatially 
variable (see Mathis 1990; Fitzpatrick 1999), effectively parameterised by the total-to-
selective extinction at V, Rv = Av/(E(B - VJ. The best studied cases are the diffuse 
ISM extinction curves of the Milky Way (Nandy et al. 1975; Savage & Mathis 1979; 
Seaton 1979), the 30 Doradus region in the Large Magellenic Cloud (LMC, Nandy 
et al. 1981; Fitzpatrick 1986; Misselt et al. 1999), the Small Magellenic Cloud (SMC, 
Bouchet et al. 1985), and tentative measurements for our twin galaxy M31 (Bianchi 
et al. 1996), all of which are characterised by different shapes. Even within the Milky 
Way, different regions can have different extinction properties (Cardelli et al. 1989). 
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We show the forms of these different curves in Figure 2.10, together with the (rest-
frame) wavelengths of interest. The laws are all parameterised according to Pei (1992), 
who provide a fitting function for the three average extinction laws (MW, LMC, SMC). 
When the source under consideration is not a simply a point-like source behind a 
homogeneous foreground dust screen (i.e. when one considers galaxies), the extinction 
becomes more dependent on the distribution and morphological mix of stars and dust 
within the target object. For example, in a spherical distribution of homogeneously 
mixed stars and dust, bluer (and more strongly extincted) light can only be detected 
from the edge of the mix resulting in a reddening and dimming of the light, whereas 
if the distribution consists only of optically thick foreground clumps, there may be no 
reddening at all and only a dimming of the light. Hence determining the dust opacity 
of galaxies in order to recover intrinsic physical properties requires a full treatment of 
radiative transfer, taking into account the physical properties and geometrical distri-
bution of the dust grains. Such an approach is immensely complex (with many free 
and poorly constrained parameters), and hence alternative solutions are often sort. 
One often cited approach, the results of which was shall adopt in this thesis, is 
that of Calzetti et al. (2000). Using a sample of "UV-selected" (i.e. UV luminous and 
detected by the JUE) local starburst galaxies (Kinney et al. 1993), Calzetti (1997) (also 
Calzetti et al. 1994) find that higher dust optical depths produce redder SEDs and 
emission line ratios, almost independently of the various dust distributions and stellar 
populations. 
Using various UV wavelength intervals (and hence UV slopes) together with inte-
grated colours of the stellar population (via optical/IR photometry) and using far-IR 
constraints to normalise the total obscuration, they are able to derive an "effective" 
obscuration curve (Calzetti et al. 2000) applicable to starburst galaxies. The expression 
folds into a single function a variety of different effects: the geometrical distribution of 
the dust and the effect of the extinction itself. The obscuration is mostly absorption; the 
effects of scattering average out, hence it should not be confused with the extinction 
curves of the MW/LMC/SMC. 
This obscuration curve is purely empirical, independent of the assumptions that 
would need to be made in a radiative transfer treatment of the problem (i.e. stellar 
population, content, dust geometry etc.), and provides· a statistical estimate of the ex- . 
tinction of starburst galaxies. As this type of galaxy is likely to dominate our sample, 
we believe it to be the most appropriate choice to use in this study. 
As a comparison to the MW /SMC/LMC laws, the Calzetti law is also shown in 
Figure 2.10 in a purely illustrative manner, as the dust attenuation of galaxies is con-
ceptually different to the dust extinction of stars (from which the MW /SMC/LMC 
laws are derived). However, we can see that in the optical region of interest in this sec-
tion where we analyse features in the optical spectrum, the laws provide very similar 
extinction corrections. For consistency with later section, we choose the Calzetti law 
in this analysis to correct our emission lines. 
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2.4.1 Determining reddening corrections from spectral features 
The extinction discussed above naturally makes the observed ratio of fluxes of two 
nebular emission lines (Robs = Fabs(>,. 1 ) / Fabs(.X2)) differ from the intrinsic ratio as orig-inally emitted in the nebular (Ro = F0(.X1)/ F0(.X2)) due to the wavelength dependence 
of the extinction law 
R - R 10-0AE(B- V)g(k(A1)-k(A2)) abs - 0 (2.8) 
Hence to determine the amount of extinction in an object, E(B- V)g, one must use the 
measured ratio of the strengths of two lines for which the relative intensities as emitted in the nebular are well known. Once this normalisation is known, the reddening curve, k(.X), can be used to extrapolate to all optical wavelengths, and any emission line can be corrected using equation (2.6). 
The ideal line ratio to determine the amount of extinction would be one that is independent of physical conditions and that is easy to measure in all nebulae. Natu-
rally, such a perfect pair does not exist; however a good approximation to this ideal 
can be made in the optical spectrum. The most commonly used pair of lines are the Balmer lines Ha and H,B. Though the upper levels are not the same for both lines, the relative insensitivity of the line ratios to temperature (see table 4.2 in Osterbrock 1989) means that the extinction can be estimated even though the temperature is only 
approximately known. The Balmer lines are strong, and, for this sample of galaxies, 
occur in the spectral region observed. Assuming case-B recombination, the intrinsic 
ratio of these two lines is 2.87 (Osterbrock 1989). 
For all the galaxies in our sample with both Ha and H,B, we determine the colour 
excess of the ionised gas, E(B - V)g, as 
E(B - V)g = log(Rabs) I Ilt.t,o 
0.4 [k(AHp) - k(AHa) ] (2.9) 
where k(.XHp) and k(.XHa) are the values derived using the extinction law. For compar-ison with other emission line surveys, we also calculate the reddening parameter Av 
using Av = E(B - V)gRv. The distribution of this parameter is shown in Figure 2.11; the median value is 1.12. This value compares well with the value of Av = 1.52 de-
rived for a selection of CFRS galaxies (Tresse et al. 1996) where no allowance for stellar 
absorption was made. Additionally, studies of individual H II regions within local 
spiral galaxies reveal Av -:::: 0.6 (Oey & Kennicutt 1993) and Av -:::: 1 (Kennicutt et al. 1989). 
The amount of reddening that we determine for each spectrum is of course sensi-
tive to the magnitude of the stellar absorption correction that we make on the hydro-gen lines. Increasing the amount of stellar absorption decreases our derived reddening 
corrections, as Av ex: Ha/H.B ex: (Ha EW + SA) / (H,B EW + SA) (where SA is the mean 
stellar absorption correction in A). As the Ha EW is generally larger than the H,B EW, increasing the mean SA will decrease Av, For example, if SA = 3 A, Av = l.O, for SA= 3.5A, Av = 0.96, and for SA= 4A, Av = 0.86. 
We then use these corrections to de-redden all the emission lines in our survey 
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according to equation (2.6). For galaxies in our sample without a mea~u~ement of both Ha and H,B, we use the median correction value derived above. It 1s 1mJ:>ort~nt 
to recognise one source of possible bias that this may introduce into our extinction 
corrections. The Balmer-derived corrections applied here require the presence of both Ha and H,B in the galaxy spectrum. However, as extinction increases, if the limiting factor on determining a line flux were purely the S /N of the spectra, H,B wou~d ~ecome 
undetectable before Ha, implying this average correction to be a lower hrmt. ~he presence of H.B in absorption in many of the spectra prevents an accurate calculati.on 
of the magnitude of this effect. This complication aside, the Balmer decrement remains 
the best way to estimate extinction in our sample. 
2.5 General properties of the redshift survey 
We now turn to the general properties of the redshift survey, and the initial classifica-
tion of the galaxies observed within it The overall redshift distribution of the sample 
can be seen in Figure 2.12. The distribution has a large peak at z -:::: 0.02 due to the presence of the Coma cluster in SA57 (0.021 < z <. 0.025) and the cluster Abell 1367 (0.019 < z < 0.023), but otherwise no obvious redsh1ft structure can be seen. . Before we use the galaxies discovered in this survey to investigate the properties 
of star-formation in the local universe, we first digress and investigate some general 
spectroscopic properties of the galaxies themselves. Firstly, ~t is impo~tan: to as~e{ the degree to which active galaxies contribute to the sample, 1.e. galaxies m which the 
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Figure 2.12: The number-redshift distribution for the redshift survey. The hatched 
histogram shows all galaxies, while the solid histogram indicates galaxies with only 
one optical counterpart in the APM-POSS catalogues (see Section 2.3. 1 for de-
tails). The peak at z = 0.02 indicates the presence of cluster galaxies in the survey 
fields (Coma and Abell 1367). 
dominant ionisation source may not be from hot, massive, newly formed stars. Sec-
ondly, insight into the chemical properties of the sample may reveal useful diagnostics 
for later sections in this thesis, hence we attempt to derive simple chemical abundances 
for the sample. 
2.5.1 The contribution of Active Galactic Nuclei 
It is important to asses the degree to which the sample is contaminated by galaxies 
in which star-formation may not be the principle source of ionisation, for example 
highly-luminous quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) or the less-luminous galaxies with active 
nuclear regions, known as AGN. Emission line diagnostic diagrams provide a reliable 
classification of the emission-line spectra in this survey according to the main source 
of ionisation (e.g hot stars, AGN or shockwave heating) responsible for the production 
of the lines. Emission line galaxies (ELGs) form two distinct groups. The first is that 
containing galaxies with broad lines, for example high-redshift QSOs, broad-line radio 
galaxies, or AGN Seyfert I objects (see Seyfert 1943), in which the HI lines are signifi-
cantly broader than the forbidden lines (see e.g. Osterbrock 1984). We identify 23 such 
objects in our sample, and exclude them from our sample of star-forming galaxies. 
The second group, and that of primary interest in this study, contains objects which 
posses narrow emission lines. These narrow line galaxies can be further divided into 
two general types: H II galaxies (or star-forming galaxies) and AGNs (e.g. Seyfert II 
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galaxies and LINERs). 
The fundamental difference that distinguishes these narrow-line objects is related 
to the mechanism by which the emission lines are produced. In star-forming galaxies, 
the gas is photo-ionised by young, hot OB-type stars, whereas in AGNs the ionis-
ing radiation is a "harder", non-thermal, power-law continuum, presumably originat-
ing via accreting material around a super-massive black-hole. The problem then is to 
recognise AGN spectra from H II spectra to avoid our star-forming sample containing 
non star-forming galaxies. This is traditionally performed by using the emission line 
ratios of the most prominent lines (Baldwin et al. 1981; Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987; 
Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2000). 
Classifications based on two line ratios are required as AGNs cannot be distin-
guished from star-forming galaxies using only one parameter (Baldwin et al. 1981). 
The properties of the line ratios chosen for the two-dimensional classifications of ELGs 
can be summarised as follows: 
1. Each ratio should comprise lines that are easy to measure in typical spectra (i.e. 
have a high S/N), 
2. The wavelength difference between lines in each ratio should be small to min-
imise the effect of reddening (and errors in flux calibration), 
3. Ratios comprising a line of one element and an HI Balmer line are preferred over 
ratios comprising forbidden lines of different elements as they are less dependent 
on assumed abundances. 
In perhaps the best known study of its type, Veilleux & Osterbrock (1987) present 
three . diagnostic diagrams based on line ratios which meet the above criteria. They 
principally recommend the use of a diagnostic plot involving the ratios of [O m] / H,B 
versus [O I]/Ha as the most reliable method for separating star-forming and AGN 
dominated objects. However, the [O I] >.6300 line is typically weak, and in most cases 
not seen, in our data; hence we use the two remaining diagnostic plots of Veilleux & 
Osterbrock (1987) which contain lines that are detected in our spectra: 
• log [O m]/H,B versus log [S II]/Ha 
• log [O m]/H,B versus log [N II]/Ha 
We plot these two different diagnostic diagrams in Figure 2.13 for the objects in our 
sample which have the required line measurements (see also Sullivan et al. 2000; Con-
tini et al. 2001). The lines are corrected for dust extinction and stellar absorption. The 
error-bars shown are propagated from the individual line measurements, and are all 
la. The errors due to uncertain reddening corrections are small as the lines which com-
prise a particular ratio are located in the same spectral region. Theoretical boundaries 
between star-forming galaxies and AGN on these diagrams can be determined using 
spectral synthesis codes tied to photo-ionisation models (e.g. CLOUDY, Ferland et al. 
1998), while empirical boundaries can be defined on the basis of samples of known 
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Figure 2.13: Diagnostic plots to determine the principle ionisation source in our 
sample of emission-line field galaxies. LEFT: The [N 11} >..>..6548, 6584 plot, RIGHT: 
the [S 11} .>...>..6717 + 6731 plot. The solid lines indicates the boundary between star-
burst and AGN objects assuming an instantaneous burst of star-formation (Dopita 
et al. 2000); the dashed line shows the limit assuming an extended burst lasting 
::: 7Myr (Kewley et al. 2001). Error bars were measured as described in the text, 
and only single POSS counterpart objects are shown. 
star-forming galaxies and AGN and the general shapes predicted by photo-ionisation 
models (Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987). We plot such theoretical boundaries (taken from 
Dopita et al. 2000; Kewley et al. 2001) on the diagrams. 
Clearly, there are many complex uncertainties in the determination of these bound-
aries. These include, for example, the chemical abundances, the IMF and the stellar 
evolutionary tracks, as well as the past history of star-formation. It is also quite pos-
sible that both types of ionisation mechanisms are present in these objects to some 
degree, as well as differences between nuclear and disc regions; as such these plots 
can only be used to investigate the dominant source of ionisation in the majority of the 
objects in our sample. 
Bearing these caveats in mind, what does appears clear from these plots is that 
nearly all of the UV-selected sample of galaxies can be considered star-forming, i.e. 
radiation from hot OB-type stars is the principle source of ionising radiation. Though 
both plots do contain some "borderline" AGN candidates - perhaps three to four in 
each plot which we identify for later use - they are all consistent with star-forming 
galaxies given the nature of the error-bars. We are therefore able to investigate the 
chemical and star-formation properties of this sample using standard recipes for star-
forming galaxies. 
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2.5.2 Chemical abundances 
As well as being useful for identifying a possible AGN fraction amongst our sample of 
galaxies, the emission line measurements of Section 2.3.3 can be used to estimate the 
oxygen (0) and nitrogen (N) abundances in this sample of galaxies (see Contini et ~I. 
2001). Cooling in emission line nebulae occurs via the escape of photons generated m 
de-excitation of metallic ions. For oxygen in particular, a high electron temperature 
results in cooling via forbidden lines in the optical part of the spectrum, hence strong 
oxygen lines indicate high electron temperatures. As a high electron temperature indi-
cates a slow cooling rate-or a small amount of "metallic line cooling" - strong oxygen 
emission lines suggest a subsequent low metallicity. The most direct way of measuring 
metallicity is then via direct measurement of the electron temperature and gas density 
via the [O m],\4363 line. However, this line is typically weak and cannot be measured 
directly in our spectra. 
Hence we make use of empirical methods to derive the oxygen abundance, ex-
ploiting the relationship between O /H and the intensity of the strong lines via the R23 
parameter 
[O II].\3727 + [O m]-X.\4959, 5007 
R23 = H,B (2.10) 
However, converting a value of R23 into an oxygen abundance reliably is difficult 
because the relationship between R23 and 0/H is degenerate (see Figure 2.14). For 
metal-rich objects (the "upper" branch), R23 increases as metallicity decreases (via 
reduced metallic cooling and hence higher electron temperatures); however, below 
12 + log(O/H) ,...., 8.2 (the "lower" branch), R23 decreases as metallicity increases as 
the intensity of the oxygen lines drops due to reduced abundances in the gas. In this 
regime, the ionisation parameter also becomes important (McGaugh 1991); we esti-
mate this using the line ratio 
[O m].X.\4959, 5007 
0 32 = [O II].\3727 (2.11) 
Many authors have developed techniques for converting the R23 ratio into oxy-
gen abundance both for metal-poor (e.g. Skillman 1989) and metal rich (e.g. Pagel 
et al. 1979; McCall et al. 1985; Pilyugin 2001) regimes. To break the R23 degener-
acy, we use two additional line ratios (see Contini et al. 2001). The first is the [NII] . 
.\.\6548, 6584/[0II] .\3727 line ratio (e.g. McGaugh 1994; van Zee et al. 1998). This line 
ratio varies monotonically with abundance, forming a narrow sequence over a large 
range of metallicity. The division between upper and lower branches occurs around 
[NII]/[OII],...., 0.1; galaxies with [Nn]/[On] < 0.1 are believed to have low oxygen 
abundances, while those with [N n]/[O II] > 0.1 are on the high-metallicity branch 
(Figure 2.14). The [N II]/[O II] diagnostic is however inconclusive in the turnaround 
region, that is for - 1.05 < log([N n]/[O n]) < - 0.8. The second ratio is [N II]/Ha (e.g. 
van Zee et al. 1998). It too increases with increasing oxygen abundance. The divi-
sion between upper and lower branches occurs around [Nn]/Ha,...., 0.1. In general, 
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Table 2.5: Mean values and standard deviation of 0/H and N/0 abundance ratios 
for the UV-selected galaxies and comparison samples of local star-forming galax-
. ( 
,es. 
Sainple :N" 
UV galaxies 68 
SB:N"Gs 417 
H II galaxies 139 
12 + log(O/ H) 
8.49 ± 0.04 
8.83 ± 0.01 
7.91 ± 0.02 
log(:N" / 0) 
- 1.35 ± 0.03 
- 0.90 ± 0.01 
- 1.43 ± 0.01 
galaxies with [:N"II] / Ha < 0.1 are believed to have low oxygen abundances, while 
those with [:N" II] / Ha > 0.1 are on the high-Inetallicity branch. However, van Zee et al. 
(1998) note the [:N" II] / Ha ratio is only valid as a Inetallicity estiITiator for 12 + log(O / H) 
< 9.1 and in the absence of additional excitation sources (e.g. low-intensity AG:N" or 
shocks) which could increase it. FurtherITiore, with typical errors of 0.2 dex or Inore, it 
is not a particularly accurate abundance estiITiator. However it provides an additional 
diagnostic to reduce the aITibiguity in the 0 / H vs. R23 relation. 
For our classification, we assuITie galaxy lies on the lower branch (squares in Fig-
ure 2.14) if log([N II]/Ha) < -1 and log([N II)/[O II]) < ~1.05, or on the upper branch 
(triangles in Figure 2.14) if log([N II]/Ha) > - 1 and log([N II]/[O II]) > - 0.8. For galax-
ies with inconclusive values (i.e. - 1.05 < log([N II]/[O II]) < - 0.8), we follow the 
[:N" II]/Ha line ratio criterion. The oxygen abundance is then deterITiined using the 
calibration of McGaugh (1991) and analytic expressions froITI Kobulnicky et al. (1999). 
:N"itrogen-to-oxygen abundance ratios (:N" / 0) Inay be deterITiined in the absence of a 
IneasureITient of the teinperature-sensitive [O m].X4363 eITiission line using the Inethod 
of Thurston et al. (1996). Again, this only requires the bright [:N" II], [O II] and [O III] 
eITiission lines. The relationship, which is based on the saITie preITiise as that between 
the oxygen abundance and R23, is calibrated using photo-ionisation Inodels. 
First, an estiITiate of the teinperature in the [:N" II] eITiission region (t[N n]) is given 
by the einpirical calibration between t [N nl and R23 (Thurston et al. 1996). This [:N" II] 
teinperature deterITiined froITI the R23 relation can then be used, together with the 
observed strengths of [:N" II] .X.X6548, 6584 and [O II] .X3727, to deterITiine the ionic abun-
dance ratio :N"+ /O+ using the calculation of Pagel et al. (1992). Finally, we assuITie that 
:N"/ 0 = :N"+ /O+. There has been soITie discussions regarding the accuracy of this as-
suinption (e.g. Vila-Costas & EdITiunds 1992), but Thurston et al. (1996) found through 
detailed Inodelling that this equivalence only introduces sITiall uncertainties in deriv-
ing :N"/0. 
The distributions of 0/H and :N"/0 abundance ratios for the FOCA galaxies are 
shown in Figure 2.15, together with various coinparison sainples of local star-forITiing 
galaxies: Starburst :N"ucleus Galaxies (SB:N"Gs) (Contini et al. 1998; Considere et al. 
2000; Veilleux et al. 1995) and H II galaxies (Kobulnicky & Skil1Inan 1996; Izotov & 
Thuan 1999). Mean values of 12 + log(O/H) and :N"/0 with their standard deviations 
are listed in Table 2.5. Only FOCA galaxies for which we have a coinplete set of flux 
calibrated eITiission line IneasureITients are shown; there are 68 such galaxies. 
The UV galaxies span a wide range of oxygen abundances, froITI 12 + log(O/H) rv 
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are UV-selected galaxies with more than one POSS counterpart; 
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selected galaxy sample is compared to that of Starburst Nucleus Galaxies and 
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7.7 (rv 0.1 Z0 ) to 9.0 (rv Z0 ). In terms of metallicity, they are thus intermediate between 
low-mass Hn galaxies and massive SBNGs. The situation is quite similar for the N/0 
abundance ratios; however the mean value is closer to that of Hn galaxies (only 0.08 
dex higher) than to that of the SBNGs (rv 0.45 dex lower). A closer look at Figure 2.15 
shows that a significant fraction of the UV galaxies has rather low N/0 abundance 
ratios (log(N/0) < -1.7). This appears to be one of the most distinctive chemical 
properties of the UV-selected sample. We return to these derived properties of the 
galaxies in Chapter 6, where we discuss the constraints these chemical abundances 
can place on the SFHs of the galaxies. 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the FOCA experiment and the associated spectroscopic 
survey, and has described the construction of the primary spectroscopic catalogue 
used throughout this work. We have introduced the basic spectroscopic properties, 
and made detailed checks for systematics that may affect any future analysis that we 
perform. We have corrected our emission line measurements both for the effect of 
stellar absorption, and for the effect of obscuring dust. We have also shown that the 
majority of the galaxies in our sample possess emission line ratios which are consis-
tent with being produced via the ionising radiation of hot OB-type stars, rather than 
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by AGN. We have also derived simple chemical abundances for the sample. 
This groundwork has placed us in a position form which we can commence our 
investigation into the star-forming properties of the sample, which we begin in the 
next Chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Star-formation properties of 
the redshift survey 
This chapter begins our investigation into the star-forming properties of the FOCA 
galaxy sample. The measurements that we introduced in Chapter 2 will allow us to 
address two key issues. Firstly, the redshift information will allow us to derive lu-
minosity functions for the local UV universe, and to examine the implications for the 
local star-formation density and any evolutionary implications. Secondly, we can be-
gin to quantify the uncertainties in different star-formation tracers by comparing SFRs 
derived from various measurement techniques. 
Before we can proceed with the astrophysical interpretations of the FOCA-UV data 
set - for example, by using the redshift information to derive UV luminosities, or for 
comparison with other optical photometry- we must correct for two important effects. 
First, as we did for the emission lines in Section 2.4, we must correct for the presence 
of any obscuring dust. Second, we must correct for the effect of bandpass shifting 
via a k-correction. We must also ensure that all the magnitudes that we use in this 
work, whether derived from the FOCA experiment or from ground-based surveys, 
are placed on the same absolute system. We now examine each correction in turn. 
3.1 Optical/UV dust corrections 
The first task is to correct our broadband photometric measurements for the effect of 
dust. The major problem here is determining which (if any) dust law (e.g. MW, LMC, 
SMC, Calzetti; see Figure 2.10) is appropriate when extending the Balmer-decrement 
derived corrections of Section 2.4.1 to the UV continuum, as the different laws give 
verydifferent levels of extinction at the UV wavelengths (Figure 2.10). There is a wide 
choice of methods available in the literature, and it is clear that for the unresolved 
objects that are under study here, the reddening of the UV continuum will depend 
sensitively on the geometrical details of the dust-star-gas mix. Additionally, the red-
dening of the stellar continuum may be different from the obscuration of the ionised 
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gas (the nebular emission), as the stars and gas may occupy different areas within the 
galaxy and therefore have different dust covering factors. Indeed, it has been shown 
that the continuum emission from stars is often less obscured than the line emission 
from the gas (e.g. Fanelli et al. 1988; Calzetti et al. 1994; Mas-Hesse & Kunth 1999) 
As was described in Section 2.4, Calzetti et al. (2000) derive an empirical (and ge-
ometry independent) prescription from studies of starburst galaxies to "correct" fluxes 
as a function of wavelength, which we adopt here. They find that the colour excess of 
the stellar continuum, E(B - V)s, is related to the colour excess of the ionised gas, 
E(B - V)g, by 
E(B - V)s = 0.44 E(B - V)g (3.1) 
where E(B - V)g can be determined from the ratio of Ha to H,B, as shown by equa-
tion (2.9). Any observed magnitude (mobs) with effective wavelength Aeff of a galaxy at 
redshift z can then be corrected by rewriting equation (2.6) as 
mcorr = mobs - E(B - V)s k ( (l~\)) = mobs - 0.44E(B - V)g k ( (/~ffz)) (3.2) 
where k(.X) is the empirical wavelength dependent correction function from Calzetti 
et al. (2000). We apply this reddening correction to every filter passband in use in our 
survey using the observed values of E(B - V)g (derived from the Balmer decrement), 
and the median sample value where an individual measurement is not available. 
The 0.44 factor in equation (3.1) takes into account stars and gas may occupying dis-
tinct spatial regions, containing differing amounts of dust. The Ha luminosity arises 
purely from very young, short-lived ionising stars, which must remain close to the 
(dusty) regions in which they were born. By contrast, the UV continuum at 2000A 
contains a significant contribution from older non-ionising stars, which may no longer 
be associated with the regions in which they were formed, and hence will suffer from 
less extinction. 
This physical model also requires that we correct our Ha equivalent widths (EWs) 
for the effects of extinction. If the E(B - V)s and E(B - V)g were equal, then the 
presence of dust would not affect the Ha EW. However, if the continuum at 6563 A 
suffers less extinction than the Ha line emission, then the corrected Ha EW is equal to 
Ha EW fobs x l00.4E(B-V)g k(6563) 
___ co_rr = Ha = lQ0.4k(6563)(E(B-V)g-E(B-V)s) (3.3) 
Ha EW b Jobs X 1Q0.4E(B-V)s k(6563) 
o s Ha 
We correct all our measured EWs in this way. 
For the mean Balmer-decrement derived dust correction in our survey (Av = 1.12, 
E(B- V)g = 0.364, see Section 2.4.1), we list in Table 3.1 the values of the function k(.X) 
( = A>.../ E(B - V)g) for the different extinction laws and the corresponding extinctions 
at 2000A. Other studies are in broad agreement with these values of A 2000 . For exam-
ple, Buat & Burgarella (1998) find a value of A 2000 '.:::::. 1.2 (though with a large scatter) 
using radiative transfer models and by comparing far-IR and 2000A fluxes for a small 
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Table 3.1: The value of k(>.) at 2000A for the four different extinction curves. The 
LMC, SMC and MW curves use the parameterisation of Pei {1992). 
Extinction k(.X) A2000 A2000 
law (from E(B - V)g) (from E(B - V)s) 
MW 8.50 3.09 1.36 
SMC 9.06 3.30 1.45 
LMC 8.96 3.26 1.44 
CAL 8.87 3.23 1.42 
Table 3.2: The average reddening correction at the rest-frame wavelength of each 
of the filters in use in our survey, derived using a Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation 
law. 
Filter Aeff (A) k(.X) AA (mag) 
FOCA-UV 2015 8.84 1.42 
SDSS-u' 3603 6.02 0.96 
CFHT-B 4331 5.13 0.82 
SDSS-r' 6281 3.49 0.56 
sample of local galaxies. 
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Since it was derived from a sample of star-forming galaxies, we choose the Calzetti 
attenuation law when correcting all our broadband magnitudes and include the rela-
tionship between E(B- V)g and E(B- V)s of equation (3.1). The values of the average 
reddening correction in our survey at the rest-frame wavelength of each of our filters 
is given in Table 3.2. 
3.2 Calculating k-corrections 
For every object in .our survey, we need to convert our observed fluxes in the various 
passbands into rest-frame fluxes as emitted by the object in question. Two physical 
effects will result in an observed magnitude of a galaxy located at z = z1 differ from 
that which would be measured in the same filter by a g~laxy at z = 0: the effects of the 
redshifting of the galaxy spectrum, and the effects of the galaxy undergoing physical 
evolution between z = 0 and z = z1 . We demonstrate this as follows. Consider a 
galaxy in our redshift survey located at a redshift z = z1 emitting light at time t = t1, 
observed at the present epoch z = 0, t = t0 • We define L(.X, t) as the monochromatic 
luminosity of the galaxy (in erg s-1 A-1) at wavelength .X and time tin the galaxy's rest 
frame. The observed flux fobs (in erg s-1 cm-2) through a filter with effective wave-
length Aeff and total response function S(.X)d.X is then 
l 100 .X fobs = 4 D2 (1 ) L(-1 - , t1)S(.X)d.X 
7r L + Z1 O + Z1 
(3.4) 
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where DL is the luminosity distance at redshift z1 . This can be rewritten in the form 
Ja°° L(>.., t0 )S(>..)d>.. Ja°° L( ~ ' to)S(>..)d>.. Ja°° L( ~' t1)S(>..)d>.. 
fobs = 41r Dl(l + z1 ) · Ja°° L().., to)S(>..)d).. · Ja°° L( 1;z1 , to)S(>..)d).. · (3.5) 
Now, for the purposes of analysing the population of objects in our survey in a consis-
tent manner, we must ensure that we are comparing the same quantity for each galaxy 
under study-i.e. we require the flux that would be emitted by the object in the pass-
band under study at z = 0 and t = t0 i.e. Ja°° L(>.., t0 )S(>..)d>... Rewriting equation (3.5) 
in terms of magnitudes, we find the corrected absolute magnitude at z = 0, t = to can 
be written as the sum of five terms 
DL 
Mcorr = mobs - 5 log( 10 pc) - C - k(z1) - e(t) (3.6) 
where C is a constant related to the normalisation of the filter system in use (whether 
it be the a-Lyrae or the FOCA system), mobs is the observed apparent magnitude, and 
the k-correction - k(z1 ) - and evolutionary correction - e(t) - are given by 
Ja°° L(>.., t0 )S(>..)d>.. 
k(zi) = 2.5 log(l + z1) + 2.5 log roo L(->.- t )S(>..)d>.. 
Jo l+z1' 0 
Ja°° L( ~' t0 )S(>..)d>.. 
e(t) = 2.5 log Ja°° L(i;z1' t1)S(>..)d>.. 
(see, for example, Yoshii & Takahara 1988; Poggianti 1997). 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
The k-correction then is the difference between the magnitude of a z = z1 galaxy lo-
cated at the epoch of observation (z = O) measured at wavelength >..1 = >..o/(1 + z1), and 
the magnitude measured at >..0 • Therefore the k-correction accounts only for differences 
in the spectrum due to redshifting, and makes no correction for the evolution of the 
spectrum between the time of observation and the time of emission. The e-correction, 
on the other hand, depends only on the intrinsic evolution of the object under study, 
and is the difference in magnitude measured in the rest frame of the galaxy at the 
wavelength of emission. In this section we omit thee-correction (as this is not likely 
to make a large contribution over our small redshift range) and concentrate on the 
estimation of the k-correction for objects in our sample. 
The magnitude of the k-corrections for template galaxy spectra using the filters in 
this study are shown in Figure 3.1. There is a strong dependence on galaxy type; those 
galaxies with a strong 4000 A break (such as ellipticals) have larger k-corrections than 
flat spectrum objects. Two things are important to note. First, the k-corrections in the 
narrow FOCA passband are small. Secondly, the biggest k-corrections arise from el-
liptical and SO type spectra; these are not likely to be the predominant galaxy type in a 
UV-selected sample of objects. Thus it is likely that k-corrections are not a major source 
of uncertainty in any calculation of absolute magnitude that is performed. Nonethe-
less, we need to assign each object in our survey a reliable k-correction to accurately 
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determine luminosities for the construction of luminosity functions and other spectral 
modelling work. We now describe how we perform this task. 
3.2.1 Comparing the magnitude systems 
The first task is to ensure that all the magnitudes that we use are placed onto the 
same system so that a consistent comparison can be made. We have three different 
systems to align: The FOCA-based system for the UV magnitudes (see Section 2.2.3), 
the a-Lyr (Vega) based system for the CFHT based system (see Section 5.2), and the 
AB-magnitude system for the Palomar imaging (see Section 5.1). We present the pho-
tometric calibration details of the latter two data sets in Chapter 5; for now, we merely 
describe the process we use to align the systems. The different systems are calibrated 
as follows: 
• The Vega system. This system, the so-called "standard system", is defined such 
that the star Vega (a-Lyr) has a V-band magnitude of 0.03 
J F(>..)T(>..)d>.. · 
m = -2.5 log J FvEGA(>..)T(>..)d>.. + 0.03 (3.9) 
(e.g. Johnson & Morgan 1953; Fukugita et al. 1995), and in this system, all colours 
are set to zero. The zeropoint (0.03) is set so that an average magnitude of six 
AOV stars is zero; Vega itself has V = 0.03 (here V refers to the V-filter of the 
standard Johnson photometric system- see Johnson & Morgan (1953) or Bessell 
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(1976, 1979, 1990) for further details). Uncertainties in this calibration include 
both the shape of the spectrum of Vega used and the corresponding absolute 
flux calibration used to normalise it (see Megessier 1995). Several normalisations 
have been measured (e.g. Hayes & Latham 1975; Tueg et al. 1977); Megessier 
(1995) present a weighted average of f5556 (Vega) = 3.46 x 10- 9erg s- I cm-2 A- I. 
• The FOCA system. This system was chosen for use with the FOCA experiment, 
and is defined such that when a monochromatic flux F>.. (in ergs- I cm- 2 A- I) is 
measured, the corresponding magnitude is 
f F(-\)T(-\)d,\ 
m = - 2.5 log J T(,\)d,\ - 21.175 (3.10) 
The constant (21.175) is based upon the Hayes & Latham (1975) zeropoint of 
Vega of f5556 (Vega) = 3.39 x 10- 9erg s-I cm- 2 A-I. In this system, an object with 
constant flux per unit wavelength interval has zero colour. 
• The AB system. This magnitude system is defined such that when a monochro-
matic flux Fv (in ergs- I cm- 2 Hz-I) is measured, the corresponding magnitude 
is 
J F(v)T(v)dv 
m = - 2.5log J ( ) - 48.60 T v dv (3.11) 
(e.g. Oke 1974), where the value of the constant is chosen to give MAB = V for 
a flat spectrum source. In this system, an object with constant flux per unit fre-
quency interval has zero colour. 
The conversions between the different systems are then computed using 
J FvEGA(v)T(v)dv CONY AB = mAB - mvEGA = ffiAB(VEGA) = - 2.5 log J T(v)dv - 48.60 (3.12) 
to convert between Vega and AB magnitudes, and 
f 10-o.4x21.11sT(-\)d,\ 
CONVpocA = mAB - mpocA = - 2.5 log J T(v)dv - 48.60 (3.13) 
to convert between FOCA and AB magnitudes. 
As some of the passbands in this study are "non-standard", and because of the 
advantages of a system in which colours are easy to interpret, we decide to align all of 
our magnitudes onto the AB system. We list the conversion values for the filters we 
use in Table 3.3. 
3.2. Calculating k-corrections 
Table 3.3: The conversion values used to align the different filter systems onto the 
ABsystem. 
Filter FOCA-+AB Vega-+ AB 
FOCA-UV +2.25 +l.72 
I 
+0.99 +0.94 u 
B +0.60 +0.10 
I 
-0.21 +0.17 r 
3.2.2 Calculation method 
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To derive a k-correction, the basic idea is to fit the observed properties for each of our 
galaxies to some set of model galaxy templates of various type. This could potentially 
be done in two ways. The first method would be to correlate our observed spectra 
with a set of template spectra, either via cross-correlation techniques (e.g. Connolly 
et al. 1995; Zaritsky et al. 1995; Heyl et al. 1997) or a principal component analysis 
(see Folkes et al. 1999; Madgwick et al. 2001, and references therein). However, this 
approach requires spectra of a high S/ N, which is not always the case with our data, 
and of course a wide spectral coverage (which is not the case with our WIYN spectra). 
The second method, which is better suited to our survey, is to fit a series of template 
SEDs to the broadband colours available for each galaxy, and then use the best-fitting 
SED for the estimation of k-corrections. This approach has often been used to constrain 
k-corrections in the past (e.g. Eales 1993; Bershady 1995; Gardner 1996). We will adopt 
the approach of Brinchmann (1999): a method of k-correction determination where 
we fit independently to each available colour for a given galaxy. These fits are then 
combined by weighting the fits inversely by the variance in the colours used for the 
given fit. This allows us to interpolate between the different model SEDs to obtain a 
best-fitting SED for each object. 
We have at our disposal up to four broadband magnitudes for each galaxy (UV, 
u', Band r') for objects located in the SA57 field (see Chapter 5 for a full description 
of the various SA57 imaging programmes). This gives three independent colours for 
each object which can be used to constrain the choice of assigned SED. For A1367 we 
have no alternative but to rely on photometry drawn from the POSS survey as no 
independent optical imaging yet exists. 
The biggest uncertainty in this approach is the choice of model SEDs that we choose 
to fit to. For example, one could choose to fit to a series of model SEDs generated via 
some spectral evolution code (e.g. Poggianti 1997), or to take a more empirical ap-
proach and fit to an observed series of SEDs which have a large wavelength coverage 
(e.g. Coleman et al. 1980). Here we will adopt both approaches; for our dust corrected 
colours, we will compare to the SEDs of Poggianti (1997), who provide 6 galaxy classes 
ranging from early type galaxies (E, SO) through early spirals (Sa, Sb) to late spiral (Sc, 
Sd). We supplement these SEDs with two starburst (SB) models, generated by super-
imposing a starburst on a passively evolving system. SBl (the redder model) assumes 
a lOOMyr burst involving 30% of the galaxy mass, and the SB2 model (the bluer SED) 
I , 
I 
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Table 3.4: The correspondence between the different galaxy classes. 
SED set 
Poggianti 
cww 
E SO Sa Sb Sc Sd Im/SBl SB2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 2 3 4 
assumes a shorter (10 Myr) but more massive (80%) burst. For our uncorrected colours 
we will compare with the SEDs of Coleman et al. (1980), who give 4 classes observed SEDs corresponding to elliptical (E), early spiral (Sb), late spiral (Sd) and irregular (Im). The lack of SO and Sa galaxies in this SED set is not a major concern in our work; 
most of our FOCA-selected objects are expected to be of types Sb and later. Our basic framework is as follows (e.g Brinchmann 1999). For each galaxy we have 
a set of N magnitudes Mi=l..N with associated standard deviations, ai=l..N, resulting in N - l independent colours. We also have a set of O template SEDs, Sj=1..o(>.). We then 
estimate the SED corresponding to each galaxy at redshift ZgaI as follows 
1. For each magnitude Mi, we draw a random realization mi based on ai. We then form the set of colours for that realization, Ci = mi+l - mi. 
2. We calculate the colours of all the template spectra at redshift ZgaI, giving a set of template colours Ti=I .. N-I,b=I .. o: We then determine b such that ~,b ::; Ci ::; ~,b+I· 3. The galaxy is then assigned a spectral class ci based on this colour, according to 
(3.14) 
4. The classes derived from all the colours are then combined using inverse vari-
ance weighting 
"C· " 1 c= ~a~/ ~a2 
i i i i 
(3.15) 
This c then defines the mean SED S(>.), which can then be used to calculate quantities 
such as the k-correction. For every galaxy, this process is repeated 1000 times, and 
mean k-corrections and standard deviations for every object in each filter we use are 
calculated. We now use this process for both sets of galaxy SEDs. 
3.2.3 Derived k-corrections and galaxy types 
In Figure 3.2, we present the results of this fitting process for the Coleman et al. (1980) SEDs, which shows the distribution of galaxy types (T) for the SA57 field, where T = l 
corresponds to an elliptical galaxy, and T = 4 corresponds to an Im galaxy. Galaxies 
which are "bluer" than the Im SED are assigned T = 4; those "redder" than the ellip-tical SED are assigned T · l. We also show the distribution of types for the Poggianti (1997) types, from T = l (E) to T = 8 (SB2); similarly galaxies "too blue" are assigned T = 8 and those "too red" T = l. The different classes are summarised in Table 3.4. As expected, we see that the majority of the galaxies are of types Sb and later - in 
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both cases we see very few early type objects. The correspondence between the two galaxy types is shown in Figure 3.3. In general there is a good correspondence between the derived types, with the Poggianti (1997) derived types being slightly bluer as dust 
corrections are included in the derivation of these types. The mean types in each case 
are T = 3.l for the CWW SEDs (~ Sd) and T = 5.9 for the Poggianti SEDs (~ Sd). 
For both sets of SEDs, no galaxies are classified as redder than the model SEDs. At the blue end, 20 of the galaxies are bluer than the bluest CWW SED; none are bluer than the bluest SB2 Poggianti SED. This points to a large population of actively star-forming or starbursting galaxies in the sample; the principle difference between the two SED sets is the extra starburst SEDs in the Poggianti set. 
One final caveat is that these galaxy types (and hence k-corrections) are based on the weighted average of three colours, and hence will not be sensitive to peculiar colours in a single pair of filters (for example in UV-optical colours) where the other colours 
of that galaxy are "normal". This might occur for example in a galaxy experiencing a 
sudden burst of star-formation; the UV - B colours might then be very blue whilst the B - r' colour could be almost unchanged from the pre-burst colour. We return to this topic in Section 5.3.2. 
We examine how these two derived galaxy types relate to common spectral fea-tures measured in the FOCA spectra by looking at the relationship between the de-
rived types and the Ha EW in the galaxy (Figure 3.4). Again, good agreement is seen between the two type classifications; in both cases later type galaxies have stronger Ha EWs, indicative of increased ongoing star-formation. This suggests that the classi-fication of these galaxies based purely on the their broadband magnitudes have some 
l 1 
1
11 
I I 
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Table 3.4: The correspondence between the different galaxy classes. 
SED set 
Poggianti 
cww 
E SO Sa Sb Sc Sd Im/SBl SB2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 2 3 4 
assumes a shorter (10 Myr) but more massive (80%) burst. For our uncorrected colours 
we will compare with the SEDs of Coleman et al. (1980), who give 4 classes observed 
SEDs corresponding to elliptical (E), early spiral (Sb), late spiral (Sd) and irregular 
(Im). The lack of SO and Sa galaxies in this SED set is not a major concern in our work; 
most of our FOCA-selected objects are expected to be of types Sb and later. 
Our basic framework is as follows (e.g Brinchmann 1999). For each galaxy we have 
a set of N magnitudes Mi=l..N with associated standard deviations, ai=I..N, resulting in 
N - l independent colours. We also have a set of O template SEDs, Sj=1..o(..\). We then 
estimate the SED corresponding to each galaxy at redshift Zgal as follows 
1. For each magnitude Mi, we draw a random realization mi based on ai. We then 
form the set of colours for that realization, Ci = mi+1 - mi. 
2. We calculate the colours of all the template spectra at redshift ZgaI, giving a set of 
template colours Ti=l..N-l,b=1..o: We then determine b such that ~,b ~ Ci ~ ~,b+l· 
3. The galaxy is then assigned a spectral class ci based on this colour, according to 
Tb-C-
ci = b + i, i 
~,b -Ti,b+l 
(3.14) 
4. The classes derived from all the colours are then combined using inverse vari-
ance weighting 
c= "~I" I_ La2 La2 
i i i i 
(3.15) 
This c then defines the mean SED S(..\), which can then be used to calculate quantities 
such as the k-correction. For every galax~ this process is repeated 1000 times, and 
mean k-corrections and standard deviations for every object in each filter we use are 
calculated. We now use this process for both sets of galaxy SEDs. 
3.2.3 Derived k-corrections and galaxy types 
In Figure 3.2, we present the results of this fitting process for the Coleman et al. (1980) 
SEDs, which shows the distribution of galaxy types (T) for the SA57 field, where T = l 
corresponds to an elliptical galaxy, and T = 4 corresponds to an Im galaxy. Galaxies 
which are "bluer" than the Im SED are assigned T = 4; those "redder" than the ellip-
tical SED are assigned T = l. We also show the distribution of types for the Poggianti 
(1997) types, from T = l (E) to T = 8 (SB2); similarly galaxies "too blue" are assigned 
T = 8 and those "too red" T = l. The different classes are summarised in Table 3.4. 
As expected, we see that the majority of the galaxies are of types Sb and later - in 
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both cases we see very few early type objects. The correspondence between the two 
galaxy types is shown in Figure 3.3. In general there is a good correspondence between 
the derived types, with the Poggianti (1997) derived types being slightly bluer as dust 
corrections are included in the derivation of these types. The mean types in each case 
are T = 3.l for the CWW SEDs (::: Sd) and T = 5.9 for the Poggianti SEDs (::: Sd). 
For both sets of SEDs, no galaxies are classified as redder than the model SEDs. At 
the blue end, 20 of the galaxies are bluer than the bluest CWW SED; none are bluer 
than the bluest SB2 Poggianti SED. This points to a large population of actively star-
forming or starbursting galaxies in the sample; the principle difference between the 
two SED sets is the extra starburst SEDs in the Poggianti set. 
One final caveat is that these galaxy types (and hence k-corrections) are based on 
the weighted average of three colours, and hence will not be sensitive to peculiar colours 
in a single pair of filters (for example in UV-optical colours) where the other colours 
of that galaxy are "normal". This might occur for example in a galaxy experiencing a 
sudden burst of star-formation; the UV - B colours might then be very blue whilst the 
B - r' colour could be almost unchanged from the pre-burst colour. We return to this 
topic in Section 5.3.2. 
We examine how these two derived galaxy types relate to common spectral fea-
tures measured in the FOCA spectra by looking at the relationship between the de-
rived types and the Ha EW in the galaxy (Figure 3.4). Again, good agreement is seen 
between the two type classifications; in both cases later type galaxies have stronger 
Ha EWs, indicative of increased ongoing star-formation. This suggests that the classi-
fication of these galaxies based purely on the their broadband magnitudes have some 
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correlation with the physical star-forming properties of the objects, in terms of their 
spectral properties. 
3.3 Luminosity functions 
We now turn to the determination of the rest-frame UV luminosity function. The na-
ture of the redshift survey allows us to calculate the local UV luminosity function for 
a sample of galaxies selected in the rest-frame UV spectral region. This was first done 
for a restricted sample of the FOCA galaxies based on the WIYN and first WHT runs 
(see Table 2.3) by Treyer et al. (1998), and updated for the full spectroscopic sample 
by Sullivan et al. (2000). In this section, we outline our procedures for the luminosity 
function determination, and then apply the method to derive a UV luminosity func-
tion and one based on the emission line of Ha. 
We define the term luminosity function as the volume averaged number of galaxies 
per Mpc3 with magnitudes in the interval M to M + dM, and denote it as cp(m) ( e.g. 
Felten 1977). The function is assumed to be well represented by a Schechter (1976) 
function of the form 
cp(L )dL = cp* ( f* )a e- L/L* 1~ (3.16) 
or, in terms of magnitudes rather than luminosities, 
cp(M)dM = 0.4 cp* ln 10 x 0 +1 e-xdM (3.17) 
where X = 10-oA(M-M*), cp* is an average density, a represents the shape of the func-
tion (determining the ratio of high to low luminosity galaxies), and M* is a character-
istic magnitude (with a corresponding characteristic luminosity, L*). The mean lumi-
nosity density in such a function is then 
PL = I Lcp(L)dL = cp*L*r(a+2) 
where r is the gamma function. 
3.3.1 The local UV luminosity function 
(3.18) 
There are many different statistical methods in the literature for estimating the lumi-
nosity function (see Takeuchi et al. 2000, for a recent review). In this work, we adopt 
the traditional Vmax method to fit the function to our galaxy sample (e.g. Schmidt 1968; 
Felten 1976). The Vmax is defined as the comoving volume within which each galaxy 
- as defined by its absolute magnitude and assigned k-correction - would remain in 
the sample - i.e. within which it would satisfy the limits in apparent magnitude of 
the FOCA survey (muv < 18.5). The luminosity function cp(M)dM of galaxies with 
magnitude Mis then given by 
1,1 
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dM 
cp(M)dM ex L Vmax(M, i) (3.19) 
with the sum extending over all galaxies with magnitude M ± dM /2, and Vmax the 
accessible volume of each galaxy of type i, given by 
-1Zmax dV 
Vmax - ddz 
Zmin Z 
(3.20) 
where Zmin and Zmax are the minimum and maximum redshifts that a galaxy could have 
and still be within the FOCA selection criteria. 
We normalise the luminosity function using an incompleteness function p(m), de-
fined as the ratio of the number of galaxies with measured spectra to the total num-
ber of FOCA sources per magnitude bin per square degree on the sky (Milliard et al. 
1992). These number counts are averaged over several different FOCA fields - rep-
resenting the average of many FOCA exposures - which enables us to minimise un-
certainties in the normalisation which would result were the counts based on only 
the fields under study. The counts can be well fitted using the empirical relation 
log Ntot = 0.55 x m - 7. 75 (M. Treyer, private communication), where Ntot is the to-
tal number of counts per square degree per 0.5 mag. The incompleteness-corrected 
Vmax is then V~~~ = p(m)Vmax, i.e. we weight each galaxy's contribution to cp(M) by the 
inverse of the completeness function in its apparent magnitude bin. We exclude those 
galaxies which lie in the redshift range of the two known clusters in our survey fields. 
A simple V /Vmax distribution can be used to determine whether an un-evolving 
luminosity function is an appropriate representation of the data set (or conversely, 
assuming no evolution, whether the sample is statistically complete). If the sample is 
not clustered, there is no evolution, and the incompleteness correction applied above 
has removed any magnitude dependent incompleteness, then the sample should be 
uniformly distributed in V /Vmax between O and 1. On the other hand, a significant 
incompleteness would bias the V /Vmax distribution to lower values, whilst evolution 
would result in an increase at large V /Vmax· Additionally, clustering will lead to peaks 
and troughs in the V /Vmax distribution at values corresponding roughly to an L * galaxy 
at the cluster redshift (e.g. Ellis et al. 1996). 
We plot the distribution in Figure 3.5; the mean (V/Vmax) is 0.43 ± 0.07, i.e. slightly 
non-uniform but with marginal significance. There is a slight suggestion that we are 
incomplete at the very faint end of the distribution, though on the whole the distribu-
tion appears quite uniform. There is certainly no evidence to suggest a large amount 
of evolution in the sample. 
We fit the Schechter (1976) function (equation 3.17) to our incompleteness corrected 
data via a weighted non-linear least-squares fit, using a Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm to find the minimum in x2 (Press et al. 1992). The uncertainty in each absolute 
magnitude bin is assumed to be Poissofnian. The best-fitting parameters are listed in 
Table 3.5, and the luminosity function is shown in Figure 3.6. 
We first derive the uncertainties in the fitted parameters using the formal covari-
ance matrix of the best-fit. We illustrate these uncertainties as confidence ellipses in 
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Figure 3.5: The distribution of VNmax for our redshift survey. The mean value is 
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Table 3.5: The best-fitting parameters for the UV and Ha luminosity functions; the 
assumed cosmology is nM = 1.0, OA = 0.0 and h = 0.75. 
Function 
UV uncorrected 
UV corrected 
UV (low-z) 
UV (high-z) 
Ha 
-1.64 
-1.70 
-1.61 
-1.67 
-1.62 
A-1* - 5log(h/.75) 
/ log L* (cgs) 
-21.79 
-24.08 
-21.52 
-21.84 
41.81 
log </>* 
((h/.75) 3 Mpc- 3) 
-2.67 
-3.02 
-2.52 
-2.71 
-2.55 
log PL 
(cgs (h/.75) Mpc-3) 
38.09 
38.71 
38.03 
38.08 
39.37 
each combination of two of the three parameters, shown in Figure 3.7. The ellipses 
shown in the later case represent 1, 2 and 3a confidence regions, assuming normally 
distributed errors. 
We verify these error estimations using a bootstrap technique (e.g. Lilly et al. 1995). 
We recreate random samples of the data, with the same size as the original sample, 
by drawing galaxies from the total galaxy sample with replacement, and recalculating 
the luminosity function for these new samples. This is repeated 1000 times, and errors 
then generated using the statistical spread in the fitted parameters. These derived 
errors are close to those obtained assuming normally distributed errors. 
The most notable feature of the luminosity function is the steep faint-end slope, 
a= -1.64. This is significantly steeper than that found for optically selected samples 
(e.g. a ,...., - 1.1), but is comparable to estimates of that for star-forming, late-type 
galaxies, for example a = -1.87 in the CfA survey (Marzke et al. 1994) and more 
recently a '.:::'. -1.5 in the 2dF redshift survey (Madgwick et al. 2001). 
3.3.2 The Ha luminosity function 
The availability of emission line measurements of Ha for our sample also allows us to 
calculate the Ha luminosity function. We calculate the luminosity function in the same 
manner as that described above; however, the incompleteness function calculation is 
based on only those objects for which a flux calibration is available. For those flux cali-
brated objects where we cannot measure the Ha emission, we make no incompleteness 
correction; i.e. we assume that the line is genuinely missing rather than absent due to 
S/N considerations. This implies that any integrated luminosity density based on this 
luminosity function will be a lower limit. 
We also account for the fact that Ha cannot be measured for z > 0.4 due to the 
WYFFOS spectral coverage and the presence of increased sky noise above '.:::'. 9000 A, 
hence we use z:~ = min(zmax, 0.4) in the determination of Vmax· The Ha luminosities 
are corrected for extinction as described in Section 2.4, and the best-fitting parameters 
are again given in Table 3.5. The Ha luminosity function is shown in Figure 3.8. 
We include in Figure 3.8 two other low-redshift luminosity functions for compar-
ison; the z '.:::'. 0 estimate of Gallego et al. (1995) and the z '.:::'. 0.2 function of Tresse & 
Maddox (1998). 
3.3. Luminosity functions 
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Figure 3.7: The uncertainties in the derivation of the UV luminosity function pa-
ramet~rs.. The three panels show the 1, 2 and 3a confidence ellipses in each 
combmaflon of the three fitting parameters. The red cross shows the best-fit in 
each case. 
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Figure 3.8: The d~~t-corrected Ha luminosity function for our UV-selected redshift 
surv_ey. !he bes_t-fit 1s shown by the solid line. The short-dashed line shows the Ha 
lum_mos1ty function derived by Tresse & Maddox (1998) for a similar redshift ran e 
while the long-dashed line show~ the z ~ o estimate of Gallego et al. 19/s '. Cluster members and those galaxies with uncertain optical IDs are exclude~. ~ 
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Figure 3.9: The UV luminosity function for the high-redshift (z > 0.125, Blue) and 
low-redshift (z < 0.125, Red) galaxies in our sample. 
3.4 Implications for the cosmic star-formation history 
The determination of the local UV luminosity function allows us to constrain the local 
comoving density of star-formation, as discussed in Section 1.3. We integrate each of 
our derived luminosity functions according to equation (3.18) to derive the mean lumi-
nosity density implied by each function (listed in Table 3.5). Particularly, in this sample 
we are able to place tighter constraints in any evolution of the rest-frame UV luminos-
ity density. Though the V /Vmax tests in the last section argue against the presence of 
significant evolution within our sample of galaxies, the size of the sample allows us to 
test this in a more robust manner. To do this, we divide the sample into two redshift 
bins: (O < z < 0.125 and z ~ 0.125} and construct a UV luminosity function for both 
bins. This division is somewhat arbitrary; however, it does allow us to construct two 
luminosity functions based on approximately the same numbers of galaxies (excluding 
the cluster members - see Figure 2.12). Vmax is then defined as min[V(0.15), V(zmax)] 
for the low redshift bin, and V(zmax) - V(0.15) for the high redshift bin. The median 
redshift in each bin is 0.07 and 0.19 for the low and high redshift bins respectively. The 
formal best-fitting Schechter function parameters are given in Table 3.5. 
We see little evidence for a large amount of evolution internally within our sam-
ple. Both luminosity functions are consistent with the total uncorrected luminosity 
function, with the parameters well within the errors of the total luminosity function 
derivation. We can further examine this point by calculating how much evolution we 
might expect within the survey given the results of other similar redshift surveys. 
If we expected an evolutionary scenario proportional to (1 + z )4 , as suggested by an 
analysis of the Canada France Redshift Survey (CFRS) Lilly et al. (1996), we predict a 
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Figure 3.10: The UV luminosity density as a function of redshift. None of the data 
points are dust corrected. The intermediate redshift points are from Cowie et al. 
(1999), whilst the high-redshift data are from Steidel et al. (1999). The lines show 
two different evolutionary scenarios; the solid line shows an evolution <X ( 1 + z) 1. 7 
Cowie et al. {1999 ), whilst the dashed line shows evolution ex ( 1 + z) 4, in agreement 
with the CFRS Lilly et al. (1996). 
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60% increase in the UV light density between our two redshift bins - this is difficult to 
reconcile with our statistics (assuming that the Poisson fluctuations are the dominant 
sour~e of uncertainty in our analysis). This CFRS-based study also has the drawback 
of being /-band selected (where there is less sensitivity to recent star-formation), and 
large extrapolations are required to infer the UV luminosity densities (including ex-
trapolations over the Balmer break feature). 
Perhap~ a more relevant study is the U and B-band selected survey of Cowie et al. 
(!999), which suggests a modest evolution in the 2000A luminosity density, propor-
tional to (1 ~ z)1.7 • We plot our determination of the 2000A luminosity density against 
that determined by Cowie et al. (1999) in Figure 3.10. We also include relevant data 
from high redshift, in the form of the Steidel et al. (1999) UV luminosity functions at 
z ""' 3 an~ z ~ 4. For the Cowie et al. (1999), we assume the same faint-end slope 
as we denved m our luminosity function fitting and also found by Steidel et al. (i.e. 
we use the value of</>* and M. as given by Cowie et al. (1999) but use our a value in 
computing the luminosity densities) 
~ this plot, we see a good agreement between the two lower redshift samples as-
suming a small amount of evolution in the UV light density ( ex ( 1 + z) 1. 7). This implies 
an increase in the UV light density across our sample of a factor of around 1.2, which 
is well within the error bars of our estimates; however we do see a small increase in 
the light density between our two redshift bins (see Table 3.5). 
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Figure 3. 11: The low-redshift portion of the Madau plot, . with_ the ne":' derivation 
of the star-formation density derived from the UV/Ha lummos,ty funct10ns of Sec-
tion 3.3. 1 added. The other data points are (left to right): RED: Dust corrected 
Ha measures, from Gallego et al. (1995), Gronwall (1999), this survey and Tresse 
& Maddox (1998); BLUE: This survey and the lowest redshift point of Lilly et al. 
(1996). The upper blue points show the UV derived star-formation densities with a 
modest dust correction applied, see text for details. 
3.4.1 Updating the Madau plot 
Each luminosity density from our survey can also be converted into a SFR density, and 
added to the low-redshift portion of the Madau plot, which we plot in Figure 3.11. The 
conversion values for luminosity to SFR are discussed in Section 3.5.1, and listed in 
bold in Table A.l. Of course, we must also consider the effect of dust corrections on 
the UV measurements (the Ha luminosities are corrected using the Balmer decrement 
in each of the surveys). For consistency, we need to apply the same dust correction to 
the UV luminosities in each survey. We choose two illustrative dust corrections. As 
the upper correction, we choose the average dust corrections we have derived from 
our UV selected sample, and assume that this dust corrections applies to all the other 
UV samples. The average correction is 1.42 mag at 2000 A, equ~valent t_o a factor of 
~ 3. 7 or 0.57 in log units. As a second, slightly smaller, correction, ~e impl~ment_ a 
luminosity-dependent dust correction derived from our data set. This correction will 
be detailed in Chapter 4. 
The addition of the UV derived star-formation density to this plot has some im-
portant consequences. Firstly, we see that the unco~ected UV ~eri:ed star-formation 
density is comparable to the dust-corrected Ha denved S~ density m our s~mple. ~e 
new point (uncorrected for dust extinction) has a much higher star-f~rmatio~ density 
than previous derivations; the value is higher than the z = 0.35 pomt of Lilly et al. 
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Figure 3.12: The updated Madau plot of Figure 1.4 with our low-z constraint 
added. LEFT: EdS Universe, RIGHT: ACDM. Blue shows values derived from UV 
measurements, red points are from Ha measures, green from 1.4 GHz measures. 
The data points are as in Figure 1.4. All Ha data are dust corrected. The lower 
U~ lim~ts show ~alues uncorrected for dust,the upper limits assuming the average 
extmctton found m our UV survey, and the data points themselves show the values 
appropriate for a luminosity dependent dust correction (see text for details). We 
show two empirical fits to the data: the dashed line shows the best fit to the SFH 
given by Madau & Pozzetti (2000), whilst the solid line shows a simple polynomial 
fit to the data points derived from rest-frame UV luminosity densities. 
(1996), and shows good agreement with the dust corrected Ha derived value of Gron-
wall (1999). What appears clear is that the rapid evolution between z = O and z = 1 
of the origin~ Madau et al. (1996) plot, based primarily on the z = O Gallego et al. 
(1995) ~nd _higher-z Tresse et al. (1996) data points, is not compatible with our new 
determmation of the local SF density. 
Figure 3.12 sho~s the survey results in the context of the cosmic SFH as a whole. 
We also plot two fits to the SFH, one which matches a Lilly et al. (1996)-like evolution, 
and one which follows a more gentle Cowie et al. (1999)-like evolution. The first is 
taken from (Madau & Pozzetti 2000), and provides a convenient analytical fit of the 
form: · 
. 0.23e3.4z 
Ps(z) = e3.8z + 44.7 X 1.67, (3.21) 
which assumes an Einstein de Sitter (EdS) Universe with h = 0.5. The factor of 1.67 
converts fro1?1 the IMF used by Madau & Pozzetti (2000) to a Salpeter IMP with a 
lower and higher mass cut-offs of 0.1 M0 and 100 M0 . We convert this SFH to the 
A-dominated Universe where necessary by computing the difference in luminosity 
density between an EdS Universe and the assumed cosmology, and applying this cor-
rection to the fit above. 
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For use in later sections, we also derive a second fit (also for a EdS Universe and 
the standard IMF) which provides a simple polynomial fit of the form 
p8 (z) = -0.0120z3 + 0.0463z2 + 0.0893z + 0.0283, (3.22) 
and assumes the luminosity-dependent extinction correction discussed above. This 
SFH fit matches the evolution seen in the UV luminosity density. 
3.5 Star-formation properties of the sample 
We now move away from the integrated properties derived ~ro~ ~e lumino~ity £w:1c-
tions and instead examine the star-forming properties of md1v1dual galaxies, with 
parti~ular attention to the agreement (or otherwise) of the SFRs derived from different 
star-formation diagnostics 
The UV-selected galaxy survey allows us to compare two different tracers of star-
formation activity which should, when converted into SFRs, give similar result~. The 
follow-up optical spectra have provided Ha emission line measurements, while the 
FOCA experiment provides UV continuum measurements at 2000 A. To convert t~es.e 
two tracers into SFRs for each galaxy requires constructing the spectral energy distri-
bution (SEDs) of a model galaxy over time. This was briefly disc~sse~ in the. context 
of population synthesis in Section 1.2.1; here we discuss the technique m detail. 
3.5.1 Spectral evolution models 
The process of synthesising the SED of a galaxy is conceptually straightfo~a~d (Tins-
ley 1980; Bruzual 1983; Guiderdoni & Rocca-Volmerange 1987); her~ we will JUSt out-
line the primary steps. The monochromatic flux of a stellar populallon (e.g. a galaxy) 
at age t and wavelength .X may be written as (e.g. Fioc & Rocca-Volmetange 1997) 
1t1m" F>.(t) = '1J(t - t')</>(m)J>.(m, t')dmdt' O m1 (3.23) 
where '1J(t-t') is the SFR at time t-t', <t>(m) is the ~F ~~~ed in the interval [m1 , mu], 
and J>. ( m, t') is the monochromatic flux of a star with rmtial mass m at wavelength .X 
and age t' since the zero age main sequence. . . . 
A typical computational approach used to solve this integral, called ~so~hrone s~-
thesis (see Bruzual & Charlot 1993), is to derive the specn:a~ characteristics of an in-
stantaneous burst of star-formation for a given IMF, metallicity and set of stellar evo-
lutionary tracks as a function of time according to 
(3.24) f>.(t) = 1m" </>(m)f>.(m, t)dm 
m1 
and then convolve with the SFR as 
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F>.(t) = 1t '11(t ~ t')f>.(t')dt' (3.25) 
and hence build synthetic spectra over the course of a stellar population's history. 
This time varying SED can then be transformed into time-varying UV-magnitudes 
or luminosities (by convolving with the FOCA filter response function, Figure 2.1) and 
Ha luminosities (or EWs). For Ha, the emission line flux can be calculated from the 
number of ionising Lyman continuum photons (N1yman), assuming that a certain frac-
tion of these photons are absorbed by the hydrogen gas in the galaxy. We assume 
that the recombination proceeds according to case-B recombination theory (see Oster-
brock 1989), and that 0.45 Ha photons are produced per ionising Lyman photon (or, 
equivalently, that the luminosity of the Ha line is equal to 1.36 x 10-12 x N1yman). 
The number of ionising photons absorbed by the hydrogen i:C:S? is assumed to be 
a fraction (1 - Iese) x (1 - !abs) of the actual number of ionising photons produced 
in the galaxy, where Iese represents the escape fraction of the photons that exit from 
the galaxy without being absorbed by the hydrogen clouds, and !abs is the fraction of 
photons that are absorbed by dust within the H II regions. The value of Iese varies in 
the literature. Studies of individual H II regions in the LMC (Degioia-Eastwood 1992) 
suggest that the escape fraction may be c:= 0.3. However, when studies of the galaxy as 
a whole are made, the escape fraction is much lower. In a study of the Lyman contin-
uum of four z = 0 starburst galaxies using the Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope (Leitherer 
et al. 1995), Iese was found to be < 3%; i.e. Iese c:= 0 - more recent observations and 
analysis support this view (Hurwitz et al. 1997; Heckman et al. 2001) . . 
Recent evidence from high-redshift galaxies concerning f ese is more confusing, no-
tably the study of Steidel et al. (2001), who reported the detection of Lyman continuum 
radiation in the combined spectrum of 29 z rv 3.4 Lyman break galaxies, implying 
Iese rv 0.5 - 1. However, these high-redshift objects are considerably more luminous 
than the objects in this sample, and it is possible that the ISM may become more porous 
in higher-SFR systems. In this study we choose Iese = 0 as our default model. 
!abs is by contrast iJ a more difficult parameter to estimate. Clearly, dust grains 
are likely to exist inside the H II regions from which nebular emission originates (e.g. 
Ishida & Kawajiri 1968), and indeed the value of !abs can be relatively large (Panagia 
1974; Shields & Kennicutt 1995; Bottorff et al. 1998). More recently, Inoue et al. (2001) 
have examined the effect of dust in H II regions on estimating SFRs for a sample of 
galaxies via the Ha emission line (see also Inoue 2001) and suggest that typical un-
certainties in derived SFRs may range from factors of 2-5 due to uncertain values of 
!abs; this is comparable to (or possibly greater than) uncertainties in the IMF. In our 
standard model we assume f abs = 0, and discuss the effect of varying this parameter 
in later sections. 
There are several galaxy spectral synthesis models available in the literature (see 
Leitherer et al. 1996, for a recent compilation). The models considered in the context of 
this work include the various incarnations of the Bruzual and Charlot models (BCOO, 
e.g. Bruzual & Charlot 1993, S. Charlot, private communication), the PEGASE-II model 
(Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997), and the STARBURST99 model (Leitherer et al. 1999). 
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All the models use isochrone synthesis techniques. The STARBURST99 model is par-
ticularly suited to reproducing galaxies containing active star-formation, whereas the 
PEGASE-II model is more suited to examining the long term evolutionary properties of 
a galaxy. 
The PEGASE-II code uses the Lejeune, Cuisinier, & Buser (1997), hereafter LCB, grid 
of stellar atmospheres covering the entire Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, plus Clegg & 
Middlemass (1987) planetary nebula nuclei (PNN) atmospheres for stars with a high 
effective temperature (i.e. Teff > 50000 K). The LCB grid is derived from three sets of 
atmosphere calculations, mostly from Kurucz (1992) with some specialised cool star 
models taken from Fluks et al. (1994) and Bessell et al. (1991). The LCB models incor-
porate observational flux corrections for a range of stellar temperatures. STARBURST99 
also uses the LCB grid, but additionally offers the Schmutz et al. (1992) atmospheres 
for stars with strong winds, e.g Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars. 
Both codes follow the theoretical stellar tracks from the Zero Age Main Sequence 
(ZAMS) to their final stages, including asymptotic and post-asymptotic giant branch 
phases for intermediate mass stars. The major difference is the use of the different sets 
of evolutionary tracks; PEGASE-II uses the "'Padova" tracks (Bressan et al. 1993), whilst 
the STARBURST99 uses the Geneva tracks (Schaerer et al. 1993). Table 3.6 summarises 
the main properties of the three different codes. 
Nebular continuum emission can be added to the stellar spectrum by both the 
STARBURST99 and the PEGASE-II codes, and PEGASE-II also includes the effect of neb-
ular line emission on derived properties such as magnitudes and colours, though it 
is not included in the output SED itself. The ratio of line intensities in the hydrogen 
recombination spectrum is computed for a given set of electronic temperature and 
density (Te = 10000 K, ne = 1 cm- 3) of astrophysical interest. The details of the nebu-
lar continuum emission coefficients can be found in Guiderdoni & Rocca-Volmerange 
(1987), and are taken from Spitzer (1978), Aller (1984) and Ferland (1980); the STAR-
BURST99 model uses a similar technique (Leitherer et al. 1999). 
As a comparison between the models, we run all three codes in the same scenario to 
compare the different numerical routines and underlying stellar libraries. We choose 
a constant burst of star-formation, with a SFR of 1 M0 yr-1, and a Salpeter (1955) IMF 
with lower and upper mass cut-offs of 0.1 and 100 M0 respectively. We choose solar 
metallicity (Z = 0.02) for the comparison and no internal dust extinction. We show 
three simple graphical comparisons. In Figure 3.13, we show the shape of the UV-
optical spectrum (covering the bandpasses of interest in this work). In Figure 3.14 we 
show the extreme-UV spectrum at .\ < 912 A, after a period of 1, 3, 5 and 10 Myr. 
In Figure 3.15, we show the evolution over time of the number of Lyman continuum 
photons and the 2000 A UV flux over a 10 Gyr period. 
Overall, the three different models demonstrate a good agreement, particularly 
in the optical region and when comparing integrated properties. However, there 
are some interesting and important differences, particularly at wavelengths < 912 A. 
This is the region in which the treatment of the most massive stars is crucial. Since 
it was specifically designed to model starbursts, STARBURST99 uses a more sophisti-
cated approach to modelling the (extreme-)UV spectrum. In PEGASE-II, stars with 
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Figure 3.13: A comparison of the optical spectra produced by the three different 
stellar synthesis models, PEGASE-11, BCOO and STARBU RST99. All nebular emission (both line and continuum) is omitted. 
T eff > 50000K are modelled by planetary nebulae nuclei atmospheres; these stars have 
a higher surface gravity than WR stars, hence the atmospheric blanketing may be quite different. In STARBURST99, they are modelled by the Schmutz et al. (1992) WR atmo-
spheres. Other differences between the plots are due to the different stellar evolution-
ary tracks used. 
The optical properties of the three codes are very similar, and the UV flux and Ha flux (or N1yman) in good agreement after!:::'. 10 Myr. Hence the conversion factors 
used to convert a measured Ha or UV flux into a SFR will be similar. In the analysis that follows, we will use PEGASE-II to simulate galaxy properties in order to compare theoretical predictions with observations. 
The PEGASE-II model allows us to compute conversion factors to convert integrated 
measured properties (Ha, UV) into intrinsic SFRs. We derive conversion factors for the 
PEGASE-11 model with different initial conditions and list them in Table A.l. We make 
use of four popular IMFs in this comparison: a Salpeter-like IMF (Salpeter 1955), a Scalo-like IMF (see Scalo 1986, 1998), a Miller-Scalo IMF (Miller & Scalo 1979), and the Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2001); these IMFs were compared in Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1. 
An important feature of this work, is the different time dependence of the two 
star-formation tracers in use. For Ha, produced only by the most massive stars (see Section 1.2.2), a constant SFH will have little time dependence in Ha luminosity. Fig-
ure 3.17 shows this comparison. The Ha luminosity reaches a constant value after 20-30 Myr, and varies little thereafter while the burst continues at the same strength. The conversion of UV luminosity to SFR is more uncertain, as the UV continuum at 2000 A also contains a contribution from stars with a longer lifetime and, unlike Ha, 
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Figure 3.14: A comparison of the ionising spectra produced by the three different 
stellar synthesis models: A) STARBURST99, B) PEGASE-11, and C) BCOO. The time 
evolution is also shown; the lines are printed for times of 1, 3, 5 and 1 o Myr in a constant star-formation scenario. 
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Figure 3.15: A comparison of the time evolution of the number of Lyman contin-
uum photons and the FOCA-2000 UV flux produced by the three different stellar 
synthesis models, PEGASE-11, BCOO and STARBURST99. The STARBURST99 model 
is only evolved to a time of 100 Myr. 
will not settle at a constant level but will increase slowly with time. We therefore also 
list in Table A.l three different conversion values, for ages of 10, 100 and lOOOMyr. 
We also include, for comparison, the conversion factors listed in Kennicutt (1998). The 
agreement between this canonical conversion and the PEGASE-II derived value is good. 
Key information from Table A.l in shown graphically in Figure 3.16, showing the 
distribution of Ha and UV conversion values and also the distribution of the ratio of 
the Ha to UV conversion values. There is a large spread in the conversion values for 
both Ha and UV when considering the full range of IMFs and metallicities, and the 
importance of the recent SFH for the case of UV is also clear. Much of the scatter arises 
from considering the Miller & Scalo (1979) IMF (though this effect is not shown in the 
plot), and as we saw in Section 1.2.1, this IMF is believed to fail for masses> 1 M0 (e.g. 
Kroupa 2001), which is critical in determining SFRs using our diagnostics due to their 
dependence on the massive star population. What is interesting is that the scatter seen 
when we consider the ratio of the two values is much smaller ( and again has a strong 
time dependence), important in later sections of this work. 
Throughout the remainder of this thesis, we take as our "default" scenario a Sal-
peter IMF with a mass range of 0.1 to 100M0 and solar metallicity lOOMyr into a 
constant SFH, unless otherwise specified. For reference, these conversion values are: 
SFR (M0 yr-1) = 1.74 x 10-40 Luv (ergs-1 Hz-1) 
SFR(M0 yr- 1) = 8.20 x 10-42 LHo: (ergs-1) (3.26) 
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Figure 3.17: The time evolution of the two star-formation tracers, Ha and the UV 
continuum. The units on the y-axis are arbitrary intensity units. 
and are also highlighted in Table A.l. 
3.5.2 Comparing star-formation diagnostics 
Having dealt with the preliminaries in the preceding sections, we can now turn to the 
direct comparison of the two primary star-formation diagnostics (Ha and UV) and a 
secondary diagnostic ([On]) on a galaxy by galaxy basis. For a constant SFH, SFRs 
calculated from the two primary tracers should produce the same result. We plot in 
Figure 3.18 the correlation between the Ha and UV-2000A luminosities for both the 
uncorrected and dust-corrected cases. The UV data have been k-corrected using the 
prescription of Section 3.2. 
We test the strength of the correlations using various statistical tests. We calcu-
late the linear correlation coefficient (or "Pearson's r"), as well as the non-parametric 
Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient. In these tests between any two data sets, 
a result of + 1 indicates a perfect, positive correlation, -1 indicates a perfect negative 
correlation, and O indicates that the two sets of data are uncorrelated. The values for 
the two relations of Figure 3.18 are both> 0.8, suggesting a strong correlation. 
To fit the correlations, we perform a least squares fit weighted by the errors in both 
variables to be correlated. We list the resulting x2, probability of x
2
, and the fitted 
slopes and errors in Table 3.7. We note there is a large scatter about these best-fitting 
lines - with up to an order of magnitude difference between the SFRs derived from the 
two diagnostics. 
We investigate the significance of the scatter seen in these plots in two ways. Firstly, 
we compare the residuals of the uncorrected Ha luminosities from the weighted best-
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Table 3.7: The results for the various statistical tests for Figures 3.18 and 3.19. 
Relation Pearson Spearman x2 x2 Slope 
Ha UV (No dust) 
Ha-UV (Dust) 
Ha-[On] 
0.831 
0.870 
0.934 
a Where smaller values denote poorer fits 
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Figure 3.18: The correlation between the FOCA-UV and Ha luminosities, for the 
most secure sample of optical identifications. Known cluster galaxies are omitted. 
LEFT: Both luminosities uncorrected for extinction; RIGHT: both luminosities cor-
rected for extinction as detailed in Section 3. 1. Error bars are la. The solid line 
shows the po~ition on the plot of a galaxy with a constant SFH (Line 1, Table A. 1 ). 
~he dashed Imes '.epresent the weighted best-fit to the data points (from equa-
tion _3.2~). The ~onzontal dotted line indicates the position of an L* galaxy from the 
lummos,ty functions of Section 3.3. 
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Figure 3.19: LEFT: The correlation between the Ha and [011} EWs for the most 
secure galaxies in the sample. RIGHT: The correlation between the Ha and [O 11} 
luminosities, again for the secure sample. The solid line shows the best-fit of Ta-
ble 3.7. 
fitting lines with the measurement errors in the UV luminosities. Whilst the residuals 
show a flat distribution over the range 0-1.5 (in log luminosity), the distribution of the 
errors is markedly different, being strongly peaked in the range 0-0.4 (again in log-
luminosity units). A similar pattern is found for the dust-corrected measurements. 
Secondly, we note that the straight line fitting results (Table 3.7) give poor fits to the 
data, denoted by the large x2 values, even though the data sets are u:1-doubtedly corr~-
lated. This implies that either the observational errors are under-estimated (a scenano 
we do not believe to be true, see Section 2.2.3) or that the scatter is larger than would be 
expected for a tight linear correlation; we conclude that the scatter cannot arise purely 
from observational errors in our data. 
We also plot in Figure 3.19 the relationship between the Ha and [O II] lumi~osi~es 
and EWs for the FOCA galaxies, and the best-fits in Table 3.7. The [O II] lummos1ty 
(L[o 
111
) is frequently used as a tracer of star-formation, particularly in galaxies at hi~her 
redshift where the Ha line may be inaccessible. As such, we can compare our relation-
ship between [O II] and Ha with other previously published calibrations. Using our 
best-fitting relationship between the Ha and [O II] luminosities and the conversion 
factor from Ha luminosity to SFR (Table A.1), we find 
(3.27) 
where the [O II] luminosity is in erg s-1 . Comparing this with other literature cali-
bration reveals good agreement; Gallagher et al. (1989) find a relationship of SFR = 
o. 75 x 10-41 L[o 111 , whilst Kennicutt (1992) find SFR = 1.84 x 10-
41 L[o 11] (both relations 
have been converted using the factors of Table A.l for consistency). The fact that our 
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derived relationship is in such good agreement with those previously found by other 
authors suggests again that star-formation is the dominant ionisation mechanism in 
our galaxy sample. Also worth noting for future sections is the fact that the Ha and 
[O II] luminosities appear better correlated than the Ha and UV luminosities 
~ext, we compare th~ Ha- UV relations with those expected from the spectral syn-
thesis codes. The overlaid solid lines in Figure 3.18 show the conversion into SFR us-
ing the "default" factor listed in Table A.l and equation (3.26). There are two clear 
discrepancies between this constant SFH prediction and the observed relations. They 
are 
l. The galaxies show a clear offset from the position of the line of constant SFR, in 
the sense that the galaxies tend to have an "excess" UV luminosity compared to 
their Ha luminosity. 
2. The slope of the best-fitting line is different to that based on a constant SFH, in 
the sense that the best-fitting lines have a shallower gradient. 
We now investigate some possible origins of these discrepancies. 
3.5.3 The effects of IMFs and metallicities 
Clearly one unknown in the predictions of the constant SFHs concerns the form of the 
IMF and the metallicity of the underlying stellar population. In TableA.1, we listed the 
conversion factors for a variety of IMFs and metallicities, and we now plot a selection 
of these on the Ha - UV diagnostic plot in Figure 3.20. 
Briefly taking these in turn, we have 
l. The shape of the IMF. Few of the standard IMFs can move the position of the con-
stant SFH line away from that obtained using a Salpeter (1955) IMF because each 
I~ prod~ced similar ratios of stars in the range 5-10 M0 and 10+ M0 . Only 
usmg a Millei:: & Scalo (1979) IMF has any discernible effect. 
2. The cut-offs of the IMF. Changing the upper mass cut-off has a very small effect 
except when cut-offs are as small as 50 M0 . Changing the lower mass cut-off has 
no effect as this does not affect the ratio of high-mass stars, only their absolute 
number. 
3. Th~ metallicity of the stellar population. Altering the metallicity of the stellar popu-
lation be~~en the values that are available in the spectral evolution codes again 
has a negligible effect on the position of the constant SFH line. 
4. The time at which the calibration factor is taken. This shows that uncertainties in the 
age of the stellar population (assuming a constant SFH) have small effects, with 
younger populations lying further from the data. 
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Figure 3.20: The effect of varying various parameters in the c~nstant SFH sce-
nario on the positions of the model lines. The base-fin~ mo?el is a Sa/peter l~F, 
0 1 _ 1 oo M0 , Z=O. 02 and 1 oo Myr time-scale, a
s descnbed m the text . . A) Varymg 
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B) var ing the mass limits of the /MF (From top: 0.1-50M0, 0.1-1001:-0, other 
mode~ indistinguishable), C) Varying the metallicity of the st~llar populat10~ (From 
. z O 004 o O'" o 05 o 1) DI Var11ing the time at which the conversion val-bottom = . , · ~. · , · ' 1 J' JI I · ·r 
ues ar~ taken (Dotted: 1 o Myr, Solid: 100 Myr, Dashed: 1 OOO Myr). A ummos1 1es 
are dust corrected. 
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Table 3.8: Other data sets from the literature suitable for comparison with this UV-
selected sample. 
Data set Nobj UV z UV data Reference 
name wavelength (A) source 
G99 8 2800 1.0 CFRS Glazebrook et al. (1999) 
BKOl 50 1521/1615 0.0 UIT Bell & Kennicutt (2001) 
B01 33 2000 0.0 FOCA Buat et al. (2001) 
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The most striking feature from these plots is that the vast majority of the different 
models are unable to move the line of constant SFH to any large extent. This is because 
the Ha and UV luminosities are both generated from high mass stars (~ 10 M0 for 
Ha and ~ 5 M0 for UV) and so merely changing the number of them does not affect 
the ratio of Ha to UV radiation. We conclude that variations in the IMP and stellar 
metallicities are not likely to be responsible for the observed relations. 
3.5.4 A comparison with other samples 
We now make a brief comparison with other similar samples of galaxies available in 
the literature. These samples are described in Table 3.8, and are taken from Glazebrook 
et al. (1999) (G99), Bell & Kennicutt (2001) (BKOl), and Buat, Boselli, & Gavazzi (2001) 
(801). 
We can compare these other data sets with the trends that we see in the UV-selected 
sample. The G99 and BKOl samples have UV luminosities derived at different wave-
lengths to the FOCA sample, hence to compare these samples we must convert all 
luminosities to SFRs correcting for dust in a consistent manner. Again, we use the 
PEGASE-II code for this purpose. To convert G99 CFRS UV 2800 A luminosities into 
SFRs we use a box filter with a width of ±10%; we derive a conversion factor of 
SFR = L/9.616e39• We perform a similar calculation for the BKOl sample whose UV 
photometry is detjved from the Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (UIT). We use the two 
appropriate UIT filter responses, digitised from the plots of Stecher et al. (1992). We 
derive SFR conversion factors of SFR = L/1.053 e40 and SFR = L/8.496 e39 for the Bl 
and B5 UIT filters respectively; the effective wavelengths of these filters are 1521 A and 
lfilS~ . 
The SFRs derived from the four different galaxy samples are compared in Fig-
ure 3.21; all galaxies are corrected for galactic extinction only according to Schlegel 
et al. (1998). There is a general trend among the galaxies from all the samples with 
a broad correlation between the two star-formation diagnostics over 3-4 orders of 
magnitude. However, there are some interesting differences between the samples that 
have no selection criteria (G99, B01, BKOl) and the one which is complete to a limiting 
UV magnitude (this sample). A large population of the present sample of galaxies lie 
above the position of the other samples on the plot in terms of their UV derived SFRs; 
i.e. they have excess UV SFR than would be expected based on the Ha measure and 
a simple constant SFH calibration. The same trend is not (in general) repeated for the 
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Figure 3.21: A comparison of Ha and UV derived SFRs for 4 different samples 
of galaxies. Luminosities are corrected for galactic extinction only. The solid line 
denotes equality of SFRs. The samples are: RED: The UV-selected FOCA sam- · 
pie, BLUE: Glazebrook et al. (1999), GREEN: Buat, Bose/Ii, & Gavazzi (2001), 
MAGENTA: Bell & Kennicutt (2001) 
other samples. 
All samples show a large scatter about the line of constant SFR, though in some 
cases the uncertainties in the literature-derived Ha luminosities are themselves not 
given, therefore it is hard to quantify this effect in any rdbust way. We return to these 
comparison samples in Chapter 6, where we utilise them to check the predictions of 
the spectral synthesis codes against populations of normal galaxies. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter has examined the basic star-forming properties of the galaxies in this UV-
selected redshift survey. We have shown that the volume-density of star-formation 
is well in excess of previous estimates both when using the UV and Ha luminosity 
functions derived from galaxies in this survey. The UV luminosity function has a re-
markably steep faint-end slope, implying that optically selected surveys are prone to 
underestimating the luminosity densities at modest redshift. We have also shown that 
there is little evolution internally within our sample compared to what we might have 
. expected to see based on the results of the CFRS. Our results are in good agreement 
with the study of Cowie et al. (1999), which suggest a more modest redshift evolution 
in the UV light density. 
Perhaps most interestingly, we have found that the SFRs derived from the UV and 
Ha extinction corrected measurements are not consistent in a framework of model 
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galaxies with smoothly declining (or constant) SFHs -there is a statistically significant 
scatter between the Ha and UV SFRs. We find that the UV luminosities are consistently 
higher than expected- and that increased dust extinctions would only exacerbate this 
effect. We showed that uncertainties in IMFs or stellar metallicities cannot resolve 
these discrepancies. 
In the next three chapters we extend this work in two ways. First, in Chapter 4, we 
use another tracer of star-formation - radio emission at 1.4 GHz - to further investigate 
the relationships of different star-formation tracers, as well as investigate the role of 
dust in the data-set. Second, in Chapter 5, we use broadband optical imaging of a 
large subset of the data (including important U-band imaging) to search for unusual 
UV-optical colours as further indications of the physical nature of star-formation in 
this redshift survey. Finally, in Chapter 6, we posit an explanation of our combined 
data-set, and attempt to constrain the physical nature of star-formation in our survey 
constrained by the different star-formation diagnostics. 
I 
I 
Chapter 4 
The VLA 1.4 GHz radio 
survey 
The two previous chapters have introduced the FOCA data set, and explored some of 
the consequences that it implies for the nature of star-formation in the local Universe. 
However, though the two diagnostics of star-formation that we have for our sample 
- namely the UV 2000 A continuum and the Ha nebular emission line - correlate rea-
sonably well, we see a large scatter and offset from that expected based on constant 
SFHs. 
One of the major unknowns that plagued this analysis was the effect of dust extinc-
tion on the two key diagnostics. An alternative diagnostic of star-formation that is not 
affected by the presence of dust is the radio continuum at or around 1.4 GHz; in this 
chapter, we use radio flux measurements for a subsample of our galaxies to asses the 
degree to which dust extinction affects our data set. 
4.1 Motivation 
In the vast majority of extra-galactic radio sources with a 1.4 GHz flux density 
S1.4 .2, 5 mJy, radio emission is dominated by a powerful nuclear "engine" residing 
in galaxies optically classified as bright, red elliptical galaxies (e.g. Kron et al. 1985), 
sometimes with strong, AGN-like optical emission line .spectra (e.g. Hine & Longair 
1979). However, at flux densities below S1.4 ,....., 5 mJy, and for a small population of 
galaxies above this limit, a different class of galaxies starts to emerge. These galaxies 
have optical counterparts that are typically blue, spiral or irregular-like objects with 
much evidence of ongoing star-formation (e.g. Benn et al. 1993). There is also a well 
documented and tight correlation between the far-IR luminosity and the 1.4 GHz emis-
sion (e.g. Condon 1992), with both these luminosities are often interpreted astrophys-
ically as being generated by ongoing active star-formation. 
The integrated radio luminosity at 1.4 GHz is dominated by non-thermal synchro-
tron emission from relativistic electrons with a spectral index of~ -0.8. There is also 
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a smaller component from thermal Bremsstrahlung radiation arising from electrons 
in ionised Hn regions (spectral index'.::::'. -0.1). The non-thermal synchrotron emis-
sion dominates (around 90%) at the frequency of interest. The relativistic electrons are 
accelerated by the supernovae (SNe) (and associated remnants) of massive stars, typ-
ically type II or type lb SNe. As type II SN are only generated by stars with an initial 
mass of 2: 7 - 8 M0 , which tend to have very short lives (typically .:S 3 x 10
7 yr), the 
radio continuum should logically trace the SFR in a galaxy. 
In the context of this survey, radio continuum diagnostics of star-formation have 
the distinct advantage of being immune from dust extinction, and therefore comple-
ment the Ha and UV measurements (which naturally are affected by dust). Some 
problems do however exist with the use of 1.4 GHz radiation as a tracer of star for-
mation. Though the radio emission is thought to be a by-product of a type II SN, the 
precise steps relating the SN explosion to the arrival of radio emission at the Earth -
for example the electron acceleration in the SN remnant and the subsequent cosmic 
ray propagation, the role of magnetic fields, any possible energy loss mechanisms, or 
a significant cosmic-ray escape fraction - are not yet well understood. We are therefore 
particularly interested in the empirical precision with which radio luminosities can be 
used to trace star-formation. 
A previous study of particular note in this respect is that of Cram et al. (1998). 
This study compared the SFRs from Ha, far-IR and U-band measurements with those 
from decimetric radio luminosity for a sample of over 700 local galaxies. Though the 
various SFR estimates were in broad agreement, numerous systematic differences were 
found, including a significant scatter in all the relationships compared to the tight 
radio/far-IR relation (Condon 1992). They conclude that this scatter may partly be 
due to selection effects (i.e. inhomogeneities in the sample selection or possible AGN 
contamination), or may have a real physical basis (e.g. differential extinction among 
individual galaxies or time-dependent initial mass functions). 
This present study removes one of the key uncertainties in the Cram et al. study by 
allowing the selection of galaxies that are known to be star-forming, and are selected 
in a uniform and complete manner. We briefly discuss the radio observations in the 
next section. 
4.2 The VLA survey of SA57 
The 1.4 GHz radio observations of SA57 were carried out at the National Radio Astron-
omy Observatory (NRAO) Very Large Array (VLA) telescope, and cover the central 
square degree of SA57 (i.e. the area covered by both the FOCA 1000 and FOCA 1500 
balloon flights). To minimise bandwidth smearing, the correlator was operate.Q. with 
7 x 3.125 MHz channels centred on each of two bands at 1365 Mifi and 1435 ~- The 
FOCA field-of-view was covered via a mosaic comprised of 7 individual telescope 
pointings, with centres separated by 20 arcmin, the midpoint of the mosaic was cho-
sen to be at RA = 13ho5m345, DEC = 28°59'58" (J2000). Figure 4.1 shows the tessella-
tion pattern, with each pointing shown as a 45 arcmin diameter circle to illustrate the 
pointing overlap in the mosaic. 
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Figure 4.1: The-tessellation of the VLA observations of s· "57 B'' d t th . l'1 • ,ue crosses corre-
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and FOCA 1500 catal~gues), red crosses show all the detections in the FOCA-
1500 catalogue. The mcrease in FOCA source density at the edge of the f."eld · 
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Full details of the VLA observing runs and the data reduction process can be found 
in Chan et al. (2001); here we list brief details1. The observations were scheduled on 
2000 March 21/22 and 2000 March 25/26 between 0900-1700 LST, however due to ad-
verse weather and instrument failure approximately 50% of the time was lost. We 
used 3C286 for flux density, phase and gain calibration throughout the observations. 
The initial data reduction was performed with the NRAO Astronomical Image Pro-
cessing System (AIPS), and consists of gain/phase calibration, the removal of bad data 
points, and phase self-calibration. The two days of observation were then combined 
to improve the coverage and sensitivity of the survey. 
The principle aim is to either measure radio flux densities or to estimate flux up-
per limits at the positions of all the FOCA galaxies. Clearly, this is not the same as 
constructing a source catalogue from the VLA mosaic image, as our search positions 
are pre-determined. The major complication with this approach is that the noise in 
the final mosaiced image - which arises from the primary beam response and the mo-
saicing pattern that was chosen for the observations - depends on the position in the 
reduced mosaic. Therefore, we begin by constructing a noise map of the mosaic, and 
then searching near each UV position (Chan et al. 2001). 
For FOCA-radio sources which have a radio flux density of> 4o-, we use the AIPS 
task VSAD to determine the source properties using a one-component Gaussian fit, 
in which the amplitude, size and position of the source are allowed to vary. Fits for 
three of the FOCA-radio sources revealed extended emission; in these cases, the flux 
is recalculated from the individual pixel values. For FOCA-radio sources with a fitted 
radio flux density of less than 4o-, a Gaussian fit was made with the position fixed at 
the UV-POSS position using the Multi-channel Image Reconstruction, Image Analysis 
and Display (MIRIAD) task IMFIT. If the amplitude of this fit exceeds the local lo- noise 
level (as calculated from the noise map), it is reported as a detection (though clearly 
this could be equally well considered an upper limit); fainter fits are reported as upper 
limits using the lo- noise level. For all the fits (whether VSAD or IMFIT), a lo- error is 
calculated based on the noise image. 
195 FOCA galaxies with redshift5lie within the VLA mosaic area. A 4o- detection 
limit of 170 µJy was achieved at the centre of this area, dropping to 340 µJy in the 
outer regions of the mosaic. A total of 26 out of the 195 FOCA galaxies are detected 
by VSAD, of which 23 have single optical counterparts (SOCs). A further three sources 
were identified with extended emission as described above. The IMFIT position-based 
fitting identifies a further 25 galaxies, 21 with SOCs. Four of the SOC galaxies lie 
within the redshift range of the Coma cluster. A summary of this information is given 
in Table 4.1. The final VLA mosaic with the various FOCA-UV identifications is shown 
in Figure 4.2. Of the final SOC field galaxy sample, 25 have measured Ha emission, of 
which 17 have been flux-calibrated. 
All the observed radio fluxes are k-corrected to values appropriate for a rest-frame 
frequency of 1.4GHz according to L~.4 = L1~t x (1 + z)+0·8~ where the spectral index 
(-0.8) is typical for the non-thermal syncrotron component of the radio radiation. 
1The radio data was primarily reduced by B. Chan 
4.2. The VLA survey of SA57 
Figure 4.2:_ !he final_ 1.~ GH~ mosaic of the central area of SA57 (see Fi ure 4. 1 
for the posit,~~ of this field m relation to the FOCA galaxies). The blu; circles 
show ~he pos,ttons of> 4cr VSAD detections, and the red circles show 1-4cr IMFIT 
detections. The area of the mosaic is approximately one square degree. 
Table 4.1: The details of the different samples in our combined 
UV/Ho:/1.4 GHz survey. FOCA-
Sample Total Total Total Total Total 
(VSAD) (IMFIT) (pixel-sum) (with Ha)a 
Largest sample 26 25 3 54 30 (21) 
(only SOCs) 23 21 3 47 (minus Coma)c 22 27 (19) 18 3 43 25 (17) 
Total 
(no Hai 
24 
20 
18 
:Bracketed values refer to the flux-calibrated sub-sample 
c~ obs~1:7ed galaxies, where the spectral coverage is insufficient to detect Ho: 
orrespon mg to the default sample used in the analysis 
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4.3 Diagnostic plots 
The data set of radio fluxes, Ha fluxes and UV continuum measurements for the same 
galaxies now allows us to examine these three diagnostics on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis. 
We first discuss our method of converting radio luminosities into SFRs in a manner 
consistent with the technique that we use to derive Ha and UV SFRs in Chapter 3. 
4.3.1 Converting radio luminosities to SFRs 
To investigate SFRs based on the radio (£1.4), UV (Luv) and Ha (LHa) luminosities, a 
calibration factor L1.4 -+ SFR is required. We accomplish a consistent calibration us-
ing the PEGASE-11 spectral synthesis code (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1999). We have 
already dealt comprehenisvely with the derivations of conversion factors for LHa and 
Luv (see Section 3.5.1); now we tum to the calibration of L1.4. We add a simple pre-
scription to PEGASE-11 which converts the type II SNe rate determined by that code 
into L1.4, using the relationship between non-thermal radio luminosity and the radio 
SN rate, presented in Condon & Yin (1990) (see also Condon 1992). For our standard 
scenario (i.e. Salpeter IMF, 0.1-100 M0 , and solar metallicity) and a constant SFH, we 
derive 
SFR (M r-1) = L1.4 ( erg s-1 Hz-1) 
8 y 8.85 X 1027 
(4.1) 
This agrees well with a conversion factor of 7.36 x 1027 given by Condon (1992) (see 
equation (l.8~Jwhich maps non-thermal luminosity to SFR at 1.4GHz. The small dif-
ference arises as PEGASE-11 calculates a smaller (metallicity dependent) lower mass 
cut-off for type II SNe than the 8 M0 used in Condon (1992), as convective overshoot-
ing increases the mass of the degenerate core, and the Chandrasekhar mass is reached 
more easily (M. Fioc, private communication). We neglect the small amount of thermal 
emission at 1.4 GHz. 
We also calculate conversion factors for various other scenarios (see Table A.l) in 
Table A.2 and shown graphically in Figure 4.3. Again, the standard scenario is high-
lighted in the table. Note that there is more of a metallicity dependence in the con-
version factors derived in this table than in the similar figures derived for the Ha and 
UV luminosities; again this is due to the slight metallicity dependence of the lower 
mass cutoff for a type II SN explosion. There is also a slight dependence on the form 
of the recent SFH for the 1.4 GHz luminosity (Figure 4.3) - this is a much smaller de-
pendence than for the UV luminosity, but is greater than the virtually instantaneous 
Ha emission. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.4 (c.f Figure 3.17). 
Finally, there is some evidence to suggest that the calibration of L1.4 -+ SFR may 
not be perfectly linear, particularly in low luminosity (or low SFR) objects where there 
is the possibility that a fraction of the SNe-accelerated cosmic rays may escape from 
the galaxy (Condon et al. 1991). In such scenarios, the true SFR for a galaxy may 
be underestimated when using the linear relationship presented above; however, our 
data set does not allow us to constrain the size of this effect in any robust way. 
4.3. Diagnostic plots 
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Figure 4.3: The distribution of the ratio of the conversion values for the radio/UV 
(LEFT) and radio/Ho: (RIGHT) diagnostics. As usual, the luminosities are those 
expected from ~tar-formation rates of l M0 yr-1. The red, green and blue lines 
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Figure 4.4: The time evolution of the three star-formation tracers used: Ho: and the 
UV, plu~ the 1.~ GHz radiati~n. introduced in this chapter. The units on the y-axis 
are arbitrary umts. The pred1ct1ons are made using the PEGASE- 11 code. 
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Figure 4.5: The Lu - LHa and Lu - Luv relationships, uncorrected for the effect 
of dust extinction. Only single optical counterpart field galaxies are plotted. The 
solid line shows the best-fitting relationship; the dashed line shows the relationship 
expected assuming a constant SFH and our standard calibration scenario. 
4.3.2 Comparing the three tracers of star-formation 
31 
We now compare our three diagnostics of star-formation on a galaxy by galaxy ba-
sis. We plot the Lu - LHa and Lu - Luv relationships, uncorrected for dust extinction, 
in Figure 4.5. FOCA galaxies without a reliable radio detection are shown as 3a up-
per limits in radio luminosity. The figure demonstrates apparent correlations between 
different star-formation diagnostics over 3-4 orders of magnitude. 
As for the Ha/UV relationships in Section 3.5.2, we test the strength of these cor-
relations using various statistical methods. In Table 4.2, we list the linear correlation 
coefficient and the non-parametric Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient. In all 
cases the results are > 0. 7, with most > 0.8, indicating a significant correlation between 
these SF diagnostics. Additionally, the LHa - Lu relation appears to be significantly 
better correlated than the Luv - Lu relationship, with typical correlations > 0.85. 
To fit the correlations, we again perform a least squares fit weighted by the errors 
in both variables to be correlated. We list the resulting x2, probability of x2, and the 
fitted slopes and errors in Table 4.2. We note there is a large scatter about these best-
fitting lines (Figure 4.5), with up to an order of magnitude difference between the SFRs 
derived from different diagnostics, and systematic offsets from the lines of constant 
SFH. 
As expected if 1.4 GHz radiation reliably traces star-formation free from dust ex-
tinction, galaxies are under-luminous in Ha and UV when compared to the 1.4GHz 
luminosity. Also, there appear to be luminosity dependencies in Figure 4.5 (most pro-
nounced in the Luv - Lu plot) in the sense that the brighter radio sources are more 
UV under-luminous, as shown by the slopes of the best-fitting lines. This effect is not 
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Figure 4.6: As Figure 4.5, except the L1.4 - LHa and L1.4 - Luv relationships have 
been corrected for the effect of dust extinction using the Balmer decrement and a 
Calzetti et al. (2000) law. 
seen to such a large extent in the LHa - L1.4 plot, though the effect may still be present 
to some degree. It is unclear whether this luminosity-dependent effect reflects .a n?n-
linearity in the relationship between radio flux and SF or a greater d~gre~ of extinction 
in more energetic systems. This is quantitatively similar to the situation found by 
Cram et al. (1998) for a larger, although less homogeneous, sample. 
We now tackle the effect of dust on the Ha and UV luminosities. We begin by mak-
ing the same corrections as in Section 3.5.2, using the Balmer ratio (Ha/ H,B) where 
available and a Calzetti et al. (2000) law to extend to UV wavelengths; we use the av-
erage Av = 1.12 correction if the ratio cannot be measured: After t~ese co:rections 
have been applied (Figure 4.6), the SFRs derived from the different diagnostics ~gree 
rather better. However, the Ha/UV luminosities are still generally under-luminous 
when compared to £1.4, and the systematic effects and scatter seen before dust correc-
tion remain (Table 4.2). 
We can investigate the significance of the scatter seen in these plots in two ways. 
Firstly, we compare the residuals of the 1.4 GHz luminos.ities. f_rom th~ weighte~ best-
fitting lines with the measurement errors in the radi~ lummosi~es. ~ilst th~ re~id11:als 
show a fairly flat distribution over the range 0-1.5 (m log l~mmosity), the distrib11:h~n 
of the errors is markedly different, being strongly peaked m the range 0-0.4 (agam m 
log-luminosity units, see Figure 4.7). A similar pattern is found for the dust-correc~ed 
Ha and UV measurements; This suggests that the scatter about the constant SFH lme 
is not caused purely by the observational uncertainties, but represents a true physical 
effect. 
Secondly, we note that the straight line fitting results (Table ';.2) generally give poor 
fits to the data for the L1.4-Luv relation (denoted by the large x values), even though 
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the data sets are undoubtedly correlated. The "probability of x2 " is very small in al-
most all cases. This implies that either the observational errors are grossly underes-
timated - a hypothesis that we discount given the conservative error-bars derived in 
Section 2.2.3 - or that the assumption that the variables which we are correlating can be 
represented by a tight linear relationship is a poor assumption. While the size of this 
sample is small, making these kinds of tests difficult, we none the less conclude that 
the scatter we see in these plots cannot arise purely from observational errors in our 
data. A similar conclusion was reached for the Luv - LHa relationships in Section 3.5.2. 
One possibility is that the non-linearities and scatter exhibited in Figure 4.6 are 
due to the inclusion of active galaxies (e.g. AGN). To investigate this, we search for 
evidence of different populations in the spectra of the galaxies: those with detected 
narrow-line Ha emission (i.e. known to be star-forming) and those with weak or non-
existent Ha emission. ·we exclude those galaxies observed with the WIYN, where the 
spectral wavelength coverage is insufficient to detect Ha. Of the remainder, only one 
galaxy has no detectable Ha emission (formally a fraction of 4%, compared with rv 30% 
in the FOCA sample as a whole), and it lies away from the remainder of the galaxies, 
well below the line of constant SFH (Figure 4.6). We see evidence that the 1.4 GHz 
luminosity varies as a function of (UV - B) 0 colour (with higher luminosity systems 
being bluer), and note that the object with no Ha emission is the reddest object in our 
sample (UV - B '.::::'. 4 c.f. a median'.::::'. 0 for this sample; see Chapter 5 for a discussion 
of the sample photometry). This is consistent with the scenario that objects with little 
or no Ha emission are weakly star-forming or early-type galaxies, possibly hosting 
AGNs, which are responsible for the observed UV and radio luminosities. 
No evidence is found for other significant AGN contamination (e.g. broad emission 
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lines or unusual emission line ratios, see Figure 2.13) in those objects with Ha emission 
- see Sullivan et al. (2001) for a fuller discussion and also Contini et al. (2001). We 
conclude that there is little evidence that AGN are responsible for the scatter and non-
linearities in the observed relations. 
In summary, although the three star-formation diagnostics correlate over several 
orders of magnitude, there is a large (approximately an order of magnitude) and sta-
tistically significant scatter around these correlations which is not removed after sim-
ple dust corrections. This implies that our best-fitting correlations are not consistent 
with calibrations based on constant SFHs, a tight, linear L1.4 --+ SFR relationship, and 
extinction corrections which are independent of galaxy luminosity. 
4.4 Constraints on dust content 
The importance of the 1.4 GHz radio measurements is that the diagnostic is not af-
fected by dust. This allows us to perform some key tests on the data set to examine the 
degree to which dust may be a factor in the survey. We can also test whether the dust 
corrections we have been using so far - particularly those for the UV luminosities - are 
a good approximation. We approach this problem in two ways: first we simulate our 
data set, varying the dust content in order to reproduce our observed relations. Sec-
ondly, we investigate the existence of any luminosity (and therefore SFR) dependent 
trends in the data, and examine the impact of these on our data sets. 
4.4.1 Simulating the combined data set 
We begin by simulating our combined survey results. Our combined sample has two 
independent flux limits: the first derived from the original selection at 2000 A, and the 
second from the subsequent radio follow-up. The UV limit corresponds to a survey 
flux limit of 1.35 x 10-16 erg s-1 cm-2 A-1 • We find that the radio survey limit can be 
well approximated by a central 0.20 deg2 region with a 4a sensitivity of 170 µJy, and 
an outer 0.75 deg2 region with a sensitivity of 340 µJy. 
We predict the expected number count distribution of the sample over the FOCA 
survey as a function of apparent UV magnitude (muv) and redshift (z) as 
w dV 
N(muv, z)dmuvdz = 47r dz cp(muv, z)p(muv )dmuvdz (4.2) 
where cp(muv, z) is the dust-uncorrected UV luminosity function of Section 3.3.1, 
p( muv) is the spectroscopic completeness of the followup re~shif! survey,. an~ w ~s 
the survey area in steradians. Note we prefer to use the UV luminosity function m this 
simulation rather than the actual observed counts on the sky as the VLA survey has 
an overlapping mosaic pattern, making the determination of which FOCA object was 
observed a complex procedure. · 
For every galaxy in each (muv, z) bin, a variable and mo_derat~
1
sir~ulate~ d~st ex-
tinction at 2000 A (A2000 ) is applied to the observed UV magnitude, bnghtenmg these 
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Table 4.3: The number of galaxies predicted to be detected in the radio survey with 
various amounts of dust extinction in the simulation. 
Plot l)ust Scenario 
(Av) 
A 0 
B 1 
C 2 
I) 1-2 
Number Fraction 
Detected of Total (%) 
11 6 
22 12 
48 25 
66 36 
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UV magnitudes by a corresponding amount. To simulate the observational uncertain-
ties, we apply a random "error" to each galaxy measurement based on the errors dis-
cussed in Section 4.2. We then convert these dust-corrected UV magnitudes to a UV 
luminosity, hence to a predicted 1.4 GHz luminosity using the ratio of the star-forming 
relations taken from equations (4.1) and (3.26). As a sanity check, we also compare this 
conversion value with the ratio of the characteristic luminosities (L*) for the UV and 
1.4GHz luminosity functions of star-forming galaxies, taken from Section 3.3.1 and 
Mobasher et al. (1999) respectively, and find agreement to within a factor of two. We 
can then transform the 1.4 GHz luminosities back into a predicted flux, and determine 
whether the object would appear in our radio survey. 
We demonstrate the results of this simulation in Figure 4.8. The four plots in this 
figure correspond to different amounts of reddening that are input into the simula-
tion. In each figure, we plot the UV luminosity uncorrected for dust extinction against 
the 1.4 GHz luminosity derived via the corrected UV luminosity (assuming the con-
stant SFH scenario). Each plot is made from a simulation containing different variable 
amounts of extinction at 2000 A, from A2000 = 0 (plot A) to A2000 = 1-2 (plot I)). On 
each plot, we also show the "accessible" areas of the diagram for galaxies at different 
redshifts based on the formal flux limits of the two surveys (in the case of the radio 
survey this refers to the central 4a limit of 170 µJy). 
What is clear is that we cannot hope to detect the majority of the low UV (and 
hence radio) luminosity systems with the current flux limit of the VLA survey, and, 
for a given UV luminosity, those radio galaxies that can be detected in the simula-
tion tend to lie along the bottom of the distribution of model galaxies (i.e. they have 
brighter 1.4GHz luminosities). We are thus biased against objects at low radio power 
but which are still UV bright (for example post starburst galaxies). This can also be 
seen by examining the limits in terms of redshift, where the model galaxies lie off-
set from the line denoting the respective survey limits. Extending the radio survey 
to fainter flux limits would shift the vertical lines in Figure 4.8 to the left, allowing a 
greater fraction of galaxies to be detected. 
The observed data also have a larger scatter than the simulations (assuming the 
Luv ~ L1.4 relationship to be perfectly linear). Scatter can be generated in the simu-
lations by introducing the variable dust extinction referred to above, and by extending 
this dust extinction over greater ranges. Increasing the intrinsic Luv in this way bright-
ens the derived L1.4. However, if we choose to generate scatter in this way, we end 
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Figure 4.8: An investigation into the effect of dust on the survey. The blue circles 
denote the full simulated sample of FOCA-VLA galaxies, whilst the red crosses 
show those which would be detected in the flux limit of the existing VLA imaging. 
The black diamonds show the observed data. The different plots contains differing 
amounts of dust, corresponding to the details given in Table 4.3. 
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up with an excess population of radio galaxies compared to that which we observe. 
For example, we detect 43/191 ('.:::::'. 22%) of the FOCA galaxies in the radio survey; 
with A2000 = 0, the predicted detected fraction is 7%, for A2000 = 0 - 1 it is 13%, for 
A2000 = 0 - 2 it is 30%, and finally for A2000 = 1 - 2 it rises to 41 %. Therefore to generate 
larger amounts of scatter by varying the dust extinction over larger ranges results in a larger 
fraction of the UV population being detected at 1.4 GHz than that which is actually observed. 
By comparing the observations to the simulated data, it appears that extinctions 
of between A2000 = 0 - 1.5 reproduce the observed numbers of radio galaxies well 
(though without reproducing the scatter). One feature that cannot be reproduced is the 
gradient of the best-fitting line reported in Table 4.2. These best-fitting lines are all less 
than one, i.e. the relationship is shallower than that expected for a constant SFH (see 
also a similar effect in the Ha-UV data in Figure 3.18). We now investigate whether 
dust could also reproduce this effect. 
4.4.2 Luminosity-dependent dust corrections 
Our dust corrections take no account of any possible luminosity dependence. Such 
luminosity dependent effects could arise if intensely star-forming galaxies, or the star-
forming regions of these galaxies, posses dustier environments. Wang & Heckman 
(1996) investigated such effects in a local sample of galaxies, and demonstrated that 
the UV(2000A)/far-IR ratio decreases with increasing far-IR luminosity, implying that 
the dust opacity may increase in more strongly star-forming environments. If such 
effects were present in our sample, then dust corrections which accounted for this 
would have the effect of 'rotating' our best-fitting lines in an anti-clockwise direction. 
Similar effects can be seen in other recent results, (e.g. Calzetti et al. 1995; Adelberger & 
Steidel2000). All these studies show a trend of increasing obscuration with increasing 
far-IR luminosity. The scatter in the relationships is quite marked however, indicating 
that there may be real intrinsic differences within different galaxy populations, as well 
as between the different populations studied. 
To investigate this in more detail, we attempt to derive a relation between the in-
trinsic SFR in a galaxy and the extinction present. Ideally, this could be done by exam-
ining the Ha/H/3 trend with a star-formation diagnostic unaffected by dust, e.g. the 
1.4 GHz luminosity. Unfortunately, the sample size of objects with radio, Ha and H/3 
detections is currently so small that such a comparison is not conclusive. 
Instead, to explore the consequence of a luminosity dependence, we appeal to the 
full sample of FOCA galaxies (whether or not they have a radio detection) and cor-
relate the Ha/H/3 ratio with both uncorrected and Balmer-corrected Ha luminosity. We 
exclude all those galaxies where the percentage error in either the Ha or the H/3 line 
is greater than 25%. We see a clear trend in both cases, with intrinsically brighter Ha 
luminosity galaxies having a larger Ha/H/3 ratio, even before the Ha dust correction. 
We demonstrate this relationship in Figure 4.9 (a similar relationship is seen between 
the Balmer line ratio ond the UV-derived estimates of the SFR, though given the as-
sumption about a galaxy's SFH that must be made when using UV luminosities to 
derjved 'SFRs, we choose to use the Ha diagnostic in this analysis) . It is important to 
' I 
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Figure 4.9: The ratio of Ha to H/3 as a function of SFR derived from both the ob-
served and the dust corrected Ha luminosities. The points are plotted regardless 
of whether they have a detection in the VLA radio survey. The solid line indicates 
the weighted /east-squares best-fit to the data set; the dashed line shows the re-
lationship derived by Hopkins et al. (2001a) for an independent sample of local 
galaxies. The error-bar in the top left corner demonstrates the median errors in the 
two parameters correlated. 
realise that this relationship has a large scatter (partly due to the uncertainties in de-
termining the Ha and H,B fluxes - see Section 2.3), and so any corrections that might 
be derived from such a plot can only be used in a statistical manner. 
By fitting the corrected relationship weighted by the errors in both the Balmer ratio 
and the Ha luminosity, we are able to construct an observed relationship between the 
intrinsic SFR in an object (as governed by the corrected Ha emission) and the Balmer 
decrement, which can then be used for a subsequent dust correction. This fitted rela-
tionship is 
Ha 
- = 0.86 x log(SFR) + 4.19. 
H,B 
(4.3) 
and has a correlation coefficient of 0.75 (0.64 in the uncorrected case). Hopkins et al. 
(2001a) use a variation in this technique, but derive the SFRs independently from far-
IR observations. This approach is obviously to be preferred, as the far-IR provides a 
measure of the intrinsic SFR independently from the Ha measure used above. They 
find Ha/H,B = 0.80 x log(SFR) + 3.83 (for the same cosmology), in remarkably good 
agreement with the above estimate despite differences in sample selection and the star-
formation diagnostic used to determine the dust-corrected SFR. Therefore, for each 
object detected in our radio survey - i.e. with an independent measure of (presume~) 
dust-free star-formation at 1.4 GHz - we can correct the observed Ha and UV lurm-
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Figure 4.1 O: As Figure 4.5, except the L1.4 - LHa and L1.4 - Luv relationships have 
been dust corrected using a luminosity-dependent description, described in the 
text. 
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nosities using equation (4.3) and equation (2.8), and a Calzetti et al. (2000) law to ex-
tend to UV wavelengths. Obviously, such an approach will only correct the general 
trend seen in our sample, and cannot remove the galaxy to galaxy scatter. 
The resulting correlations between L1.4 and the Luv I LHa are shown in Figure 4.10. 
As before, we fit the relationships using a least-squares technique and list the results 
in Table 4.4. The slope of the best-fitting lines is now closer to unity (as predicted 
by constant SFH scenarios with linear L1.4 ----+ SFR conversions), though the Luv-
L1.4 relation is slightly too shallow (i.e. < 1). Adopting the Hopkins et al. (2001a) 
prescription gives an almost identical result. 
We can then implement this derived luminosity-dependent correction in the simu-
lations of Section 4.4.1, to investigate whether we can reproduce more of the features of 
the relationships that we see. We first try the correction "as is" - i.e. with no additional 
scatter in the model. In this scenario, all the scatter originates via the observational un-
certainties rather than via varying the dust corrections. This is plotted in Figure 4.11; 
the numerical results are in Table 4.5. We can see that with no additional scatter in 
the luminosity-dependent dust correction, we are unable to generate the scatter in the 
observational data though the slope of the relation and the number of galaxies that we 
predict would be detected are better reproduced than in Figure 4.8. 
\Ve therefore add a random scatter to the luminosity-dependent correction. We 
test several values for the magnitude of this scatter, and find that ±1 mag of scatter 
generates the best reproduction of the observational data set without resulting in "too 
many" galaxies being detected. Even this scenario is unable to reproduce all of the 
observational features that we see (Figure 4.11). 
Larger (and more importantly for this work, deeper) samples are clearly required, 
I , 
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Figure 4. 11: An investigation into the effect of luminosity dependent dust on the 
simulations of Figure 4.8. As in that figure, the blue circles denote the full simulated 
sample of FOCA-VLA galaxies, whilst the red crosses show those which would be 
detected in the flux limit of the existing VLA imaging. The black diamonds show the 
observed data. 
Table 4.5: The number of galaxies predicted to be detected in the radio survey with 
various amounts of luminosity-dependent (LD) dust extinction in the simulation. 
Plot Scatter in 
LO-dust (mag) 
E 0 
F 2 
Number 
detected 
46 
50 
Fraction 
of total(%) 
24 
26 
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but this preliminary analysis suggests that luminosity-dependent dust corrections can 
go some way to resolving the discrepancies between the radio and other star-formation 
diagnostics, though there remain some features of the data set that have yet to be 
resolved. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter we have introduced the radio 1.4 GHz continuum measurements for 
a subsample of the galaxies in the redshift survey, with the goal of comparing star-
formation diagnostics for a homogeneous sample of star-forming galaxies. We found 
broad correlations over several orders of magnitude between the different star forma-
tion diagnostics, but with a large galaxy-to-galaxy scatter and offsets/non-linearities 
from relations predicted using simple dust extinction and star-formation scenarios. By 
searching for galaxies with and without detected Ha emission, we tentatively conclude 
that the scatter and offsets that we see are not due to a significant non-star-forming 
population of galaxies. 
Simulations of the combined radio and UV data set allowed constraints to be placed 
on the amount of dust in the galaxies in the survey. These simulations demonstrated 
that large amounts of dust extinction at UV wavelengths would lead to more radio 
galaxies being detected than were actually seen due to the correspondingly higher 
radio luminosities these dust extinctions would imply. Extinctions of between O and 
1.5 magnitudes at 2000 A fit the observed counts. 
We find evidence for luminosity-dependent effects in our data set, and show that 
luminosity dependent dust corrections or a mis-calibration of the L1.4 ---+ SFR cali-
bration, or a combination of both, can go some way to resolving this effect. We also 
demonstrate that, over realistic ranges, differential extinction between galaxies cannot 
be solely responsible for the scatter in our relations; indeed the data set argues against 
significant extinction in this sample. The conclusion is that discrepancies between dif-
ferent star-formation diagnostics can only be partly explained by simple models of 
dust extinction in galaxies; these models cannot by themselves explain all the observed differ-
ences, introducing the need for more complex SFHs and/or more complex models of extinction, 
to explain the entire data set. 
In the next chapter we examine the optical and UV colours of the FOCA galaxies 
to further investigate and constrain the star-forming and dust properties of this galaxy 
sample, before drawing the entire combined data set together in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 5 
Optical Properties of the 
Survey 
This chapter introduces the optical imaging data of the FOCA redshift survey area. So 
far, we have dealt only with the UV and spectroscopic properties of the survey galax-
ies, having briefly discussed the optical imaging in the context of assigning optical 
counterparts to the FOCA catalogue (Section 2.3.1) and estimating k-corrections for 
the sample (Section 3.2.2). In this chapter, we will discuss the optical properties of the 
galaxies, and discuss the implications for their derived physical properties. 
The optical imaging programmes seek to address three issues. Firstly, u' -imaging 
(like the UV imaging) can be used to investigate the star-forming properties of the 
galaxy sample. In particular, differences between SFRs derived from the u' and UV 
luminosities would have implications for the recent SFH and dust content of these ob-
jects. Secondly, the B and r' imaging can be used to constrain the spectral energy dis-
tributions (SEDs) of the galaxies via UV and optical colours, as we saw in Section 3.2. 
The r' imaging (the bandpass of which includes the rest wavelength of Ha) can also 
be used to correct for a potential systematic in our spectral measurements identified in 
Section 2.3.2, that of an aperture effect where the finite diameter of the spectroscopic 
fibres implies some loss of light from the galaxy under study. Thirdly, the ground-
based imaging can be used (at least crudely) to asses from which morphological class 
of object the FOCA objects arise. 
The optical imaging comes from two sources: The ~alomar 200-in telescope in 
Southern California, and the Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) in Hawaii. We 
discuss the data collection and reduction of each in turn. 
5.1 The Palomar imaging campaign: the LFC 
The Palomar 200-in Hale telescope has recently been equipped with a new Large For-
mat Camera (LFC, see Simcoe et al. 2000). The LFC is a mosaic of six 2048x4096 pixel 
CCDs, mounted at the prime focus of the Hale 200-in telescope. The focal plane cov-
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Figure 5. 1: The focal plane layout of the LFC instrument. The circle shows the 
extent of the unvignetted field of 24 arcminutes diameter; the outer corners of the 
all the chips suffer some distortion from vignetting. The guider chip (G) is shown in 
the lower left corner. 
Table 5.1: Details of the Palomar- LFC observing runs. 
Date Photometric Time lost Seeing Exposure times used 
u 
I r 
I 
07-04-00 No 85% 1.3-2.0" 1 X 600s 
08-04-00 Yes 10% 1.0-1.6" 3 X 600s 1 X 300s 
09-04-00 Yes 10% 1.0-2.0" 3 X 600s 1 X 300s 
21-03-01 Partly 50% 0.9-1.1" 4 X 600s 2 X 300s 
22-03-01 Yes 10% 0.8-1.2" 4 X 600s 2 X 300s 
23-03-01 Partly 0% 0.7-1.1" 4 X 600s 2 X 300s 
ers the entire unvignetted field of the f/3.26 Prime Focus corrector, an approximately 
circular region of diameter rv 24 arcmin (see Figure 5.1). The CCD layout was cho-
sen to maximise the amount of unvignetted coverage in the focal plane, and provide 
a pattern well-suited for tessellation. The CCDs in use are SiTe, thinned, backside il-
luminated devices. The pixel size of 15 µm gives a pixel scale of 0.175 arcseconds per 
pixel. There are small gaps of '.:::::'. 15" between the CCDs; each CCD covers an area of 
'.:::::'. 5.8' X 11.6'. 
The data were collected over the course of six dark nights split over two observing 
runs, one in April 2000 and one in March 2001 (see Table 5.1 for full details). Approxi-
mately two of these nights were lost due to poor weather or technical difficulties with 
the instrument/telescope. Additionally, for the entire course of both runs, the two out-
ermost CCDs (numbers 4 and 5 in Figure 5.1) were not functioning, thus reducing the 
observing efficiency by 33%. 
We mosaiced SA57 using Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) u' and r' filters as shown 
in Figure 5.2. The pattern was chosen so that bright stars were avoided, as these cre-
ate serious saturation problems on the LFC CCDs - this led to a complex tessellation 
pattern. Due to the time constraints we deliberately avoided areas of SA57 where the 
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Fif!ure 5.2: The LFC tessellation pattern of SA57. As in Figure 4. 1 (the VLA mo-
saic pattern), blue crosses show FOCA galaxies and red crosses the entire set of 
FOCA detections. The complex tessellation pattern arises· from the need to avoid 
bright stars in the field, which generate saturation spikes and crosstalk on the LFC 
CCDs; of particular note is the 8th magnitude star at the centre of SA57 (see Fig-
ure 2.2). Only 4 of 6 CCDs were functioning for the observing runs, and each 
rectangle on the plot represents one 4 chip pointing of'::::!. 12 x 24 arcminutes 
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FOCA source density was low (typically the edge of the field). The observing times 
chosen for both runs are given in Table 5.1. 
5.1.1 Data reduction process 
The initial stages of data reduction with LFC work with few problems. We use a hybrid 
of the National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) mosaic reduction software 
for use in IRAF (Valdes 1998) as well as custom-written routines to deal with some 
issues specific to the LFC data reduction. The process can be outlined as follows. 
1. The data were bias subtracted using the overscan regions on the chip and a mas-
ter bias frame created from 30 zero-second exposures taken on every night of 
observing. The master bias is used to remove some brightening on columns 1-
20 of the LFC chips which is not removed by the overscan subtraction. 
2. The data were flat-fielded using dome flats (for r' data) and twilight sky flats (for 
u' data), taken on each night of observation. Dome flats were not sufficient to suc-
cessfully flat-field the u' data due to the differing colour of the night sky and the 
dome lamps. We also constructed a "super-sky" flat for the r' data by stacking 
all the r' observations; however the resulting sky flat-field frame was virtually 
indistinguishable from the dome flat, and hence was not used. No fringing was 
present in the r' data. 
3. Bad pixel masks (BPMs) for every exposure are then created, using a chip-specific 
master BPM derived from the nightly flat-field exposures, and a saturated pixel 
mask from every individual exposure. Saturation is assumed to occur at 40000 
counts (though theoretically the counts can reach 64000 without saturation), as 
this is the point at which the CCD response becomes non-linear. This BPM masks 
out saturated stars and their corresponding pixel "bleeds" as well as bad rows 
affected by readout problems. There is also crosstalk between the CCD pairs; 
saturated pixels in one chip affect the same pixel in the corresponding chip pair, 
and must be flagged as bad in both chips making up the pair. 
4. We use the IRAF routine MSCSKYSUB to remove any second order sky gradients 
across the chip by fitting a quadratic surface to each chip. This is done by com-
puting medians in boxes of a specified pixel size, ignoring the bad pixels identi-
fied above, and then fitting a two dimensional function to the median points. The 
mean sky value is also recorded, and the residual "fitted sky minus sky mean" is 
subtracted from each pixel. 
5. The images are trimmed to remove bad and noisy pixels on the edges of the 
CCDs, and all the chips (and their BPMs) are then rotated to the same orientation. 
6. The final reduction step is to combine the individual N dither steps at each point-
ing to create one final dithered image for each chip. The use of small dither steps 
("' 20") between each exposure means that the relative distortions at the edge of 
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the chips due to vignetting between each sub-exposure are negligible, and a lin-
ear transformation between each exposure can be derived using common stars. 
We use the IRAF IMCOMBINE task for this purpose. As the airmass of the total ex-
posure will change over the course of the 40 minute u' exposure (or 10 minutes 
in r'), we must apply multiplicative (a), and possibly additive (b), scaling factors 
to each sub-image (k = 2, N) to bring the photometry into line with the reference 
image i, and therefore maintain the photometric accuracy of the final combined 
image according to 
(5.1) 
We extract a list of known stars from the first (reference) image of an exposure 
set by comparing to the United States Naval Observatory (USNO) A2.0 scans 
of the POSS-I catalogue, and determining the scale factors to be applied to each 
subsequent exposure to bring the star fluxes to the same value using a simple 
least squares fit to the data points. In general, bik ~ 0 as we have subtracted 
the sky level from each sub-image. The images are then median-combined, with 
rejection via both the BPM and via the CCD gain and read noise parameters to 
reject cosmic rays. The result is a combined, photometrically stable data set. 
5.1.2 Astrometric calibration 
The task now is to derive a reliable internal astrometric solution for each of the chips in 
the two filters in use and then place each chip on the same external world coordinate 
system (WCS). The vignetting referred to above means that several tens of common 
stars must exist between an highly accurate astrometric catalogue and a particular 
target field in order to derive reliable astrometric solutions. 
SA57 is a (deliberately chosen) high galactic latitude field, and hence the surface 
density of bright foreground galactic stars is quite low. For each filter on each night, 
we observe an astrometric calibration field taken from the Astrometric Calibration Re-
gions (ACRs) catalogue of Stone et al. (1999). This is a catalogue of improved and 
highly accurate ICRS J2000 equatorial positions calculated for more than 1,200,000 
stars in 16 ACRs located around the celestial equator. Each region is about 7.6° x 3.2° in 
area, contains large numbers of stars with stellar densities ranging from 765 to 10,772 
stars per square degree, and covers a wide range in magnitude (9.5 < R < 17.8). Com-
pleteness is about R"' 17.2 in each region, and the mean epoch of observation for each 
star is about 1996.0. Details of the observations and reductions for the astrometric cat-
alogue are given in Stone (1997) and Stone et al. (1999). Each region was observed by 
Stone et al. many times with overlapped CCD strip scans, and these data were reduced 
to star positions with differential reductions. The reference star positions were taken 
from the astrometric calibration telescope (ACT) catalogue of accurate star positions 
and proper motions (Urban et al. 1998). The star positions are typically accurate to 
± 26 mas in both right ascension and declination, except for the faintest stars, whose 
errors are about twice as large. Accurate proper motions were computed as well using 
modern ACT positions and USNO-A2.0 POSS-I positions, giving an epoch difference 
of around 43 years. The proper motions computed are accurate to ± 6 mas yr- 1. 
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In the following, we make extensive use of the WCSTools package written by D. 
Mink (e.g. Mink 1999). This is an comprehensive and freely available suite of soft-
ware tools used to create, fit and manipulate a wide variety of WCSs for astronomical 
images. 
We observe and reduce each astrometric field observed in the same way as for 
the science fields. We use SEXTRACTOR (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) and the WCSTools 
software suite to create approximate WCS solutions for each astrometric region in each 
filter based on stars in the ACR catalogues described above. Typically > 200 stars are 
available for each astrometric field. We discard stars with a large proper motion. We 
the fit the list of pixel positions and corresponding astrometric star positions using the 
IRAF program CCMAP, using a TNX projection with a high order polynomial in x and 
y with full cross-terms. Such a flexible function is needed to fit the edges of the LFC 
chips where vignetting can be significant. The plate solution for each filter and each 
chip on each night is then saved, to be applied to each individual science exposure. 
To apply to each science exposure, we use the IRAF CCSETWCS routine to apply the 
astrometric plate solution, and then shift the reference point for the plate solution to 
the correct value for the science field in question. The reference point shift is calcu-
lated using the USNO-A2.0 stars in the science field (i.e. there are enough of these 
stars to calculate a reference point shift, but not to derive a full plate solution). The 
final solution for each science field is accurate to 0.1-0.2", even for the regions of the 
chips that suffer significant vignetting. The result is an astrometrically calibrated and 
· photometrically stable combined science image. 
5.1.3 Photometric calibration - the AB system 
At the time the observing program was carried out, the SDSS filters used in this observ-
ing program were "non-standard", in the sense that few published calibration stars 
were available for the SDSS filter system. To avoid complex colour terms to place our 
filters on the standard a -Lyrae photometric system, we use standard spectrophoto-
metric stars and the AB-magnitude system of equation (3.11) to calibrate our data. On 
each night, we monitor two spectrophotometric standard stars at approximately two 
hour periods throughout the night to derive airmass dependent extinction correction 
terms, and to assess the nightly photometric stability, augmented by dawn and dusk 
twilight observations of 4-5 other spectrophotometric standard stars. Our prefe~red 
standards are listed in Table 5.2; we observe Feige 67 or Feige 34 throughout each mght 
and observe the other stars at least twice. The exposure times for the standard stars 
are 2 x 5 s in u' and 2 x 2 s in r'. 
We calculate the AB magnitude of each standard star in the u' and r' filters using 
the spectrophotometric star SEDs taken from Massey et al. (1988) and Massey & Gron-
wall (1990). AB magnitudes for these stars are tabulated every 1-2 A. We convolve 
these SEDs with the filter responses (C. Steidel, private communication) to calculate 
the magnitude in a particular filter. 
We measure magnitudes for each standard star observed (using the SEXTRACTOR 
software packages to maintain consistency with the science fields, see below) and plot 
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Table 5.2: The spectrophotometric standard stars used in the calibration of the 
LFC imaging data. 
Star RA DEC Spectral AB mag mag 
Name a2000) a2000) Type (5460A) u' r' 
Feige 34 10:39:36.7 +43:06:10 DO 11.18 10.418 11.528 
Feige 67 12:41:51.8 +17:31:20 sdO 11.81 11.024 12.180 
Feige 66 12:37:23.6 +25:04:00 sdO 10.50 9.862 10.831 
HZ44 13:23:35.4 +36:08:00 sdO 11.66 11.017 12.013 
Hiltner 600 06:42:37.2 +02:11:25 BlV 10.45 10.860 10.560 
BD+33 2642 15:51:59.9 +32:56;55 B2IV 10.81 10.637 
as a function of effective airmass at the time of observation, to determine the airmass 
reddening correction and photometric zero-point. As an example, we plot the obser-
vations of the star Feige 67 as a function of airmass for observing nights four through 
six in the u' filter in Figure 5.3. We derive airmass extinction corrections of 0.58 mag 
per airmass in u' and 0.08 mag per airmass in r'. We can then derive photometric zero-
points for each night in each filter based on the measurements of several standard 
stars. 
The r' zero-point is extremely stable both night to night (on photometric nights) 
and from standard star to standard star, with a mean r.m.s. dispersion of 0.01 mag. 
The u' zero-point is slightly less well defined, with some variation seen from standard 
star to standard star; the internal r.m.s. consistency here is about 0.03 mag from star to 
star. This is because of the accuracy limit to which the spectra of these standard stars 
are calibrated; measurements in this part of the spectrum ( < 4000 A) are difficult to 
achieve from the ground and an accuracy greater than 0.03 mag in u' is probably not 
achievable (see e.g. Steidel & Hamilton 1993). 
The catalogues were then created from the final astrometrically calibrated, stacked 
images using the SEXTRACTOR program version 2.21 (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). The 
purpose of SEXTRACTOR is to "obtain photometry of faint sources with the lowest er-
ror". We use the automatic aperture magnitudes determined by SEXTRACTOR, which 
are similar to Kron's-"first moment" algorithm (Kron 1980). An elliptical aperture is 
used with the elongation (E) and position angle defined by the second order moments 
of the object's light distribution; the first moment is then computed as 
Er I(r) 
r i = EI(r ) (5.2) 
and "' 90% of the flux would be expected within an ellipse with principal axes Ekr1 
and kri/ E and k = 2; choosing k = 2.5 decreases the flux lost to "' 5% compared to 
a "true" magnitude. As we determine our standard star observations with the same 
automatic magnitude technique (rather than, say, a fixed aperture), this offset vanishes 
during the photometric calibration stage. 
Our high galactic-latitude fields contain a low source-density of objects (particu-
larly in u'), so crowding on the fields is not a problem. Where necessary SEXTRACTOR 
I, II 
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Figure 5.3: The variation in the standard star magnitude with airmass for the star 
Feige 67 in the u' filter, the filter most sensitive to extinction . . The data are taken 
from the March 2001 observing run. 
automatically flags objects that have been extracted using the deblending routine. 
Finally, the overlapping nature of the mosaicing technique allows us to compare 
magnitudes of objects in different fields, and sometimes a night-to-night (or even year-
to-year!) comparison is possible. We typically find agreement to within an r.m.s. dis-
persion of 0.02mag in r', rising to 0.04mag for the u' data. No significant offsets were 
seen between objects measured on different nights. 
5.2 CFHT imaging 
The second optical survey of SA57 was conducted using the Canada France Hawaii 
Telescope (CFHT) and the CFH12k instrument. This is large mosaicing camera for use 
at the CFHT prime focus, comprising twelve 2048x4096 pixel CCDs at 0.206 arcseconds 
per pixel with a total mosaicable area of 42' x 28' (see Cuillandre et al. 2000, for a ~ull 
description). The observations were carried out on the 26th and 27th May 2000 usmg 
seven CFHT12k paintings to cover the entire FOCA 1500 field, designed to avoid the 
8th magnitude star at the centre of the SA57 field. 
The first night was photometric; poor weather on the second night curtailed the 
program so that coverage in only the B-filter was obtained. Each pointing comprised 
two 300s dithered exposures. Landolt (1992) standard star fields were interspersed 
with the science observations to achieve a photometric calibration of the data. 
The data were reduced by M. Treyer using the TERAPIX
1 pipeline reduction soft-
1http:/ /terapix.iap.fr/ 
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ware designed for use with the CFH12k camera; the reduction process was gener-
ally straight-forward and no problems were encountered. The image catalogues were 
again constructed using the SEXTRACTOR package to maintain consistency with the 
LFC data set. 
The importance of the new data can be seen in Figure 5.4, which shows the com-
parison between the CFHT-B and POSS-a magnitudes; the line indicates equal magni-
tudes (in the a-Lyrae photometric system), though neglects small differences between 
the Band o filter curves. In general, the agreement is good, though the APM magni-
tudes are discrepant at the bright end where they appear to suffer from saturation or 
linearity problems at magnitudes fainter than B '.::::'. 19. The new CFHT (and LFC) data 
set avoids these saturation problems. 
5.3 Optical properties 
Having detailed the optical imaging programmes, we now turn to the photometric 
properties of the galaxy sample. We first need to identify the FOCA galaxy counter-
parts in the imaging data, and then explore their UV-optical properties. 
5.3.1 FOCA - optical counterparts 
The first task is to search in the deep u', Band r '-band data for counterparts to those 
FOCA sources which we identified spectroscopically as star-forming galaxies in earlier 
111 
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Table 5.3: The number of FOCA galaxies identified in the u ', Band r' imaging data. 
Filter Number of Number in Number Fraction 
FOCA galaxies imaging area identified (%) 
u' 230 170 130 76 
B 230 195 183 94 
r' 230 136 110 81 
chapters. We use a small search radius of 1.5 arcsec to identify counterparts between 
the APM-POSS positions of the SA57 galaxies and the new catalogues. 
The results of the cross-correlations ar~ shown in Table 5.3, together with the frac-
tion detected out of the total number that\tould have been possible to detect (i.e. out 
of those which were actually within the fraction of SA57 that was imaged). The dif-
ference between the total number of FOCA galaxies within SA57 and those actually 
imaged arises because of the large area to be surveyed and the relatively small source 
density on the sky. The FOCA galaxies that are not detected even when they fall into 
the survey area are typically near to bright stars or lie in parts of the CCD that had 
readout problems during the second LFC observing run. 
Even so, we have a very high success rate of detecting counterparts to the FOCA 
galaxies and the optical imaging programmes were of the required depth to detect 
optical counterparts. This implies that there are no completeness complications to 
be accounted for when we use this optical data set in conjunction with the FOCA 
spectroscopic set in future sections of this thesis. 
5.3.2 UV/Optical colours 
We now examine the UV and optical colours of the survey galaxies. An accurate 
knowledge of the UV colours for a reference sample of low-redshift objects helps to 
address errors inherent in interpreting the results of high-redshift surveys. Previous 
studies involving colours of objects at 2000A (e.g. Donas et al. 1995) have shown that 
many of the colours are very blue - i.e. they have a UV excess when compared to op-
tical colours and conventional SEDs. However, such studies were limited by a lack of 
redshift and galaxy type information, and this redshift survey will address this issue. 
Figure 5.5 shows a selection of colours based on the UV, u' and B measurements, 
together with overlaid SEDs from Coleman et al. (1980); Figure 5.6 shows the same 
colours dust-corrected with SEDs from Poggianti (1997) (see Section 3.2.3 for examples 
of the use of these SEDs to constrain galaxy types). We use a Calzetti law as before to 
correct the optical magnitudes for the effect of dust. 
There are some clear and puzzling trends emerging from these plots. The observed 
(Le. not dust corrected) colours are in general very blue compared to the CWW SEDs, 
particularly in UV - u' and UV - B, though quite normal in u' - r'. This fits with 
the result of Section 3.2.3, where we saw that,...., 20 of the FOCA galaxies have inferred 
galaxy types bluer than the Im SED (T = 4) of the CWW set. A similar trend is seen 
with the dust-corrected colours and the Poggianti SEDs, though fewer galaxies are 
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Figure 5.5: The UV and optical properties of the galaxies. All colours are as ob-
served i.e. no dust or k-corrections are applied. The overlaid lines represent the 
observed SEDs of Coleman et al. (1980); from top to bottom they are E, Sbc, Scd 
and Im. All magnitudes are in the AB system as described in the . text. Multiple 
counterparts are not shown. 
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Figure 5.6: The UV and optical properties of the galaxies. Colours are dust cor-
rected but not k-corrected. The overlaid lines represent the observed SEDs of 
Poggianti (1997); from top to bottom they are E to starburst (SB). All magnitudes 
are in the AB system as described in the text. Again, multiple counterparts are not 
shown. 
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"too blue" in UV - B as the Poggianti SEDs include bluer starburst (SB) SEDs. 
This phenomenon is not associated with only faint sources (Figure 5.7), nor with 
those objects which have more than one optical counterpart (the latter are excluded 
from the plots). One possibility is an aperture mismatch between the UV and opti-
cal photometric systems; for example if the UV aperture referred to a deeper isophot 
than the optical magnitudes. However, as the optical photometry is based on ellipti-
cal Kron magnitudes (via SEXTRACTOR), it difficult to see how this could work in the 
sense we require; in any case, it is hard to imagine how this effect could be larger than 
0.2-3mag (Metcalfe et al. 1995). Similarly, a zero-point or scale error in the FOCA 
photometric system might generate discrepancies. We do not believe this is a feasible 
explanation, as we saw in Section 2.2.3 that the FOCA photometry is accurate to be-
tween 0.2 -0.Smag (and the effect we seek to explain is much larger than this), whilst 
a scaling error would only affect faint FOCA sources, and the very blue colours occur 
in galaxies across a range of FOCA magnitudes (Figure 5.7). 
Disregarding these unlikely photometric explanations then, two other possibilities 
may help to explain these colours. 
• Firstly, the Poggianti (1997) model SEDs refer to calculations based on time-steps 
of lOMyr or greater, using a normal IMF and solar metallicity; a 1 Myr burst for 
example can be slightly bluer (e.g. Leitherer & Heckman 1995) and bluer colours 
are also easier to reproduce using low metallicities. Explanations based around 
highly abnormal IMFs are also clearly possible, though difficult to verify con-
vincingly. 
• Conceivably some fraction of the UV light of these galaxies arises from a non-
thermal source i.e the colours are not being generated in star-forming galaxies. 
We investigate this in two ways. Firstly, we plot the colour-redshift plots of Fig-
ure 5.6, identifying t~~~alaxies which have Ha emission (i.e. are actively star-
forming) and those in/\.1.a was not detected. We do not plot WIYN-observed 
galaxies where Ha lies outside of the spectral coverage. Second, we reproduce 
the [O m]/H,B vs. [N n]/Ha diagnostic plot of Figure 2.13, marking those galax-
ies with very blue colours in UV - B. These two plots are in Figure 5.7. 
We can see that the bluest galaxies - those which are extremely blue when com-
pared to the two SED sets - do not have measured Ha emission, and so may not be 
actively star-forming. Those galaxies which do have measured narrow line Ha emission 
(recall obvious AGN/QSO candidates are removed from the sample) are, on average, 
slightly redder, and therefore nearer to the bluest SB SED. The diagnostic plot of Fig-
ure 5.7 shows that there is also no evidence that those very blue objects are obvious 
AGN candidates based on their optical spectra. 
5.4 Apparent sizes and optical morphologies 
The optical data also allow an examination of the sizes and morphologies of the FOCA 
galaxies. Of particular importance is the r' data (which allows an aperture correction 
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Figure 5.7: Investigations into those galaxies with very blue UV-opti~al colours. TOP LEFT: The UV - B dust corrected colour as a function of redshlft. Cr~s~es show all the galaxies in the survey, whilst those galaxies with detected Ha emission are marked by filled squares. TOP RIGHT: The log [0111}/H/3 versus l~g [N11]/Ha diagnostic plot of Figure 2.13, but with the bluest (UV - B < 0) gala~1es marked 
es B0T7i0M. The variation in the observed UV - B colour with apparent as squa~ . · 
. d b UV magnitude, demonstrating that the blu~st. colours are not simply generate '.Y 
unreliable FOCA detections at the survey /Jm1t. 
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of the Ha luminosities refereed to in earlier chapters) and the morphologies in the u' data. 
5.4.1 Aperture corrections 
The r' band imaging data allow us to address one of the major uncertainties in the use of the Ha luminosities, namely that of aperture corrections. In Section 3.5.2 we saw that, when compared on a galaxy by galaxy basis, the Ha derived SFRs were typically smaller than the UV derived SFRs by factors of around 3-4. One possible explanation of this effect could be if the 2.7" diameter fibres used on the WYFFOS spectrograph were only sampling a small fraction of the galaxy light, and hence generating an aper-ture mismatch when compared to the FOCA magnitudes . 
We investigate this effect as follows. For every object for which we have a measured r' magnitude and a flux calibrated spectrum, we convolve the flux-calibrated spectrum with the filter response of the r' filter to generate a "spectral magnitude". This spectral magnitude, mspec, is then compared to the observed (not k-corrected) r' magnitude, and a correction factor F derived according to 
10-0.4xr' 
F=----10-o.4xm•p•c (5.3) 
The Ha luminosities are then scaled by this factor. We plot the comparison of mspec to r' in Figure 5.8, for those galaxies with~ an Ha luminosity. A reasonable agreement is seen, with mspec typically under-luminous when compared to the r' magnitudes, as expected given the finite size of the spectral apertures. There is also evidence for a magnitude dependent effect, with the brighter (and hence likely nearer and larger) objects showing a bigger discrepancy. The median factor for the survey is 1.30, i.e. 0.28mag; For galaxies without r' coverage (e.g. those in the field of A1367 and some away from the centre of SA57) this median correction is applied. 
This median factor compares well with that derived by Tresse & Maddox (1998), who find a mean correction of 0.52 mag using V band magnitudes for the CFRS galax-ies. This survey used a smaller 1.75" slit, thus accounting for the slightly larger aper-ture corrections used in the CFRS. 
The effect of this aperture correction on the Ha - UV diagnostic plot is small (Fig-ure 5.9). While some of the most discrepant low-redshift points (lower luminosity points) are corrected by large factors, the main trends seen in earlier chapters remain, with the UV luminosities giving higher derived SFRs than the Ha luminosities. We return to these relationships in the next chapter. 
5.4.2 Morphologies 
The u' and r' imaging allows us to look at the morphology of a significant fraction of our detected galaxies. Obviously, we are limited by what we can establish via ground-based imaging, particularly in u' where the seeing is rarely better than,...., 1.2". 
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Figure 5.9: The Ha - UV diagnostic plot after aperture corrections have been ap-
plied. The raw data are marked by red crosses and the aperture co:rected data by 
black crosses with error bars. All points are dust corrected accordmg to the usual 
prescription. 
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We first show a selection of the FOCA objects as they appear in the LFC u' imaging 
(Figure 5.10). As can be seen, a wide range of galaxy types are found in the data set, 
ranging from elliptical galaxies to late type spirals and irregular objects. Many of the 
objects appear as small, compact and irregular objects. 
Of particular interest is the optical appearance of those galaxies with extreme UV -
B colours; these are plotted in Figure 5.11. Many of these galaxies appear as small com-
pact objects, reinforcing the suggestion that the galaxy SED may have a non-negligible 
contribution from an AGN-like source. Most of these objects are also located at high 
redshift compared to the mean sample redshift of z ~ 0.14; hence these objects are 
likely to be quite rare and luminous as the volume probed increases with redshift. 
5.5 The u' waveband as a diagnostic of star-formation 
We have seen that the UV-optical colours of the FOCA sample have some interesting 
properties when considered in the context of galaxy SEDs, with many of FOCA galax-
ies appearing to posses extremely blue colours. Though we demonstrated that these 
extreme colours are unlikely to originate in star-forming objects (as traced by detected 
Ha emission) and did not originate from errors in the FOCA photometry, it would be 
useful to be able to confirm the reliability of the FOCA calibration via additional near-
UV imaging. The effective wavelength of the u' filter is 3600 A, a sufficiently short 
wavelength to be able to do this, as well as to have interesting implications when used 
to trace star-formation. As with the UV continuum at 2000 A, u' luminosities will be 
dominated by the presence of young, recently formed stars in the galaxy under study, 
and hence when correctly calibrated can be used to estimate SFRs. The principle disad-
vantage is that u' luminosities are contaminated by older, less massive stars to a greater 
extent than the UV data (given the longer effective wavelength), and this makes the 
calibration less certain than with shorter wavelength data. The reverse of this is that 
the longer wavelength implies that dust corrections are smaller (see Figure 2.10 for 
example). 
We first derive conversion factors for u' luminosities (Lu,) into SFRs using the tech-
niques of previous sections - we run the PEGASE-II code for the various IMFs and 
metallicities and derlve conversion values at the usual 10, 100 and 1000 Myr into a 
burst of constant star-formation. These data are shown in Table A.3; our canonical 
conversion value is 
SFR (M0 yr-1) = 9.06 x 10- 40 Lu ( erg s- 1 A -l) , (5.4) 
and a graphical representation of this analysis is shown in Figure 5.12, where we show 
the distribution of the ratio of u' to Ha and to UV-2000A conversion values. As for 
the Ha/UV comparison (Figure 3.16), there is a large spread between the u' /Ha ratio 
with a strong dependence on the recent SFH. However, the spread of values for the 
u' /UV ratio is much smaller (given the close effective wavelengths of the two filters), 
and SFRs derived from these two diagnostics have a much smaller dependence on the 
recent SFH. 
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Figure 5. 1 o: The u, morphologies of a random selection of the FOCA galaxies. 
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z = 0.2416 z = 0.2736 z = 0.6695 z = 0.1850 z = 0.3880 
Figure 5.11: The u' morphologies of those galaxies with very blue colours in UV -
B, taken from the lFC imaging campaign . 
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Table 5.4: The results for the various statistical tests for Figure 5. 13. 
Relation Pearson Spearman x2 x2 Slope 
u'-Ha 
u'-UV 
0.851 
0.896 
0.805 
0.836 
Probability° 
1331 < 1 X 10-5 
279 < 1 X 10-5 
1.25 
1.01 
0 Where smaller values denote poorer fits 
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Figure 5.13: A comparison of u'3600A luminosities with LEFT: Ha, and RIGHT: 
UV 2000 A measures. All luminosities are dust corrected; Ha luminosities are aper-
ture corrected according to Section 5.4. 1. The solid Jines denote equality of SFRs 
for the "standard" scenario taken at 100 Myr in a constant SFH, whilst the dashed 
lines indicate the weighted /east-squares best-fit. Only single optical counterpart 
field galaxies are shown. 
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We examine these effects by comparing the dust corrected H a, UV and u' measures 
for those galaxies where the data are available (this excludes objects in the A1367 field 
where there is no optical u' imaging) in Figure 5.13, with the overlaid lines denoting a 
constant SFR and the best-fit to the data. 
This plot shows some similar trends to the plots comparing Ha and UV (Fig-
ure 3.18). Firstly, there is an overall correlation between the different tracers, the statis-
tics of which are given in Table 5.4. In the case of the u' - Ha plot, the (aperture cor-
rected) Ha derived SFRs are lower than those derived from the u~ diagnostic, as was 
the case with the Ha - UV relation of Figure 3.18. The SFRs derived from the UV and 
u' diagnostics by contrast agree very well. 
It is also clear that the u' -UV relation shows considerably less scatter than the u' -
Ha relation (see also Table 5.4), with the scatter much larger than the observational 
uncertainties, a scenario that was also true for the Ha - UV relation. Additionally, the 
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Figure 5.14: LEFT: As Figure 5. 13, but with the data p
oints marked according to 
the dust correction used. The red points show those w
hich have a dust correction 
based on a measurement of the Balmer decrement, 
the blackpoints show those 
data points corrected using the average value. RIGH
T: The same, but only for 
objects where the spectral coverage allowed detection of Ha emi
ssion (i.e. the 
WIYN-observed galaxies are not shown). Those where Ha was 
then detected 
are marked in red. In both plots, the solid lines deno
te equality of SFRs for the 
"standard" scenario taken at 100 Myr in a constant SFH
. 
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gradient of the best-fitting line in the u' - UV plot ha
s a value near to one, whilst the 
gradient of the best-fitting line in the u' - Ha plot imp
lies some luminosity-dependent 
effect in the same sense as the Ha-UV plot (Figure 3.18). 
The UV and u' -band luminosities have a similar depe
ndence on the recent SFH as 
they are derived using wavelengths that are quite clo
se to each other (see Figure 5.12). 
This implies that the dominant cause of the scatter
 in the UV-u' relation will not 
be due to the effect of the recent SFH, rather it wil
l be a combination of dust and 
observational uncertainty and the possibility of non s
tar-forming galaxies included in 
the plot. We examine these effects carefully in Figure
 5.14. 
The plot shows interesting trends. We can see that g
alaxies for which we have an 
accurate measure of the colour excess of the ionised 
gas, E(B - V)g, in general show 
less scatter on the plot, and the data lie closer to the lin
e denoting a constant SFH. A 
further point of interest is that for many of the gala
xies which show a large discrep-
ancy between the UV and u' emission also show no 
detectable Ha emission. These are 
typically the same objects as the very blue objects in Figures 5.5 and
 5.6. As most of 
these objects are at z < 0.4, within the detectable range of Ha, they
 are not likely to 
be actively star-forming; in such objects a substantial fraction of the U
V/ u' light could 
arise either via a non-thermal source, or via the pres
ence of older stellar populations. 
Though much higher signal-to-noise spectra are requ
ired to investigate these possibil-
ities, these plots suggest that for star-forming galaxie
s the FOCA photometry appears 
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consistent with the near-UV LFC imaging data. 
5.6 Summary 
T~is chapter has introduced and described the optical
 imaging programmes associated 
with the SA57 FOCA redshift survey. We have demo
nstrated how the data from the 
two programmes w~re photometrically and astrome
trically calibrated to produce an 
output catalogue smtable for comparison with the FO
CA redshift survey data. 
. ~fter cross-c?rrelating the catalogues, we saw tha
t the UV-optical colours of galax-
ies m the red~hift survey contained interesting trend
s, with a fraction of colours too 
blue to b~ easily accounted for by normal star-forming
 galaxies; many were at the limit 
reproducible by ~ta~burst models. However, we also s
aw that most of the galaxies with 
?etected Ha erms~10n were consistent with very blue
 starburst SEDs, suggesting that 
m the bl~est galaxies there may be a contribution fro
m non-starforming objects. This 
was confirmed by t~e u' optical_ imaging; very blue 
UV - B galaxies were typically 
small and compact higher-redshift objects compared to the wide rang
e of galaxy types 
that were seen with normal UV - B colours. 
Finally, we investigated the use of u' data as a diag
nostic of star-formation. We 
found that the u', Ha and UV luminosities correlat
ed over several order of magni-
tude, with a g~od a~eement between the u' and U
V data. This relation was tight 
for those galaxies which had Ha emission (whether flux calibra
ted or not) particu-
larly so for those objects where we had a measure of the Balmer decre
ment, ;nd hence 
the dust co_ntent. We also sa_w that there is little de
pendence on the past history of 
star-~ormation when comparmg the two diagnostics
, unlike the UV /Ha and u' /Ha 
relations. We concl~de that u' data are a highly usefu
l consistency check on the accu-
racy ~f_dust corrections we have used (coupled with that of Chapt
er 4), and are now in 
a P?Sition to ~sefully constrain the physical nature o
f star-formation in these objects, 
which we do m the next Chapter. 
Chapter 6 
Constraining the 
star-formation histories 
The previous four chapters have introduced the combined FOCA UV, spectroscopic, 
radio and optical data set of SA57. In this chapter, we draw together all these data 
and attempt to quantitatively constrain the physical nature and duty cycle of star-
formation in this galaxy sample. 
Our primary motivation for performing the various modelling procedures in this 
chapter is to test one of the key assumptions underlying our analysis and that of most 
other redshift surveys: that the galaxies in this sample can be well represented either 
by constant or by smoothly declining SFHs. In this chapter we examine this impor-
tant assumption, and discuss the implications for using the different star-formation 
diagnostics that we have been discussing as probes of star-formation in other redshift 
surveys. 
However, we must first ensure that the predictions that we obtain from the popu-
lation synthesis models make sense when compared to, and can reproduce the prop-
erties of, control samples of quiescent objects. We therefore begin this chapter with a 
brief digression, comparing the predictions of synthesis models with galaxies which 
are likely to possess simpler SFHs. We then summarise the evidence obtained in the 
previous chapters about the nature of star-formation in the UV-selected sample, before 
investigating various models of large-scale star-formation cycles. 
6.1 Controls using "normal" galaxies 
One important issue is to ascertain where we would expect "normal" star-forming 
galaxies (i.e. those which may not be undergoing a burst of star-formation, but rather 
are following a more constant SFH) to appear on these diagnostic plots we have dealt 
with to date. One way to do this is to use one of the local (z = O) samples of Sec-
tion 3.5.4 as a "control" sample, and to examine the distribution of the galaxies in the 
current FOCA sample in relation to this control sample. The best choice for this con-
trol sample is that of of Buat et al. (2001), which has the considerable advantage of UV 
... 
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Table 6.1: Comparisons of x2 values for the UV-selected sample and the Buat et 
al. sample 
Sample 
FOCA-UV 
Buat et al. 
Number 
92 
47 
x2 Prob. of x2 
415 < 1 X 10 5 
43.2 0.55 
photometry derived from the same FOCA balloon instrument as the sample s~died in this thesis. The Buat et al. sample is not selected in any robust manner,_rather it rep-
resents the broad range of star-forming galaxy types (mostly late-type spirals) that are found in the local universe (V. Buat, private communication). Though we cannot be 
sure that none of the galaxies in Buat et al. sample are undergoing starbursts, the lack 
of any selection criteria in this sample at least imply that a broad range of _gal~xy types 
will be represented. We plot the Ha/UV distribution of the two samples in Figure 6.1. The figure shows that the Buat et al. sample has a good agreement with the const~nt SFH predictions from the PEGASE-II spectral evolution model, and an ~n~our~gin_g 
overlap with the UV-selected FOCA sample. The scatter about the best-~1tting hne 1s 
also smaller than for the UV-selected galaxies; the x2 values for the best-fits to the two 
samples are shown in Table 6.1 
· 
. The tentative suggestion from this analysis is that, for a ra~dom sample of UV-brig~t galaxies, the spectral evolution codes can reproduce, and explain, t~e UV an~ Ha lu~-
nosities over several orders of magnitude using simple SFHs, b~t d1screpanc1~s remain 
when the predictions are compared to samples of galaxies specifically selected in the UV. 
6.2 Physical evidence for the nature of star-formation 
in the sample 
Many of the features of the joint data set are di~ficult to reconcile wit~in scenario~ involving constant SFHs and simple dust corre~tions: We now summa:1se thes_e fea tures, and illustrate how the various discrepancies rmght be_over_co~e 1f a fraction of 
the galaxies in the sample possessed intermittent SFHs. The idea 1s s1m~le: some frac-tion of our population of galaxies is experiencing, or has recent~y experienced, a burst 
or period of increased star-formation relative to the galaxy's ~1story as a w~ole. :he different relationships that such a scenario would need to consistently explain are. 
• The Ha-UV-radio-u' relationships (from Chapters 3 and 4), 
• The UV-optical colours (from Chapter 5), 
• The chemical abundances (from Chapter 2), 
and we now examine each in turn. 
• 
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Figure 6.1: A comparison of the (aperture corrected) Ha and UV-2000 A luminosi-
ties from the present sample and that of 801. Luminosities are corrected for galac-
tic extinction only. BO 1 galaxies are denoted by green crosses. The solid line shows 
the prediction for a constant SFH; dashed line shows the best-fit to the FOCA data. 
6.2.1 Evidence from the Ha - UV - u' relationships 
129 
We saw in Chapter 3 that it was not possible to explain the scatter and offsets in the 
relationship between the Ha and UV luminosities solely in terms of differing IMFs or 
metallicities. In this section, we examine how the hypothesis of time-varying SFHs can help resolve these discrepancies. 
The key is the different time-scales upon which the two diagnostics of SF - in 
this case Ha emission and the UV continuum - trace SFRs (illustrated simply in Fig-
ure 3.1~ In Chapter 1, we saw that the Ha luminosity depends only on the most mas-
sive, snort-lived stars; hence the point at which new stars are being born at the same 
rate at which older stars die occurs after only a few million years, and the Ha luminos-ity will reach a peak value very quickly. By contrast, the UV continuum, with a more 
significant contribution from older, longer lived stars, takes between 100-1000 Myr to 
reach the stage at which the rate of the birth of new stars is the same as the star death 
rate . 
. A burst of star-formation ~uperimposed on an underlying smoothly declining SFH 
will therefore create scatter m the Ha...,UV plane as follows (Figure 6.2). During a 
~tarburst: a gal~xy ~oves rapidly up and right on the diagnostic plot as both quantities increase in lummos1ty. As the burst subsequently dies away, the Ha rapidly decreases due to its dependence on only massive stars (whcih quickly die), whereas the UV luminosity is retained, and the galaxy moves to the left. Subsequently, the galaxy 
returns to its quiescent, pre-burst position on the plot, describing a loop in Ha-UV 
space. This sequence is demonstrated pictorially in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2: A schematic representation of a burst of star-formation (blue line) on 
the LHo - Luv plane. The observed data points are shown in black. The red data 
points show the position of a model galaxy at 1 Myr intervals; the dashed blue 
arrows indicate the direction this model galaxy traverses over the course of the 
starburst. The actual burst shown here involves 25% of the galaxy mass in an 
exponential burst of r = 25 Myr superimposed on an underlying smoothly declining 
history. 
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If this hypothesis of a bursting duty cycle of star-formation is correct, then galax-
ies observed at different positions on the Ha-UV plot should posses different spectral 
properties if they are indeed at different epochs of a burst of star-formation. The most 
relevant spectral information from our sample which can be used to test this are the 
strength of the Ha and [O II] EWs, and the strength of the 4000 A Balmer break (D4000, 
see Section 2.3.3). The Balmer break feature in a galaxy spectrum is due to the stellar 
bound-free absorption coefficient, which has a sharp edge at 3648A, the wavelength 
of the n = 2 to continuum transisiton in neutral hydrogen. The result is that pho-
tons longwards of the feature are absorbed less efficiently than those shortwards. The 
prominence of the feature depends on the form of the hydrogen in the stellar atmo-
sphere, determining which component of the absorption coefficient is dominant. In 
early OB-type stars, the high temperatures increase the hydrogen ionisation and the 
Balmer absorption coefficient is reduced. In coo,fl.er A-type and later stars, the situa-
tion is reversed and the absorption coefficient increases. (Gray 1976). Thus we would 
expect to see an increased Balmer break strength when an older stellar population is 
present and OB stars have died away . 
To demonstratel this, we plot the evolution of these three properties for both a 
smooth ( exponentially declining) SFH, and the same history but with a burst of star-
formation superimposed, in Figure 6.3. The effect of the burst on the galaxy's proper-
ties is (as expected) dramatic. Both the Ha and [On] EWs sharply increase during and 
after the burst, whilst the strength of the Balmer break rapidly decreases. Hence, in 
our sample, for galaxies which we postulate to be at the peak of a starburst or which 
are undergoing a "normal" star-forming process (i.e. those galaxies in which the SFRs 
derived from the Ha and UV luminosities agree well), we expect small values of the 
Balmer decrement and high values for the Ha and [On] EWs due to the presence of a 
young stellar population. However, for those galaxies in which the burst of SF is dy-
ing away, we expect larger Balmer breaks and weaker Ha and [O II] EWs as the burst 
population ages. 
We test our data set to see whether we can detect these trends by plotting the Ha-
UV diagram broken by the various diagnostics in Figure 6.4. Some trends emerge from 
these plots. Each sub-plot of Figure 6.4 is coded so that blue galaxies are those which 
have stronger star-fo~g characteristics (i.e. larger EWs or weaker Balmer breaks), 
whilst red galaxies have weaker star-forming characteristics. There appear to be two 
broad classes of objects: those in which SFRs derived from Ha and UV luminosities 
agree, and those which show "UV excess" SFRs when compared to the Ha. In the three 
plots, those galaxies which lie near to the line of agreement of Ha and UV SFRs show 
signs of strong, ongoing star-formation-large EWs, small values of D4000. However, 
the "UV excess" galaxies possess weaker EWs and larger values of D4000., as would 
be expected as a starburst dies away. 
We can test the hypothesis further by comparing the Ha and UV luminosities with 
those derived from the u' -band imaging. In Section 5.5, we saw that the relationship 
between the u' and Ha showed a large amount of scatter, whilst the UV and u' showed 
little scatter (Figure 5.13). This too is expected within a scenario of a star-formation 
burst (Figure 6.5). We note that the large scatter in the Lu, - LHo plot is naturally ex-
llj 
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Figure 6.4: The variation of various indicators of star-formation in the LHa - Luv 
plane. The spectral characteristics under study are: the Ha EW, the [011] EW 
and the 4000 A break. Only field galaxies and those galaxies with single optical 
counterparts are shown. All fluxes are corrected for dust. The overlaid lines are 
the best-fitting to the two subsamples of each plot. In general, galaxies denoted by 
a blue point are those which have stronger star-forming characteristics. 
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Figure 6.5: The effect of a burst of star-formation on the Lu, - LHo: (LEFT) and 
Lu, - Luv (RIGHT) diagnostic plots. Burst parameters are as before (Figure 6.2). 
The slight offset between the position of the start of the burst and the position of 
the line of constant star-formation is due to the time dependence of the calibrating 
star-formation factor; the solid line is take at a time of 100Myr in a constant SFH 
scenario. 
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plained by a star-formation event, whilst the small scatter in the Lu' - Luv plot also 
matches that predicted during a burst of star-formation. 
6.2.2 Evidence from 1.4 GHz em·ission 
We now investigate whether the introduction of intermittent SFHs that we have posi-
ted as an explanation for the LHo: - Luv - Lu, relations can help us understand the re-
lationship between the radio 1.4 GHz emission and the UV and Ha data we saw in 
Chapter 4. Following Figure 6.2, we demonstrate a schematic star-formation burst in 
Figure 6.6 for both the LHo: - L1.4 and Luv - L1.4 plots. 
The LHo: - L1.4 plot shows considerably less scatter than the Luv - L1.4 plot over the 
course of a burst as the time-scales over which the radio and Ha star-formation diag-
nostics operate are more closely matched ("" 10 Myr for Ha and "" 8 Myr for 1.4 GHz, 
see Chapter 1). We note that the small offset from a constant SFH that we do see in the 
theoretical prediction on the LHo: - L1.4 plot is in the sense L1.4 > LHa, as is observed 
in the data, and originates as the LHo: decreases more rapidly than L1.4 during a burst. 
This fits well with the scatter we see in the observational correlations; x
2 values for the 
Luv - L1.4 generally indicate poorer fits to constant SFHs than for LHo: - L1.4 (Table 4.2), 
where the assumption of tracing equal time-scales of star-formation is more valid. The 
schematic burst on the Luv - L1.4 plot shows a similar pattern to the LHo: - Luv plot 
(Figure 6.2), and naturally reproduces the shallow gradient in the Luv - L1.4 relation 
as L1.4 drops off more rapidly than Luv. 
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Figure 6.6: Schematic representation of the effect of a burst of star-formation on 
the LHo: - L1.4 and the Luv - L1.4 planes. Burst parameters as in Figure 6.2. Again, 
the red points shows the position of a model galaxy at l Myr intervals, indicating 
at which locations a model galaxy spends the majority of its time. The blue arrows 
indicate the direction that the galaxy travels around the burst loop. 
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The radio data also allows us to distinguish between the effects of dust and vari-
able SFHs, by examining the variation of the Ha/UV ratio as a function of 1.4GHz 
luminosity (Figure 6.7). This plot is the least sensitive to dust available to us, and is 
affected only by differential extinction between Ha and UV. 
Figure 6.7 shows that galaxy-to-galaxy dust variations are unlikely to reproduce 
all the scatter . that we see in our data set. Even considering the full range of dust 
corrections (i.e. Av = 0-2.5), some galaxies have Ha/UV ratios which lie too far from 
the constant SFH position to be explained, and many galaxies have Ha/UV ratios 
which are incompatible with each other. Introducing a larger range of dust corrections 
- for example, including higher values of Av - was shown to be incompatible with the 
number of the radio detected galaxies that we see in our simulations (see Section 4.4.1) 
by overestimating the number of detected galaxies compared to the observations. 
The time-varying SFHs introduced above can help us resolve the discrepancies of 
Figure 6.7. We also plot example bursts by varying the burst parameters over ranges 
of M = 5 - 35% and T = 10 - 100 Myr. It is clear that all of the scatter in this plot can 
be explained by varying SFHs using bursts of different parameters. 
6.2.3 Evidence from the UV-optical colours 
Next, we re-consider the UV-optical colours which were presented in Chapter 5. We 
choose to examine the variation in the UV - B colour with the Ha EW, as both of 
these diagnostics are sensitive to ongoing star-formation. This relationship is plotted 
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Figure 6.7: The variation in the Ha/UV ratio with L1.4 for our survey galaxies. 
Each galaxy is represented by a vertical line, which d~mo~~trates the effect of 
various dust corrections applied to the Ha and UV lum1nos1t1es. BLUE DIAGO-
NAL CROSS: Observed values, BLUE SQUARE CROSS: Balmer corrected values, 
GREEN CROSS: luminosity-dependent corrected values. The red squares :epre-
sent (from top to bottom) extinctions of Av = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 & 2.5. The ho~1zo:7tal 
dashed line shows the position of a galaxy with a constant SFH. The soltd Imes 
represent bursts of r = 100 Myr (small loop) and r = 10 Myr (large loop), 20% 
mass in both cases. The long dashed lines represent bursts of 5% mass (small 
loop) and 35% mass (large loop), duration r = 30Myr in both cases. The_ short 
dashed lines show areas at the start of the burst where a galaxy would reside for 
an extremely short amount of time; galaxies move clockwise round the loops over 
time. 
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Figure 6.8: The variation in dust corrected UV -B colour with Ha EW The overlaid 
lines show an exponential SFH for four different IMFs. The symbols show the posi-
tion of the galaxy at an age of 0.5 Gyr (square), 1 Gyr (circle) and 5 Gyr (triangle). 
The IMFs used are detailed in Chapter 3. 
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in Figure 6.8. A clear (and expected) trend is evident- systems with strong Ha emis-
sion are preferentially bluer. We have superimposed on the data predictions based on 
exponentially declining SFHs. The effect of varying the IMF is also shown. As we 
saw when considering the L80 - Luv relation, these IMFs are not capable of explain-
ing the observation trends of much of our sample; certainly they are not capable of 
reproducing the bluer colours that we seek to explain. 
We turn again to the concept of intermittent SFHs to search for an explanation. 
Again, we illustrate this idea by superimposing a single burst of star-formation on top 
of an exponentially declining SFH, as in Figures 6.2 and 6.6; this is done in Figure 6.9 
for both dust corrected and observed colours. We can see that the bursting SFHs are 
capable of reproducing a wider range of physical properties than the constant SFH 
scenarios. Indeed, most of the galaxies in the plot are now explainable using the sce-
nario of intermittent SFHs. Increasing the strength of the burst can lead to even bluer 
colours than those shown in the plot. 
6.2.4 Evidence from the chemical abundances 
Our final evidence concerns the chemical abundances (N/0 and 12 + log(O/H)) de-
rived in Section 2.5.2. We examine these measurements to search for clues as to the 
nature of the past SFH in these objects (Contini et al. 2001, see). In Figure 6.10, we ex-
amine how the N/0 abundance ratio varies with the abundance ratio of 12 + log(O/H) 
for the UV-selected galaxies when compared to samples of other star-forming galax-
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Figure 6.9: As Figure 6.8, but this time showing the effect of a burst of star-
formation. The Sa/peter /MF is retained (black solid line) and compared to SFHs 
undergoing a burst of star-formation. The red points show the position of a galaxy 
at 1 Myr intervals. The top red line is a 25% mass burst with r = . 25 Myr, while the 
bottom red line is a 50% mass burst with r = 15 Myr. LEFT: Colours not corrected 
for dust, RIGHT: Dust corrected colours. 
ies. This behaviour of N/0 with increasing metallicity offers clues about the chemical 
evolution history of the galaxies and the stellar populations responsible for producing 
the oxygen and nitrogen. 
The origin of nitrogen in galaxies is thought to be via the CNO cycle. However, 
it is not clear whether this nitrogen is produced in the same stars as the carbon and 
oxygen (i.e. primary synthesis), or whether the carbon and nitrogen are produced in 
previous generations of stars (i.e. secondary synthesis). If the latter, then the ratio N/0 
should increase linearly with O /H, and such a correlation is indeed observed in high-
metallicity (12 + log(O/H) > 8.5) Hn regions (see Figure. 6.10). However, the first 
scenario suggests that nitrogen production is independent of the initial heavy element 
abundance, a regime that seems to dominate at low metallicities in dwarf H II galaxies 
(12 + log(O/H) < 8.0; e.g. Matteucci & Tosi 1985; Matteucci 1986), where N/0 exceeds 
the linear trend present at high abundances, and does not correlate with O /H (also see 
Figure. 6.10). 
A problem is to explain the scatter in N/0 for a given value of 0/H. One ex-
planation might be a time delay between the release of oxygen into the ISM ~nd t~e 
subsequent release of nitrogen (e.g. Edmunds & Pagel 1978; Garnett 1990; Pdyugm 
1992, 1993, 1999; Kobulnicky & Skillman 1996, 1998; Coziol et al. 1999, amongst oth-
ers). In galaxies forming stars in short bursts separated by quiescent periods, the dis-
persion in N/0 could be due to a delayed release of nitrogen produced in low-mass 
longer-lived stars, compared to oxygen produced in massive, short-lived stars. This 
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Figure 6.10: LEFT: The Nitrogen-to-oxygen (N/0) abundance ratio as a function 
of oxygen abundance {12 + log(O/H)J for the sample (SQUARES) and various 
comparison samples: CIRCLES: Starburst Nucleus Galaxies (Contini et al. 1998; 
Considere et al. 2000; Veilleux et al. 1995), TRIANGLES: H11 galaxies (Kobulnicky 
& Skillman 1996; lzotov & Thuan 1999), STARS: a small sample of emission-line 
galaxies at intermediate redshift (Kobulnicky & Zaritsky 1999). Empty squares de-
note UV-selected galaxies with more than one optical counterpart. Solar, LMC and 
SMC abundances ratios are also indicated. RIGHT: Evolution model of N/0 versus 
12 + log(O/H) assuming a sequence of starbursts separated by quiescent periods 
(see also Garnett 1990; Coziol et al. 1999). This scenario assumes that each 
burst first produces oxygen enrichment due to massive star evolution on short time 
scales (r ,...., 10 Myr), followed by significant nitrogen enrichment on longer time 
scales (r > 100 Myr) due to intermediate-mass star evolution (see text for details). 
The vectors in this plot were kindly provided by T. Contini. 
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"delayed-release" hypothesis predicts that the N/0 ratio evolves significantly during 
a single cycle of star formation followed by quiescence. 
Figure 6.10 illustrates this. During a period of quiescence, intermediate-mass star 
evolution will significantly enrich a galaxy in nitrogen but not in oxygen or any other 
type II supernova product. At the end of this quiescent period, the N /0 ratio will 
be high and level out around N/0 rv -1.5 (e.g. Matteucci 1986; Olofsson 1995a), as 
a result of intermediate-mass star evolution over the preceding few hundred million 
years. During a starburst, however, the N/0 ratio drops while the 0/H increases, as 
the most massive stars begin to die and type II supernovae release oxygen into the 
ISM. A few tens of millions of years after the burst onset, the massive OB stars produc-
ing oxygen will be gone. At this point, N/0 should be minimal, with a value limited 
by the yields of oxygen and secondary nitrogen from the massive stars. Then N/0 
will rise again as intermediate-mass stars begin to contribute to the primary and sec-
ondary production of nitrogen, approaching a maximum value limited by the yields 
of nitrogen and oxygen from all stars. A galaxy undergoing successive starbursts will 
thus oscillate between these two limits of N/0. 
The vectors in Figure 6.10 (courtesy T. Contini, private communication) illustrate 
this evolution for a galaxy with an initial mass 108 M0 , an initial metallicity Z rv 
0.02 Z0 , N /0 rv -1.5, which converts 1 % of its mass into massive stars (see Garnett 
1990; Contini et al. 2001). Massive star evolution quickly moves the galaxy towards 
the lower-right corner of the diagram. Ejection of nitrogen from intermediate-mass · 
stars then increases N/0 at constant 0/H when the starburst has faded. A second 
burst moves the galaxy back towards the lower right corner, although to a lesser ex-
tent because of the higher abundance in the ISM. In this picture, the N/0 ratio can 
be used as a "clock" to determine the time since the last major episode of star for-
mation. The delayed-release hypothesis predicts that galaxies with high N/0 ratios 
experienced their first burst of massive star formation after a relatively long quiescent 
interval, while galaxies with low N/0 ratios have had little or no quiescent intervals. 
Many of the FOCA galaxies seem to fit this latter evolutionary scenario - intermittent 
SFHs with closely spaced bursts are strongly supported. 
These chemical properties seem to provide tantalising evidence for intermittent 
SFHs. Unfortunately, the data set of galaxies with all the relevant line ratios is not yet 
large enough for detailed modelling to be a possibility or to place tight constraints on 
the SFHs of these objects; there are also some caveats related to the above argument 
involving the time-scale for heavy element enrichment (Contini et al. 2001). Future, 
higher resolution and S/N, spectral measurements should help resolve these issues. 
6.3 Constraining the star-formation histories 
Section 6.2 has introduced a wealth of qualitative evidence which strongly suggests 
that many of the galaxies in our data set do not possess simple, constant SFHs. With 
sample photometry that ranges from 2000 A to 6500 A, plus spectral coverage at optical 
wavelengths, it is of considerable interest to use this data to attempt to quantitatively 
confirm these initial conclusions, as well as to constrain other SFHs that be consistent 
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with the data. This requires that we construct a testable model for the SFHs in these 
galaxies. 
The primary difficulty is that for the observational measures that we have, the 
galaxy SED has a substantial contribution from young and massive stars. It is there-
fore difficult to directly constrain the integrated stellar masses of the galaxies as longer 
waveband observations (e.g. K-band) are required for this to be effective. However, 
we can still place constraints on the form of the current star-formation activity. 
Many uncertainties must enter our modelling procedure due to the large number 
of physical parameters that can be varied; many of these cannot be independently 
constrained via the modelling algorithms of this chapter, and we must make some 
simplifying "default" assumptions based on the results of other models of starburst 
galaxies. The main element to our modelling procedure is the PEGASE-11 population 
synthesis code, which we described in Section 3.5.1. As throughout the thesis, we 
assume a Salpeter IMF with mass limits at 0.1 M0 and 100 M0 , and solar metallicity. 
We also assume that no Lyman continuum photons are absorbed by dust before be-
ing converted to nebular emission lines (i.e. !abs = 0) and no Lyman photons escape 
before re-processing can occur (i.e. fesc = 0). These parameters were discussed in Sec-
tion 3.5.1; discussions of how the choices of these parameters can affect the results of 
modelling can be found extensively in the literature (e.g. Papovich et al. 2001). 
We restrict the galaxies that we choose to model to single counterpart, field galax-
ies located in SA57 (i.e. we discard the A1367 objects where the optical coverage is 
poorer). We also select only those galaxies which have a flux-calibrated Ha emission, 
as we are interested in the star-forming properties of the objects (i.e. we discard those 
WIYN-observed galaxies which have only a Ha EW). For each galaxy we require the 
following dust-corrected (but not k-corrected) properties: 
• The Ha luminosity. This traces the instantaneous SFR. 
• The UV continuum luminosity at 2000 A. This is sensitive to the past rv 200 Myr 
of star-formation. 
• The strength of the Balmer Break, D4000 (Chapter 2), 
• The Ha EW. This measures the strength of the Ha emission relative to the galaxy 
continuum. 
and, where available, we further constrain the fits using 
• The u' luminosity at 3600 A, 
• The UV - B and B - r' colours. 
The amount of extinction in the models is not left as a free parameter; rather this is 
constrained observationally using the Ha/H,B Balmer decrement as described in ear-
lier chapters. The evidence so far in this thesis suggests that these corrections provide 
a reasonable approximation to the real physical scenario (see Figure 5.14 and the sim-
ulations of Chapter 4 as examples). 
• 
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6.3.1 Simple star-formation histories 
Though the data appear radically inconsistent with simple SFHs, it is important to 
be able to formally demonstrate this. We therefore begin by considering two simple 
SFHs. The first is a SFH that is constant with time according to 
SFR(t) = M 0 (M0 yr-1) (6.1) 
where M 0 is the SFR and the stellar mass formed at time t is M 0 x t. The second SFH 
is an exponentially declining SFH according to 
Mo t SFR(t) = - exp(--) (M0 yr-1) 
'T 'T 
(6.2) 
where 7 is the time constant of the SFH in Myr and M 0 is the total mass formed at time 
t = oo (i.e f M 0 /T exp(-t/T)dt = M0). Small values of 'T (e.g. 7 < 5 Myr) approximate 
an almost instantaneous burst; very large values more continuous SFHs. 
Using these two models, we construct a grid of galaxy spectra corresponding to 
the different SFHs as a function of time. We use a range of 7 from 500 to 5000 Myr 
for the exponential model and run the models for ages up to 9 Gyr (the approximate 
age of the Universe in our particular EdS cosmology); the results are not significantly 
changed by altering these parameters. For each of the galaxies in our sample, we 
transform each model galaxy spectrum to the redshift of the galaxy in question, and 
calculate a prediction of each of the observed parameters of the galax\ listed above. 
Nebular emission (line and continuum) is included in the predictions ~re necessary. 
We normalise each model (i.e. we adjust M0) so that the predicted and observed Ha 
emission are identical. The current stellar mass of the galaxy, mstellar, as a function of 
time can then be calculated by integrating the particular SFH to time t. 
We then calculate a x2 statistic for each model galaxy by comparing the observed 
and predicted parameters, and find the combination of parameters (7, M 0 , t) which 
minimise this x2 • The probability of each x2 is then calculated using the incomplete 
gamma function for the appropriate number of degrees of freedom in each fit, using 
routines from Press et al. (1992). We plot the resulting x2 distributions for the two 
histories in Figure 6.11. 
The key result of this procedure is that the "best-fits" for 47 /64 (73%) of the galax-
ies in the constant SFH scenarios and 38/64 (59%) of galaxies in the exponential-SFH 
scenarios in the sample are rejected at greater than the 99% confidence level - i.e the 
model spectra provide extremely poor representations of the true physical scenario 
over the full range oft and 7. This confirms what we demonstrated qualitatively in 
Section 6.2. 
We examine these fits more carefully by calculating which of the observed parame-
ters are the most problematic to reproduce. We show in Figure 6.12 the x2 distribution 
of each of the six observables (the x2 of the seventh, the Ha luminosity, is by definition 
zero as we use this to normalise the model). We can see that the principle features of 
the "bad" fits are the u' and UV luminosities, as well as the Ha EWs. These are the 
most sensitive parameters to bursts of star-formation. 
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6.3.2 More complex star-formation histories 
We now extend the models of the previous section to include the possibility of a burst 
of star-formation, which we superimpose on top of the galaxy's SFH. This is repre-
sented in the form 
SFR(t) = (l - !b)Mo exp(-!_) 
'Tg 'Tg 
SFR( ) _ (1 - !b)Mo ( t) fbMo ( tb - t) t- exp--+--exp---
T9 'Tg 'Tb 'Tb 
(6.3) if t >= tb 
with the starburst commencing at time tb and the total mass formed is then M 0, with 
a fraction !b formed during the starburst. The parameter !b then measures the relative 
strength of the starburst. We make the following assumptions when deriving best-
fitting parameters using these SFHs: 
• We ignore times t < tb - these have already been simulated in the simple SFHs 
of the last section, 
• We assume tb = 8000 Myr and r9 = 3.0 Gyr, which seem to match the properties 
of z = 0 spiral galaxies (e.g. Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange 1997). The simulation 
results are not sensitive to the choice of these parameters, as they merely define 
the form of the underlying SED. 
We then perform the fitting algorithm, fitting for the combination of parameters (rb, 
t, M0, !b) which minimise the x2 as before for each galaxy in the sample. Again, the 
parameter M 0 is adjusted to match the predicted Ha emission to the observed Ha 
emission in each galaxy; stellar masses are calculated by integrating the SFH to the 
best-fitting t. 
We again plot the resulting x2 distribution and the probability distribution in Fig-
ure 6.13. The difference in the distribution is marked when compared to the fits ob-
tained using simple SFHs in the last section. Firstly, all but 9 of the galaxies have 
acceptable fits - i.e. only 14% of the sample cannot be fit using the intermittent SFH 
method. Of these, only 3 have fits which are excluded with a very high level of confi-
dence; the other 11 are "borderline" fits. 
The distribution of the best-fitting parameters, and the median best-fitting parame-
ters, are shown in Figure 6.14 and Table 6.2 respectively. The best-fitting burst param-
eters seem to suggest that the most common starbursts are relatively short duration 
events, involving only a small (8-10%) fraction of the galaxy mass, though clearly 
there is substantial scatter in these values. The plots also suggest that we are seeing 
galaxies not at the peak of a particular starburst, but rather some way into a burst's 
lifetime; it is at these times that the Ha and UV luminosities are the most discrepant. 
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Table 6.2: The median best-fitting parameters for the form of the bursts of star-
formation 
Parameter Median value 
'Tb 23.l 
tb 125 
!b 0.09 
LOG Mstellar 9.91 
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Figure 6.14: The distribution of the best-fitting parameters for the star-forming 
bursts in the galaxy sample. The four panels show (clockwise from top left): The 
time since the onset of the burst (tb), the total stellar mass of the galaxy (Mstellar), 
the relative amount of mass being formed in the starburst (fb), the e-folding time 
of the burst (Tb). The shaded galaxies show the position of those well fit by simple 
exponential SFHs where relevant. See text for further details. 
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6.4 The duty cycle of star-formation 
In the last section we saw how we could constrain the recent SFHs of individual galax-
ies - i.e. the physical form of the current star-formation event. However, this re-
veals little about the previous history of star-formation prior to the most recent star-
formation event, i.e. how likely are such bursts over the course of a galaxy's lifetime? 
We investigate this "duty-cycle" of star-formation by determining the best-fitting 
parameters of simple star-formation models to the distribution of the observed Ha and 
UV luminosities of our sample. We perform this analysis by following the approach of 
Glazebrook et al. (1999) (see also Sullivan et al. 2000). First we generate an exponential 
SFH with random bursts added according to a set of model parameters. We then gen-
erate the time-varying Ha and UV luminosity from PEGASE-11 that this SFH implies. 
The observed data set of Ha and UV measures is then compared to the model using a 
maximum-likelihood statistical measure. 
A model galaxy ( defined by the parameters of the SFH) can be imagined as a point 
moving around (Ha,UV) parameter space according to the stage of the most recent 
star-formation event. We bin the location of this model galaxy as a large number of 
time-steps elapse, generating a probability density in this (Ha,UV) space. The likeli-
hood of an observational point being drawn from this model SFH is then the value 
of the probability density at the observed galaxy's location in (Ha,UV) space, and the joint likelihood is the product of the individual likelihood of each of the observed data 
points. The likelihood of drawing the observational data from a particular model is 
defined as 
L = IJ Loo loo P(h, u) exp[-~ - ~] dudh 
. 00 00 21r Llh/1ui z ;;, 
(6.4) 
where the observed Ha and UV luminosities are represented by hi and ui for each 
galaxy i (of Nin total), !lhi and !lui are the observational uncertainties on these pa-
rameters, u and hare the PEGASE-11 model points, and P(h, u) is the probability density 
of a particular model point in (Ha,UV) space. 
Once we have a set of best-fitting parameters (i.e. the set of parameters that max-
imises this likelihood), ~e perform a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate an absolute 
measure of how "likely" we are to obtain the observational points given the best-fitting 
model parameters. This involves generating many "synthetic" data sets, and seeing 
how they compare with the actual data set that we observe. 1o do this, we use the best 
fit SFH parameters to generate the variations Ha(t) and UV(t) and sample from these 
functions at N randomly chosen times, generating a synthetic data set. We then re-fit 
the SFH model parameters to this new synthetic data set, generating a new joint like-
lihood. We perform this test 1000 times, and obtain a set of synthetic joint likelihoods. 
By seeing where the joint likelihood of the observed data set falls in this distribution, 
we can get an absolute idea of how likely the observed data set is to occur, given the 
star-formation model. 
A convenient way to express this is the per cent deviation of the observed likeli-
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Figure 6.15: Two distributions of UV-Ha measures for the sample (crosses) com-
pared to that for the model galaxies (lines), found by superimposing a series of 
bursts as described in the text with the best-fitting parameters in Table 6.3. LEFT: 
The maximum likelihood best-fit, RIGHT: The second statistical test, with emphasis 
on matching scatter in the plot rather than maximising the likelihood. 
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hood from the mean of the synthetic likelihoods, in the sense that if there are Na syn-
thetic likelihoods below the mean synthetic likelihood, and Nb synthetic likelihoods 
below the observed likelihood, the% deviation is 100 * (1 - Nb/Na). This quantity en-
ables us to compare different SFH models - for example, a % deviation of 50% is better 
than one of 99%. 
6.4.1 Modelling procedure 
We begin by adding a series of starbursts superimposed on a continuous model. We 
try two different schemes; first we use bursts of fixed mass mb, then the burst mass is 
allowed to vary over a normal distribution parameterised by a standard deviation mu. 
We use an exponential form for the burst with e-folding time T; constant starbursts 
seem unable to reproduce the amount of scatter that exponential bursts can. The final 
parameter is the percentage of star-formation that occurs in bursts (as opposed to in a 
continuous mode of star-formation), F. Within this framework, a total Rb= F x Rtot 
of star-formation occurs in burst-mode, with Rq = (1 - F) x Riot in quiescent mode. 
The F parameter is therefore similar to the /b parameter of the last section, except that 
it includes the effect of all the bursts over a galaxy's history. In each simulation of 
duration T, the number of bursts is Nb = Rb/mb and the average spacing between 
star-bursts is then S = T / Nb. We run the simulations for T = 5 Gyr, approximately the 
length of time which the redshift survey samples. 
The "most likely" burst parameters are listed in Table 6.3; in Figure 6.15 we show 
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Table 6.3: The parameters for the "best-fitting" bursts derived from the two statisti-
cal tests. 
Test Burst T Burst Mass F 
(Myr) 
1 50 < 70 < 100 0.08 < 0.15 < 0.17 0.8 < 0.9 < 0.96 
2 30 0.08 0.9 
aThe maximum-likelihood test; 10' limits shown 
bThe alternative statistical test 
s 
(Myr) 
833 
445 
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the predicted distribution in (Ha,UV) space for this best-fitting history. This history 
reproduces many of the observed data points, but cannot reproduce all of the scatter 
that we see. We therefore also adopt a simpler statistical test, where the aim is to 
asses the number of observed points that can be reproduced by a particular model 
SFH. Figure 6.15 again shows this best-fitting history graphically with the best-fitting 
parameters in Table 6.3. 
The maximum likelihood test favours longer bursts; with short bursts, a galaxy 
spends much of its lifetimes away from the position of the observed points and so 
produced poorer likelihood fits. Both tests favour SFHs where the dominant method 
of forming stars is via the bursting mode (shown by the high F factor); continuous 
star-formation is responsible for assembling only a small fraction of the stellar mass 
that we observe in these objects. It is also interesting to note that the form of the best-
fitting burst pattern closely matches those of the previous section. 
6.5 Discussion 
In this chapter we have investigated how well our data set can constrain the physical 
nature, and duty cycle, of star-formation in our survey galaxies. We have seen that our 
data strongly support the presence of starburst activity in a significant fraction of our 
galaxy sample, with continuous star-formation models providing a poor approxima-
tion to our data set. We now discuss some implications of this conclusion. 
6.5.1 The nature of the star-bursting galaxies 
Clearly, one of the most interesting questions we would. ideally wish to answer is 
"What, physically, is responsible for the star1ormation patterns we see in the data?" 
One method of answering this question would be via resolved imaging of the 
galaxies at UV and optical/Ha wavelengths in order to search for indications of the 
events triggering the star-formation episode. For example, disturbed morphologies 
may be indicative of recent interactions or close encounters with other galaxies, and 
such tidal influences are known to enhance star-formation in cluster galaxies, as deter-
mined from resolved Ha imaging (e.g. Moss & Whittle 2000). Alternatively, isolated 
galaxies can undergo episodic star-formation triggered by internal influences, such as 
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feedback from supernova explosions on the surrounding gas and material (Stewart 
et al. 2000). However, such resolved imaging data are not yet available to us. This 
severely limits the answers we can currently provide to this question, as instead we 
must either rely on ground-based photometric properties or spectroscopic clues. 
In Figure 6.16, we examine the u' morphology of those galaxies which we classified 
as star-bursting in Section 6.3. The galaxies typically appear as compact or irregular 
objects; additionally some of the galaxies show do some signs of disturbed morphol-
ogy, perhaps from a recent starburst event. However, this evidence is tentative and 
deeper, resolved images are obviously required. 
Starbursting galaxies such as the objects that appear in this FOCA sample go by 
several different names. There are several classes of star-forming galaxies, as well as 
the range of dwarf counterparts thought to have experienced recent starbursts. The 
difference between the different classifications is not always clear, as many of the 
classes overlap due to the differing selection criteria (e.g. spectroscopic or morpho-
logical). A common way to classify emission line galaxies into the different groups is 
via their line ratios and the value of 12 + log(O/H) (see Section 2.5.2 and Figure 6.10) 
and the strength of their Ha line emission (Gallego et al. 1996; Gil de Paz et al. 2000). 
The two most common categories are: 
• Starburst Nuclear Galaxies (SBNG): These are typically massive, chemically 
evolved and metal rich, low excitation ([O rn].\5007 /H,B ;S 1), star-forming 
(LHa ~ 108L0 ) galaxies (Balzano 1983), 
• H II galaxies: These galaxies are typically less massive, metal-poor compact 
galaxies when compared to SBNGs, with a higher excitation level 
([O rn].\5007 /H,B ~ 1.5), but still strongly star-forming (LHa ~ 108L0 ), 
Both of these classifications have dwarf "counterparts" 
• Dwarf SBNGs (dSBNGs): Similar properties to SBNGs, but less massive, with 
LHa < 5 x 107L0 (e.g. Salzer et al. 1989), 
• Dwarf H II galaxies (dH II): As H II, but LHa < 5 x 107L0 , 
Morphologically, dwarfs are also often classified as: 
• Blue compact dwarf galaxies (BCDs) :The lowest luminosity starburst galax-
ies (MB > -18), typically defined by morphology but otherwise similar to Hn 
galaxies (Thuan & Martin 1981), 
• Blue amorphous galaxies: Similar to E/SO objects in appearance, but other spec-
troscopic properties closely resemble a dwarf irregular galaxy ( e.g. low metallic-
ity) (Marlowe et al. 1997). 
Many of these galaxy types also display evidence that their SFHs may not be mono-
tonic with time, and may instead posses the type of fluctuations found in the UV-
selected galaxies. Recent evidence, for example, suggests that SBNGs may have un-
dergone multiple burst scenarios (e.g. Coziol et al. 1999; Larn;on et al. 2001), and even 
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Figure 6.16: The morphological information on those galaxies classified as burst-
ing using the modelling techniques of Section 6.3. The redshift, spectroscopic class 
and absolute B magnitude are also shown (where available; see text for details). 
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the lower mass H II galaxies seem to be composed of stellar populations of varying 
ages (e.g. Raimann et al. 2000), suggesting more than one significant epoch of star-
formation. 
The resulting classes for our UV selected sample are shown in Figure 6.16 for a 
subsample of our galaxies. Many of the galaxies appear to lie somewhere b~tween H II 
galaxies and SBNGs in terms of their excitation states, and across a range m absol:1te 
B-magnitude from -15 to - 22, i.e. a mix of both compact dwarfs and normal galaxies. 
There are no readily apparent trends in the data; our galaxies tend to sample a 
range in starburst types. We do see a higher proportion of our galax~es as (d)SBNGs 
something we might expect given that starbursts are known to occur m these types of 
galaxies (Mas-Hesse & Kunth 1999); however the spectroscopic data are not comp!e~e 
enough to classify all the galaxies, resulting in many having no assigned class .. This is 
usually due to a lack of S/N in the spectra, but in some cases a lack of a flux-calibrated 
spectrum. Clearly, higher S/N spectra are required to take this analysis further. 
6.5.2 Comparison with other results 
The burst duty-cycle analysis produces results consistent with those of other workers. 
The analysis of Glazebrook et al. (1999), who examined the Ha/UV distribution. of 
a small sample of z rv 1 CFRS galaxies, adopted slightly longer and more massive 
bursts than those which we have found. On the other hand, Marlowe et al. (1999) 
examined the nature of starbursts in 12 nearby dwarf galaxies and found similar burst 
parameters to those in this sample; such bursts typically account for only a few per 
cent of the stellar mass, suggesting that such galaxies may repeatedly cycle through 
starburst and quiescent phases. Theoretical studies (e.g. Babul & Ferguson 1996) also 
suggest that the burst durations are essentially short, though they may involve more 
of the stellar mass than those modelled in this study. 
The nature of star-formation in the Ha-selected UCM local galaxy sample (e.g. 
Zamorano et al. 1994, 1996) has also recently been examined (Gil de Paz et al. 2000). In-
terestingly, smooth SFHs are also strongly ruled out (Alonso-Herrero et al. 1996), and 
many of the galaxies appear to be undergoing a recent star-formation event. the burst 
parameter derived by Gil de Paz et al. (2000) are similar to this sample in terms of the 
strength of the burst (i.e. the mass formed by the star-formation event); however, these 
galaxies are views at a much earlier stage in their most recent starburst than t~e FOCA 
galaxies- typical ages for the UCM galaxies appea~ to be around 10 Myr. Whilst.some 
of the FOCA galaxies fit this pattern, many are viewed at up to 100-200 Myr mto a 
burst of star-formation. 
It seems likely that this is due to the way in which the samples were selected-Ha 
selection (UCM) versus UV-selection (FOCA). Ha selection will preferentially detect 
galaxies that are at the very start of a star-formation event, at the peak of t~eir SFR. As 
the burst dies away, the Ha emission rapidly decreases and the galaxy will fall out of 
an Ha selected survey whilst remaining in a UV-selected one. That analyses of both 
surveys reveal a burst structure with similar parameters provides good support for 
the modelling attempted in this chapter. 
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Figure 6.17: The impact of an intermittent SFH on a flux limited survey. The blue 
line is the UV 2000A luminosity density, the red line is the SFR(t). The horizontal 
lines show the flux limit of the FOCA survey at various redshifts. The input SFR( t) 
creates a galaxy of mass 1010 M0 by z = O; the cosmology is EdS with h = o. 75. 
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In this section we briefly discuss the implications of our results for measuring the 
cosmic SFH via flux-limited surveys. A galaxy that undergoes an intermittent SFH 
will clearly brighten and dim over the course of its history. We demonstrate this in 
Figure 6.17, where we show the UV evolution of a typical galaxy in our survey, as well 
as the input SFR(t) required to produce it. Again the predictions use the PEGASE-II 
code. Also shown is the flux limit of the FOCA survey (i.e. muv = 18.5) for a variety 
of redshifts. 
The effect of the intermittent SFH is clear. The bursts of star-formation brighten the 
model galaxy above the flux limit of the redshift survey into the detectable magnitude 
range. Without this boost from the star-formation burst the galaxy would otherwise 
not be detectable unless at very low redshift. 
This bias in itself is not serious - after all it is the goal 9f redshift surveys such as 
this to measure an integrated star-formation density, and this includes that fraction of 
star-formation that occurs in a "burst mode" rather than a "continuous mode". A more 
important bias arises because of the time required for the UV light to die away after 
a burst has completed, thus leading to higher measured SFRs than might be obtained 
via alternative diagnostic measures. 
A careful inspection of Figure 6.17 illustrates this. There are points over the model 
galaxy's evolution when, although the instantaneous SFR of the galaxy lies below the 
flux limit of the survey - te. if this SFR were converted to a UV luminosity using a 
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Figure 6.18: LEFT: The visibility in a FOCA-like survey of a model galaxy under-
going a series of starbursts. The blue lines denote the UV luminosity; the red lines 
the input SFR. The heavy lines show those times in a galaxy's history when it falls 
within the criteria of a FOCA-like survey; the lighter lines show when the galaxy has 
muv > 18.5. RIGHT: By sampling the galaxy's history at random times (weighted 
by the comoving volume element), distributions in the Ha - UV plane can be sam-
pled (red) and compared to the observations (black). 
simple constant SFH conversion the galaxy would not be detected -the galaxy remains 
in the survey due to the slower decline of the UV light. 
We can construct a "toy" model to examine this by taking into account the flux 
limit of the FOCA survey. As before, we model a galaxy's SFH by superimposing a 
series of bursts onto an exponentially declining SFH between the ag.es in the galaxy's 
history that correspond to z = 0.5 and z = 0. The variations UV(t) and Ha(t) are 
calculated, and using the mapping of time -+ z, the apparent magnitude muv(t) can 
then be calculated from the luminosity distance and an appropriate k-correction. From 
the flux limit of the survey, the visibility of the galaxy - i.e. the portion of time during 
which muv(t) < 18.5-can be found. 
Figure 6.18 shows the effect of the FOCA flux limit on the starburst model. As 
expected, at higher redshift ( or earlier times) a galaxy is preferentially picked out if 
it is undergoing a burst of star-formation; additionally such galaxies are only seen 
near the peak of the starburst. At lower redshifts, we are able to view the galaxy at 
later times into a particular starburst; only at the lowest redshifts does the underlying 
galaxy SED come into the FOCA survey. 
In order to estimate how "biased" a determination of the SFR derived from a UV 
continuum measurement in a particular galaxy is (i.e. how much this measurement is 
over-estimated due to the underlying starburst) requires a knowledge of the precise 
form and age of a particular star-formation event. Though these parameters can be 
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estimated using techniques such as those in Section 6.3, this can only be done for a 
subsample of the galaxies and even then there is a considerable uncertainty in the de-
rived parameters. Instead, we estimate the effect of the starbursts in a purely statistical 
manner. 
To do this we use our toy model to determine for what fraction of a galaxy's visibil-
ity period a "misleading" SFR would be derived. This is defined as the period lasting 
from one e-folding time into the burst to the time that the UV luminosity returns to 
within 10% of its pre-burst level. These limits are somewhat arbitrary, though they 
represent a good approximation to the time during which the Ha and UV derived 
SFRs are the most discrepant. We repeat the process generating 1000 different SFHs 
and calculate the mean visibility that is due to starbursts. 
SFHs generated using the best-fitting burst parameters of Section 6.3 and burst 
frequencies of Section 6_.4 result in 65 ± 5% (error is la) of galaxies being viewed at a 
point in their burst evolution according to the criteria defined above; i.e. where the 
UV derived SFR is larger than the Ha derived SFR. This distribution of excess SFR is 
shown in Figure 6.19. The mean over-estimation of the SFRs in many of our galaxies 
lies somewhere between 50 and 100%. · 
The implication is that integrated UV luminosity densities derived from UV se-
lected galaxies will be very sensitive to any cycles of star-formation that may be present 
in the galaxy populations surveyed. Understanding the precise impact of this on the 
Madau plot is a complex problem. The degree to which different UV-selected surveys 
will be prone to this bias will depend on the wavelength at which the data are se-
lected- shorter wavelength data will be less affected by the effects of starbursts as the 
UV light dies away more quickly in this wavelength range, whilst longer wavelengths 
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could suffer a considerable bias. UV data at different wavelengths are required to 
probe these effects in this survey more fully. 
In the absence of these data, one crude way to estimate the bias is as follows. In-
stead of fitting the luminosity functions to the observed data set, a correction is made 
to all the UV luminosities in the galaxies identified as bursting, which adjusts the UV 
luminosity downwards to that expected based on the current SFR in that galaxy. A new 
luminosity-function fit can then be performed to these new data, and new integrated 
star-formation densities calculated. These estimates appear close to the original fits 
made in Section 3.3.1 due to two competing effects. The first is obvious; the galaxies 
are lower in luminosity, which lowers the implied luminosity density. However, this 
in turn implies a greater number of lower-luminosity systems, and hence a steeper 
faint-end slope for the luminosity function, which increases the luminosity density 
accordingly. 
The conclusion from this analysis appears to be that integrated luminosity densities 
are a poor guide to the physical processes at play in these systems. Star-formation 
densities derived from these measures need to be carefully calibrated, and the effects 
of different biases at work more fully understood, before the results of flux-limited 
surveys can be fairly compared. 
6.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have investigated and attempted to constrain the physical nature 
of the star-formation processes in our sample of star-forming galaxies. By combining 
the various data from the UV, optical and radio wavelength ranges, we have shown 
that the observed properties of many of the UV-selected galaxies are inconsistent with 
simple star-formation histories. Additional analysis of the chemical abundances of the 
population supports this conclusion. 
We have attempted to explain this result by constraining the nature of the most 
recent star-formation event, parameterised in terms of burst masses, durations and 
ages, using two different statistical methods. Firstly, by fitting the observed galaxy 
parameters to theoretical predictions, we were able to constrain the form of the most 
recent starburst. Secondly, by examining the distribution of the galaxy sample in the 
(Ha, UV) plane, we were able to place constraints on the duty cycle of star-formation 
events in this sample, and comment on the regularity of the starbursts. 
Both these analyses revealed similar burst patterns in our data: that these star-
formation events were typically short duration, low-mass, and relatively common over 
a galaxy's history. This conclusion is consistent with what other little work has been 
carried out in this field. We then briefly examined the consequences of this starburst 
effect by examining the consequences on a typical Madau plot. 
The analysis in this chapter has therefore identified a further, perhaps previously un-
appreciated, problem in interpreting the results of flux-limited galaxy surveys in addi-
tion to previously well-studied uncertainties related to dust extinction and incomplete-
ness. When one considers the complexity of correcting for all these different biases, 
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there emerges a strong motivation for searching for other, less well-studied, methods 
for tracing large-scale star-formation. For this reason, in the next chapter we exam-
ine a more contemporary star-formation diagnostic: The cosmological use of distant 
supernovae. 
Chapter 7 
Supernovae as tracers of 
star-formation 
We have seen in the previous chapters that although a reasonably coherent picture of 
the evolution of the co-moving star-formation density in the Universe is beginning to 
emerge, some unresolved issues remain. There are uncertainties as to how measure-
ments of different star-formation tracers relate to each other, biases that might arise 
in flux-limited samples due to intermittent star-formation histories (Chapter 6), steep 
luminosity functions witnessed for star-forming galaxies at all redshifts (Steidel et al. 
1999; Sullivan et al. 2000, also Chapter 3.3), the presence of obscuring dust (Chapter 4), 
and the difficulties of using the same diagnostics across all redshift ranges - these 
issues mean that many of the details of the SFH of the Universe still remain controver-
sial. It seems prudent then to investigate other, perhaps less understood diagnostics 
of star-formation in an effort to overcome some of the limitations we have highlighted 
in this thesis. In this final chapter, we discuss the current and future possibilities of ex-
tending the current cosmological use of supernovae by considering their use as probes 
of distant star-formation. 
7.1 Supernovae: The current status 
The value of using supernovae (SNe) as cosmological probes is that they are inde-
pendent of some of the biases associated with traditional cosmological tests based on 
flux-limited galaxy samples. As point-like sources with luminosities as high as 1010 L0 , 
they are easy to detect and study at large distances. In pa,rticular, high-redshift SNe 
have increasingly been demonstrated to have many different and varied cosmological 
uses. Perhaps the most well-known application of distant SNe has been to address 
the observationally challenging task of constraining the cosmic expansion history, due 
to the "standard candle" nature of type la SNe (SNe la), renewing interest in the ex-
istence of a cosmological constant and the possibility of a Universe accelerating in 
its expansion (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999). Two (independent) corrected 
Hubble diagrams based on SNe la discovered via the Supernovae Cosmology Project 
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(SCP, Perlmutter et al. 1999) and the High-Redshift Supernovae Search Team (HZSST, 
Riess et al. 1998) yield a trend that strongly excludes the hitherto popular Einstein de 
Sitter (EdS) universe. When combined with recent microwave background measure-
ments favouring a spatially flat inflationary universe (de Bernardis et al. 2000; Balbi 
et al. 2000), the SNe la studies suggest a significant non-zero cosmological constant, 
nA ::: 0.7 (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999). Though there remain some uncer-
tainties in the analysis due to possible intergalactic "grey dust" (Aguirre 1999; Aguirre 
& Haiman 2000), or possible evolution in the SNe la properties (e.g. light curve shape 
or peak brightness, see Coil et al. 2000; Regos et al. 2001), the various SNe discovery 
programs have doubtless provided important cosmological constraints. 
Such cosmological studies conducted by the two supernovae teams have now iden-
tified over 150 z > 0.2 SNe la, including examples at z > 1 (Gilliland et al. 1999) and 
one at z "" 1. 7 (Riess et al. 2001), raising the question of what else can be learnt as-
trophysically from such uniform and controlled data sets. Perhaps the most useful 
observational constraint that can currently be made (in terms of the topic of this the-
sis) is on the rate of occurrence of SNe la. The observational determination of these SN 
rates is important in many diverse branches of astronomy, for example as a diagnostic 
of the cosmic SFH and metal enrichment at high-redshift. Accurately constraining this 
rate, and more importantly any evolution in the rate with redshift, will therefore be 
useful in many areas of cosmology. 
SNe II are caused by the catastrophic core collapse of massive (> 8 M0 ) stars and, 
unlike SNe la, represent a direct probe of the massive SFH due to their short progenitor 
lifetimes - the evolution of the SN II rate should closely match that of the cosmic SFH 
(Madau et al. 1998a; Sadat et al. 1998). Indeed, it is this property of SNe II that makes 
the use of 1.4GHz radio emission from the SNe explosions and their remnants such 
a potentially useful tracer of star-formation (see Chapter 4). Unfortunately, due to 
their intrinsically faint and heterogeneous nature when compared to SNe la, to date 
they have yet to be exploited in cosmological studies. However, as the predicted SN II 
counts to faint survey limits (e.g. I= 26) will outnumber those of SN la (Madau et al. 
1998a; Dahlen & Fransson 1999; Porciani & Madau 2000), so their use at higher redshift 
should become more practical as fainter survey limits are attained - either through 
facilities such as the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST), or via alternative studies 
of the type that we will discuss in Section 7.5. 
SNe la, by contrast, arise from lower mass(::: 3-8 M0 ) stars, and their rate depends 
strongly on the configuration and nature of the progenitor system, as well as the cos-
mic SFH (Nomoto et al. 1997; Yungelson & Livio 1998; Nomoto et al. 1999). SNe la 
are widely believed to be a thermonuclear explosion of a mass-accreting white dwarf 
(WD) - the energy source of a SN la is believed to be the decay of 56Ni to 56Fe, with 
the total energy released consistent with the decay of about one solar mass of 56Ni, 
consistent with the explosion of a WD progenitor. The exact nature of the progenitor 
system has, to date, not been clearly identified (Branch et al. 1995). 
Two models have been proposed for the progenitors of SN la. The first is the Chan-
drasekhar mass model, in which a mass accreting carbon-oxygen (CO) WD develops in 
mass up to the Chandrasekhar mass limit, and then explodes as a SN la (e.g. Nomoto 
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et al. 1984). The second is the sub-Chandrasekhar mass model, where helium accreted 
onto a CO WD is ignited "off-centre" for a WD of mass well below that of the the 
Chandrasekhar mass limit (e.g. Nomoto 1982a; Woosley & Weaver 1994; Arnett 1996). 
Other possible WD progenitors - e.g. helium WDs (He WDs) or oxygen-neon WDs 
(ONe WDs) - are not expected to produce explosions consistent with the observed 
properties of a SN la (see e.g. Regos et al. 2001). 
Two classes of model have been proposed to explain the CO WD binary case. The 
first is the double degenerate (DD) scenario, where the companion is another WD. 
In this picture, either two CO WDs with a combined mass greater than the Chan-
drasekhar mass merge, triggering a SN explosion (Then & Tutukov 1984), or a CO WD 
accretes from a He WD leading to a surface He layer on the CO WD and an off-centre 
explosion (Woosley & Weaver 1994). The second scenario is the single degenerate (SD) 
model, where the companion is a non-degenerate main sequence (MS) or red giant 
(RG) star, that fills its Roche lobe and transfers hydrogen (or helium) onto the WD 
(Whelan & Then 1973; Nomoto 1982b). The issue of DD versus SD is still controversial, 
though the DD scenario of merging CO WDs is probably ruled out as this may lead 
to accretion induced collapse rather than a SN la (e.g. Nomoto & Then 1985; Segretain 
et al. 1997) and hence lower SN la rates than is observed locally. 
Though these uncertainties mean that tracing the cosmic SFH via the SN la rate is 
currently difficult, the observed SNla rate at high redshift does offer important im-
plications for constraining the possible progenitor models (Yungelson & Livio 1998; 
Madau et al. 1998a). Additionally, at z > 1.5, the predicted metal-dependency of 
the SN la rate will provide valuable clues to the metal enrichment at high redshift 
(Kobayashi et al. 1998), as well as for the practicality of extending the Hubble diagram 
for more precise cosmological tests (Ruiz-Lapuente & Canal 1998). Finally, the tech-
niques for determining the SN la rate in existing samples will be invaluable when con-
fronted with the vast numbers of SNe II likely to be discovered via the NGST (Dahlen 
& Fransson 1998). We now discuss the most recent observational constraints on the 
SN la rate. 
Throughout this chapter, we assume a nM = 0.3, nA = 0.7, H 0 = 75 km s-1 Mpc6 ,' 
consistent with the results of the SCP and HZSST. 
7.2 Observationally determining the supernovae rate 
The low redshift rate of SN la has previously been reported at z ::: 0.01 (Cappellaro 
et al. 1999), based on searches of photographic plates, and at z ::: 0.1 (Hardin et al. 
2000), based on CCD searches. Pain et al. (1996) presented the first measurement of 
the SN la rate at higher redshift (z "" 0.4) using 3 SNe la discovered at the 2.5-m Isaac 
Newton Telescope, as part of the SCP. This study has recently been updated (Pain 
et al. 2001, hereafter P01), making use of a much enlarged sample of SNe la, lying at 
redshifts 0.25-0.85, discovered over the course of four observing runs at the Cerro 
Tololo 4-m telescope. The new sample allows constraints to be placed on the rate of 
evolution seen in the SN la rate for the first time; we describe this measurement and 
its implications here. 
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The data were originally gathered with a view to measure the cosmological pa-
rameters DM and DA (Perlmutter et al. 1999), all using the Cerro Tololo 4-m telescope 
in Chile, and covering a total survey area of approximately 12 square degrees. These 
images are suitable for a determination of the SN rate since they were obtained under 
similar conditions at one telescope, and therefore form a well-defined, homogeneous 
set. The search technique utilises a set of "reference" images which are compared with 
"search" images taken 2 -3 weeks later. A comparison of these reference and search 
images from the SNe search observing runs yielded 38 SNe la, all observed spectro-
scopically using the Keck telescope, providing a SN redshift via the SN spectrum, and 
occasionally via host galaxy spectral features (Perlmutter et al. 1999). 
The derivation of the SN rate from this data set depends on an accurate determina-
tion of the "control time", '5t. This is the time during which the SN light curve is above 
the limiting magnitude of the observations and so can be detected in a SN search. This 
control time is weighted by the corresponding detection efficiency, E (see POl for more 
details). Detection efficiencies were determined for every search field using Monte-
Carlo simulations1 . The efficiency depends primarily on the SN magnitude (itself a 
function of time t relative to maximum light) and '5t, the time separation of the search 
and reference images, but the Monte-Carlo simulations also take into accoun: a s~all 
dependence of the SN visibility on the surface brightness of the host ga~axy m_ ':h1ch 
it resides. The control time is then D.. T = J <::(t)dt, where Eis the detection eff1c1ency 
refered to above. 
We calculate two different measures of the SN la rate for comparison with values 
given in the literature and with theoretical predictions: t~e fir~~ is ~he ra~e per unit 
volume, and the second is the rate in the commonly-used SNu umt (defined as the 
number of SNe per 1010 LB8 per centu•ry). 
7.2.1 Type la supernova rates per unit volume 
To calculate the observed SN la rate per unit comoving volume, we derive the expected 
redshift distribution of SNe, Nexp(z), which is proportional to the observed SN la rate, 
rv(l + z) - 1, where rv is the rate in the rest-frame of the SN per unit volume and (1 + 
z)-1 accounts for cosmological time dilation. The expected distribution is given by 
(7.1) 
where i runs over all the survey fields used in the rate determination, Si is the field 
area, and V(z) is the comoving volume element at redshift z, which depends on the 
cosmological world model (e.g. Hogg 1999). Since the supernova_ detectio1: efficiency 
depends on the galaxy apparent magnitudes (Rgai), the control time per field at red-
shift z, D..'.n(z) is computed as . 
lThe Monte-Carlo simulations were conducted by R. Pain and not by the author; see Pain et al. (2001) 
for further details 
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D..'.n(z) = "'E,R Nga1(z, R)ib..Ti(z, Rgal) 
"'E,R Nga! (z, R)i (7.2) 
where the sum runs over all possible galaxy apparent magnitudes. These control times 
have been calculated for each field in bins of z and R (the size of the bins used is 
0.5 mag in Rand 0.1 in z). 
Assuming a constant SN la rate as a function of redshift, we perform a maximum 
likelihood fit of the observed redshift distribution to Nexp and hence derive rv at a 
mean redshift 
_ J Nexp(z)zdz 
z = =---'----I Nexp(z)dz (7.3) 
For a flat Universe with DM = 0.30 we calculate the rate as 
rv(z = 0.55) = (1.53:'.:g:~~(stat):'.:g:~~(syst)) h3 x 10-4 Mpc-3 yr- 1 (7.4) 
where the systematic uncertainty includes the uncertainty on the cosmological param-
eters from the determination of Perlmutter et al. (1999). 
As the detected SNe in the data span a redshift range from 0.25 to 0.85, we also fit 
the observed distribution assuming some simple form for the variation of the rate as a 
function of redshift, and choose to approximate any potential evolution with a power 
law of the form rv(z) = r0 (l + z)<\ where r0 is the z = 0 SN la rate per unit volume 
and a measures the evolution of the rate as a function of redshift (a = 0 indicates no 
evolution). With this assumption equation (7.1) becomes 
Nexp(z) = ro(l + zr~-l L L Si X V(z) X D..'.n(z, Rgal) (7.5) 
R 
and we perform a two parameter fit of r 0 and a. The SN la rate at mean redshift, z is 
then simply rv(z) = r0 (1 + z)°'. As would be expected the evolution parameter (a) 
has a strong dependence on the choice of cosmology. An accelerating Universe with 
DM = 0.3 and DA = 0.7 favours a solution with little evolution for the SNla rate per 
unit volume, whereas a EdS Universe would imply more evolution. Again, for a flat 
Universe in our assume~ cosmology, we obtain 
ro = (1.13:'.:6:~~) h3 x 10-4 Mpc- 3 yr-1 and a = o.s:ti 
which at z = 0.55 implies a rate of 
1 55+0.29 h3 10-4 M - 3 - 1 Tz=0.55 = . _0_30 x pc yr 
in good agreement with the z = 0.55 "no evolution" fit determined above. 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
The current data set therefore does not yet allow a stringent constraint to be placed 
on the SN la rate evolution, although a small evolution in the rate with redshift seems 
to be favoured. We explore the consequences of this constraint in Section 7.4. Clearly, 
with the ever increasing number of SNe found in controlled experiments both at low 
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and intermediate redshifts, it will soon become possible to place a much better con-
straint on this evolution index, and the SN la rate will therefore become a key ingredi-
ent in constraining the astrophysical evolution of host galaxies and in limiting possible 
progenitor models for SNe la. 
7.2.2 Type la supernova rates per unit galaxy luminosity 
Local estimates of the SNla rate are often expressed in the "supernova unit" (SNu): 
the number of SNe per century per 1010 solar luminosities in the rest-frame B band. To 
compare our distant SN la rate with any local determinatio1:s, o~e must eithe~
3
con~~;,t 
the higher redshift rates into SNu, or convert the lo~al rates mto ~vents Mpc Yr . 
In this section we explore the former option. To estimate our rate m SNu, we calculate 
the expected redshift distribution of SNe la as given by 
N. (z) = ~ ~ ~ N.ga1(z, R)i x LB(z, R) x ~Ti(z, R) (7.8) exp l+z~~ 
R i 
where again i runs over all the search fields, R is the galaxy apparent R-band magni-
tude, and LB is the galaxy rest-frame B-band luminosity in units of 10~0Ls0 · 
Since thousands of anonymous high-redshift galaxies are observed m every survey 
image, it is more difficult than in local SN searc~es to. estimate ~he number, morp~o-
logical type and luminosity of galaxies searched ma given redshift range, al~ of :"'h1ch 
are needed to accurately calculate the total B-band luminosity. Any determination of 
this quantity as a function of z and apparent magnitude R, will therefore ~arry m.any 
difficulties, including k-corrections needed to convert observed R ma~1tudes mto 
rest-frame B magnitudes. This is the primary disadvantage of the SNu umt. . 
We approach this determination of Ls(z, R) by integrating luminosity functions 
(LFs) based on recently measured values for the Schechter parame.ters. In these .cal-
culations MB0 = · 5.48 was used and the effect of H 0, nM and nA 1s ~lly taken mto 
account. To make these predictions, we adopt type-dependent LFs which cover three 
broad galaxy classes; E/SO, spirals, and irregular systems. There exist many lTI?e-
dependent LFs in the literature (Loveday et al. 1992; Mar~~e e.t al. 1998~ Madgw1ck 
et al. 2001) based on many different survey types and classification tec~mq~es; many 
disagree in their Schechter function fits, making .a calc~l~tion _such as this quite uncer-
tain (see, for example, Brinchmann 1999). Beanng this m mmd, we choose to adopt 
the LFs of Marzke et al. (1998) as a reasonable "average", which are split into three 
broad morphologically-classified types of galaxy. Trpe dependent. k and evolutionary 
corrections from Poggianti (1997) were also used m the calculation. To_ apply these 
local LFs to higher redshift, we account for the significant ~edshift ~volution of ~ala~-
ies with irregular morphology (Brinchmann et al. 1998) by mtroduc~ng an evoluti?n m 
the space-density of irregular systems, adjusted to match the evolution seen by Brmch-
mann et al. (1998). We find 
rL(z = 0.55) = [0.58!~:i~(stat)!~:i~(syst)] h2 SNu (7.9) 
We therefore have determined the high redshift SNe la rate in two useful units for 
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comparison with other studies and some theoretical determinations. Before we do 
this, we discuss some theoretical models of the SN la rate. 
7 .3 Theoretical determination· of supernovae rates 
A number of workers have modelled the expected evolution in the SNe rate with red-
shift. Most have followed a similar route to that employed by Madau et al. (1998a), 
who base their estimates on the observed luminosity densities which trace the cos-
mic SFH. As we saw in Chapter 1, the cosmic SFH can now be traced to high redshift (z '.::::'. 4), although many details remain controversial. As the progenitor lifetimes for 
SNe II are very short by cosmological standards (the lower mass cut-off for a SNe II to 
occur is '.::::'. 8 M0 ) , the SNe II rate (SNRn) can be calculated directly from the SFH pro-
vided an IMF (</>(m)) is assumed; here as in other chapters we adopt a Salpeter (1955) 
IMF with lower and upper mass cut-offs of 0.1 M0 and 100 M0 respectively. The SNe II 
rate is then 
fs100 </>(m)dm - 1 -3 SNRn = SFR( t) x 100 yr M pc fo .I m</>(m)dm (7.10) 
where the SFR is in M0 yr-1 Mpc-3. We consider here two illustrative SFHs. The first 
(SFH-I) is taken from Madau & Pozzetti (2000) (see also equation 3.21), and provides a 
convenient analytical fit that traces a rapid evolution in the comoving star-formation 
density to z '.:::::'. 1.5 favoured by Lilly et al. (1996) and Madau et al. (1996). It includes a 
mild correction for dust of A1500 = 1.2 mag (A28oo = 0.55 mag), and it implies a local 
SNII rate of 6.2 x 10-5 SNeyr-1 Mpc3, very close to that observed by Cappellaro et al. 
(1999). 
However, the evolution in this model is both stronger, and results in a lower lo-
cal star-formation density, than more recent measurements (Cowie et al. 1999; Sulli-
van et al. 2000, reviewed in Section 3.4). Accordingly, we also consider a second SFH 
(SFH-II) which follows the evolution of the rest-frame UV luminosity density shown in 
Figure 3.10 (see also equation 3.22), but one which over-produces the local SNII rate 
(which are in any case poorly constrained). The SN II rates as a function of redshift 
based on these two S~s are shown in Figure 7.1. 
The SN la rate is more difficult to model due to the uncertain nature of the progen-
itor system. The evolution of the expected rate depends critically on whether SNe la 
occur in double or single degenerate progenitor systems (~ee Section 7.1). The two 
models (SD and DD) will have different time-scales for explosion. The SD time-scale 
is controlled by the lifetime of the primary star and the length of time needed for the 
companion to fill its Roche lobe and push the CO WD over the Chandrasekhar mass 
limit. The DD time-scale is controlled firstly by the lifetimes of the two stars, and sec-
ondly by the time taken for either the two CO WDs to merge as a result of gravitational 
wave radiation, or in the CO /He WD scenario for the CO WD to accrete enough He 
from the He WD to induce an off-centre thermonuclear detonation. The rate evolution 
then depends on many factors, including the initial mass distribution in the SD model, 
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Figure 7.1: Predicted SN rates as a function of redshift for both SNe/1 (top) and 
SNe la (bottom). The long dashed lines refer to rates derived using SFH-1, the 
short dashed lines refer to SFH-11. The SNe la rates are shown using three 'delay' 
times: T = 0.3 (blue), 1.0 Gyr (green), & 3.0 Gyr (red). Local SN rates determined 
by Cappellaro et al. (1999) are shown for comparison, converted from SNu using 
PLB = 1.7 - 2.7 x 108 hLs0 Mpc-3 . 
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and the initial separations in the DD model. 
We consider a commonly used empirical approach to overcome these unknowns, 
and represent the uncertainty in terms of two parameters (Madau et al. 1998a; Dahlen 
& Fransson 1999). The first is a delay time Tl between the epochs of primary WD 
formation and SN explosion. The second is an explosion efficiency, 'T/· 
The T parameter can be envisaged in two ways. Firstly, Madau et al. (1998a) use the 
parameter to define a (time-independent) explosion probability per WD, which they 
model as an exponential probability function with a mean value of T. Other workers 
(e.g. Dahlen & Fransson 1999) use T as an exact delay time between binary system 
formation and SN explosion. The difference between the two approaches is small at 
low redshift and for scenarios involving small values of T. Given that the delay times 
between WD formation and SN la explosion are unlikely to be constant, and are more 
likely to possess an intrinsic spread due to varying initial conditions (e.g. Regos et al. 
2001), we adopt the former "probability" approach in this analysis, but note that this 
may introduce further uncertainties at z > l in scenarios with larger. 
The second parameter, the explosion "efficiency", represents our lack of knowledge 
of the efficiency of the SN la mechanism - e.g. the fraction of binary systems that 
never result in a SNe, as well as the initial binary fraction itself. This efficiency 'T/ is 
constrained using the determination of the SNla rate at z = 0.55 determined above in 
Section 7.2 - i.e. we fix 'T/ by requiring our theoretical rate to be equal to the observed 
rate. This results in efficiencies of between one and four per cent. Th.is parameter is 
likely to evolve with redshift, either due to metallicity evolution, or duJ/\ghanges in the 
binary fraction with cosmic time. Given a lack of observational (or reliable theoretical) 
evidence as to the form such evolution may take, we have no real better option than to 
assume it to be constant with redshift. 
We consider all systems in which the primary star has an initial mass higher than 
mmin = 3 M0 (Weidemann 1987) and lower than 8 M0 (higher mass stars are assumed 
to result in a SN II). The rate of SN la (SNRra) is then given by the sum of the explosions 
of all the binary WDs produced in the past that have not yet exploded, i.e. 
(7.11) 
where me= max[mmin,m(t')], m(t') = (10 Gyr/t')D-4 is the minimum mass of a star that 
reaches the WD phase at time t', and tm = 10 Gyr/m2·5 is the standard main sequence 
lifetime of a star of mass m (all masses are in solar units). For a given m, the SN la rate 
then peaks at an epoch T + tm from stellar birth; prompter (~maller r) explosion results 
in a higher SNRra at earlier epochs. 
We consider three evolutionary cases, also shown in Figure 7.1. The first has a small 
value of T = 0.3 Gyr (corresponding to a shallower decline at high redshift,) the second 
is a larger value of T = 1.0 Gyr, and the third T = 3.0 Gyr, which produces a steeper 
drop-off. The smaller delay time corresponds to DD systems where the explosion is 
triggered via the merging of two WDs. The intermediate delay time corresponds to 
either a DD system where the explosion mechanism is accretion from a He WD onto a 
CO WD or a SD systems where the companion to the CO WD is a main sequence star, 
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and the upper delay time represents the upper bounds of those SD systems where the 
companion is a red giant star (e.g. Kobayashi et al. 2000; Regos et al. 2001). 
For comparison, the local SN rates of Cappellaro et al. (1999) are shown for compar-
ison with the theoretical rates. We are now in a position to compare these theoretical 
predictions with the observed values at various redshifts. 
7.4 Comparing observed and theoretical SN la rates 
In this section, we compare the different determinations of the SNe la rate which have 
been made at different redshift ranges. Local z = 0.01 SN la rates have been recently 
reanalysed, combining data from five SNe searches (see Cappellaro et al. 1999). They 
used more precise methods for calculating the control times, and corrected for incli-
nation and over-exposure of the nuclear regions of galaxies in photographic searches, 
with a result of rL(z ,...., 0.01) = 0.35 ± 0.11 h2 SNu, averaged over all galaxy types. 
The quoted uncertainties include an estimate of the systematic effects. The SN la rate 
at z '.::::'. 0.1 has also been measured by Hardin et al. (2000), who find rL(z ,...., 0.1) = 
0.44~8:~i ~8:M h2 SNu (here systematic and statistical errors are quoted). Finally, the rate 
at z '.::::'. 0.4 was also determined by Pain et al. (1996), using 3 SNe from the SCP. 
In order to compare these rates with our measurements, one should bear in mind 
the following caveats: (1) we do not apply any correction for host galaxy absorption 
and inclination, (2) at high redshift, the ratios of galaxy type are different, important 
if different galaxy types posses differing SFHs and hence SN la rates, and (3) local 
SN la rates are typically reported in SNu, whereas the high redshift values are more 
conveniently calculated in 'events Mpc3 Yc1' as the rest-frame B-band luminosity is 
difficult to estimate, requiring a conversion between the two. We choose to compare 
the different rate measurements by converting from SNu to 'events Mpc-3 Yr- 11• To 
do this, we calculate the B-band luminosity density of the local universe by integrating 
local B-band luminosity functions (Marzke et al. 1998; Folkes et al. 1999) and find 
PLB = l.7 - 2.7 x 108 h LB0 Mpc-3; we take an average value in this analysis, but note 
this introduces a further uncertainty into the calculation. We convert the local values 
and plot the results in Figure 7.2, together with the higher redshift determinations and 
our estimate of the evolutionary index, a (equation 7.6). 
Figure 7.2 shows some interesting trends. Firstly, the four observational determi-
nations prefer a shallow evolution in the SN la rate between z = 0 and z = 0.55, and 
appear to be inconsistent with the rapid evolution that would be implied by a cosmic 
SFH involving a rapid evolution to z = 1 (e.g. SFH-I above). Another trend is that 
different delay times over the ranges we have considered here (e.g. 0.3 to ~.OGyr) 
show only small differences at low redshift, and the largest differences occur at z > l. 
This is because of the large fraction of cosmic time that occurs between redshifts of 0 
and 1 compared to the fraction at z > l; in our cosmology, z = 0 corresponds to an 
age of'.::::'. 12 Gyr compared to an age of'.::::'. 5 Gyr at z = l. Hence the SN la rate is a 
valuable probe of star-formation at lower redshift where the effect of the delay time is 
much smaller. We conclude that these determinations of the SNe la rate also favour a 
shallow evolution in the cosmic SFH. 
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dictions for the two SFHs and the three delay times are shown, see text and Fig-
ure 7. 1 for details. Local SN la rates have been converted from SNu units. Also 
shown is the best-fitting a ,....., 0.8 evolution in the SNe Ja rate (solid line) determined 
from the SCP data set, as well as the upper limit to the evolution seen in the SCP 
data set {a = 2.4) ·~nd a no evolution limit, a = 0.0. The four data points come 
from (left to right): Cappellaro et al. (1999), Hardin et al. (2000), Pain et al. (1996) 
and Pain et al. (2001). The diagram is drawn for Ho= 75kms-1 Mpc-81and a flat, 
OM = 0.3 cosmology. 
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The situation at high redshift, where no determination of the SN la rate currently 
exists, is much more complex. Here, the delay time is a critical unknown and has a 
greater bearing on the observed rate than at lower redshift. It is unlikely then that 
the SN la rate can be used to trace star-formation at these redshifts. However, any 
determination of the rate would have implications for the nature of the progenitor 
system. The highest currently discovered SNe la (found in repeat observations of the 
Hubble Deep Field, see Riess et al. 2001) is at z rv 1.7 ± 0.1, or a cosmic age of'.:::: 3.5 Gyr 
in our cosmology. Clearly, this is only just consistent with a time delay between WD 
formation and SN explosion of the order of 3.0 Gyr, given that the additional lifetime 
of the primary star must also be taken into account. A determination of the rate at 
z rv l .5 would therefore begin to constrain the nature of the progenitor system; high 
SN la rates here would weigh against systems with large delay times. 
We have shown in this section how crucial an accurate determination of the rates of 
different types of SNe can be. In the next section, we examine strategies for detecting 
and analysing these objects using existing telescope facilities. 
7 .5 Strategies for detecting distant supernovae 
We have seen in the previous sections how important the detection and study of dis-
tant SNe of all types; this is reinforced by the fact that high redshift SNe searches repre-
sent one of the key programs underpinning the NGST (Dahlen & Fransson 1998). The 
optimum strategy for finding and studying SNe, particularly with respect to the in-
vestigation of SNe II and the cosmic SFH at z > l, clearly depends on their abundance. 
In this section, we suggest a strategy for producing the first observational constraints 
using existing facilities (i.e. prior to the launch of NGsn. The strategy proposed fol-
lows the idea proposed by Kolatt & Bartelmann (1998) and a similar approach used to 
locate faint sub-mm sources (Smail et al. 1997; Blain 1999). By exploiting the magnifi-
cation bias afforded by counting distant sources (e.g. SNe) viewed through the cores of 
strong lensing clusters, fainter detection thresholds can be reached than in a field sur-
vey (Blain 1999). In the case of the sub-mm surveys, the intrinsic flux limits achieved 
are fainter than those reached in more ambitious dedicated deep surveys. Adopting 
the same principle, optical searches for lensed SNe could provide a first glimpse of the 
evolution of SNe at high redshift. 
The modest boost in detectability afforded by surveying through a massive fore-
ground cluster significantly extends the mean detectable redshift. To demonstrate this 
technique, we consider a search using the HST and the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 
(WFPC-2). The high spatial resolution, dark sky background and relatively large field-
of-view (5.71 arcmin2) of this telescope/instrument combination ensures faint survey 
limits can be reached in a reasonable exposure time. We also briefly consider the ad-
vantages of using the forthcoming Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) HST instru-
ment, with a larger (11.33 arcmin2) field-of-view. 
In this section, we calculate the number density N(m, z) of SNe of different types 
with and without the magnification produced by a massive cluster located at various 
redshifts. The first task is to introduce the theoretical aspects of both the lensing and 
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the intrinsic SNe properties as a function of redshift. 
7.5.1 Cluster mass models 
The role of clusters in gravitational lensing has been reviewed by many authors (see 
Blandford & Narayan 1992, and references therein). A gravitational lens will distort 
and magnify a background source by an amount that depends on both the position of 
the source behind the cluster, and the relative redshifts of the source and the lens. This 
results in different background regions suffering different degrees of amplification, de-
pending on their location behind the cluster. Through the location and spectroscopic 
identifications of multiply-imaged arcs (Mellier 1999), it is possible to correct for this 
effect by utilising a well-constrained cluster mass model. These models involve mul-
tiple component mass distributions that are able to trace the potential well of a cluster 
and its more massive individual member galaxies (Kneib et al. 1996). The uncertainties 
in these best cases is currently'.:::: 10 - 20 per cent (Blain 1999). 
The degree of magnification that one can expect in the central regions of such mas-
sive clusters - the areas sampled when conducting lensed SN searches - are typically 
of orderµ '.:::: 3-4 for sources at z = 2 (Blain 1999), whereµ is defined as the ratio of 
the magnified flux to the flux measured in the absence of lensing. However, this boost 
in sensitivity- or effective increase in the SN number density as fainter SNe become 
brighter than the survey limiting magnitude due to amplification - is offset by the 
competing effect of depletion. This results in a decrease in the SNe number density, as 
the unit solid angle in the unlensed source plane decreases by a factor of 1/ µ(z) in the 
lensed case, resulting in a decrease in the SN number density by 1/ µ(z) . . 
When attempting to determine a precise count rate of lensed sources, accurate 
modelling is essential. However, we are only aiming to estimate the likely number 
counts, and so choose to model the cluster mass distribution more simply via a sin-
gular isothermal sphere (SIS). In this model, the mass density p of the virialized dark 
matter halo of a cluster is given by p(r) = CJ;/21rGr2, where r is a radial coordinate, 
and p is parameterised through CJv, the one-dimensional velocity dispersion. The mass 
M of a halo interior to r is then M ( r) = 2CJ;r /G. This corresponds to a constant de-
flection angle for incident light rays, (3 = 41r(CJv/c) 2 = 28.8" (CJv/1000 km s- 1)2, always 
pointing towards the lens centre of symmetry. For a source that, in the absence of lens-
ing, would be seen at an angular distance() from this centre, the lens equation leads 
to an image at O+ = ()+OE, with magnificationµ+ = OE/()+ l, where ()E = (3D1s/ D0 s 
is the Einstein radius, and D0 s and Dis are the angular diameter distances between the 
observer, the lens, and the source. If the alignment is() :S ()E (strong lensing), a second 
image is produced at()_ = () - ()E with magnificationµ_ = OE/() - 1. 
High-resolution N-body simulations have recently shown, however, that haloes 
formed through hierarchical clustering have a universal density profile which is shal-
lower than isothermal (but still diverging like p ex: r- 1) near the halo centre, and steeper 
than isothermal (with p ex: r-3) in its outer regions (Navarro et al. 1997, hereafter NFW). 
This profile takes the form: 
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(7.12) 
where Pc= 3H2 (z)/8nG is the critical density at the lens redshift, be is a characteristic 
over-density, and rs = r200 /c is a scale radius, where c is a dimensionless number 
measuring the "concentration" of the halo, and the virial radius, r200 , is defined as the 
radius inside which the mass density is equal to 200Pc· be is related to c via 
b _ 200 c3 
c - 3 ln(l+c)- 1:c (7.13) 
We can then see that M(r200 ) = 800npcr~00 /3. The NFW halos are thus defined by two 
parameters; c, and either r200 or M200, 
The lens equation for the NFW density distribution has been computed by several 
authors (Bartelmann 1996; Maoz et al. 1997; Wright & Brainerd 2000). With respect 
to SIS profiles containing the same total mass and located at the same redshift, NFW 
lenses have smaller cross sections for producing multiple images, but this is compen-
sated for by the fact that the average magnification of the images is higher for NFW 
halos. In other words, NFW halos are efficient magnifiers but poor image-splitters - a 
SIS profile underestimates the magnification obtained compared to an NFW profile. 
In the following calculations, we model the strong lensing clusters using both SIS 
and NFW profiles. As a guide to the benefits of searching for SNe through clusters, 
we have explored two hypothetical cases: a survey conducted through a sample of 
(known) (Jv = 1000 km s-1 z ~ 0.2 clusters, and a similar sample of z ~ 0.6 clusters 
now being located through the MACS Survey (see for example Ebeling et al. 2001). To 
meaningfully compare the magnifications of SIS and NFW profiles, we assume that 
for both profiles the clusters have identical masses interior to the virial radius, r200, We 
then equate the expressions for M(r) at r200 for both profiles, and hence set r200 for the 
NFW profile given a value for (Jv, For the NFW profiles, the concentration parameter c 
for each cluster is calculated for our cosmology using the FORTRAN routine chardenf 
kindly provided by J. Navarro. . . . 
The median area-weighted amplifications are calculated by cons1dermg a pixel ma-
trix corresponding to the WFPC-2 CCD, and determining the amplification suffered by 
a background source were it to appear in each element. The median pixel amplifica-
tion can then be found. Figure 7.3 shows this amplification of a background source as 
a function of source redshift for two typical clusters. Typical median amplifications of 
µ ~ 2-3 are typical of z ~ 1.5 sources, corresponding to a brightening in magnitudes 
of~ 1. 
7.5.2 Estimating supernova number counts 
Given our lensing model, we now need to estimate the number of SNe we would 
expect to find to a given survey magnitude limit at a given epoch, in the case of a blank 
field (i.e. without any significant lensing magnification) and through a rich cluster. 
We will not include those (unlensed) SNe that occur in the cluster galaxies, and will 
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therefore underestimate the total number of new SNe that could be found in a lensed 
search. The number counts depend on both the intrinsic redshift-dependent SN rate, 
and that period of the light curve during which time a SN appears brighter than the 
survey search limit. We illustrated how to determined the SN rate as ·a function of 
redshift in Section 7.3; here we discuss the photometric properties of detected SN e. 
While much published data exist for SNe la, by contrast there is a dearth of data 
for SNe ff and a great variety in their spectra, peak magnitudes and light curves. For 
the purposes of this work, we adopt the models of Gilliland, Nugent, & Phillips (1999) 
(hereafter GNP) which incorporate recent light curve templates, k-corrections and lu-
minosity functions for SNe la and II. These models include observed dispersions in the 
peak magnitudes of SNe la and II, which are included in our simulations of our SNe 
counts (see GNP for a fµll discussion of the models and simulations). 
The major advantage to using GNP's models lies in the fact that the spectral en-
ergy distributions (SEDs) are more realistic than those employed previously for rate 
calculations and follow the true temporal evolution of these _objects (P. Nugent, private 
communication). The SNe la template was constructed using data from JUE and HST 
(Cappellaro et al. 1995; Kirshner et al. 1993) in the UV and a large number of ground-
based observations in the optical. Spectrum synthesis calculations were carried out 
by P. Nugent for the SNe Il's using the non-LTE code PHOENIX 9.0 (Hauschildt et al. 
1997a,b). The spectra of SNe1979C (Cappellaro et al. 1995), 1992H and 1993W (cour-
tesy D. Leonard) were fit at several epochs. The resultant fits of these spectra provided 
a nice match to the observed data and yield a crude SED template for the SNe Il's. 
The major emphasis of this effort was to model the UV as well as possible (this por-
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(7.12) 
where Pc = 3H2 (z)/81rG is the critical density at the lens redshift, be is a characteristic 
over-density, and rs = r200 /c is a scale radius, where c is a dimensionless number 
measuring the "concentration" of the halo, and the virial radius, r200, is defined as the 
radius inside which the mass density is equal to 200Pc· be is related to c via 
0 _ 200 c
3 
c- 3 ln(l+c)- 1:c (7.13) 
We can then see that M(r200 ) = 800npcdoo/3. The NFW halos are thus defined by two 
parameters; c, and either r200 or M200-
The lens equation for the NFW density distribution has been computed by several 
authors (Bartelmann 1996; Maoz et al. 1997; Wright & Brainerd 2000). With respect 
to SIS profiles containing the same total mass and located at the same redshift, NFW 
lenses have smaller cross sections for producing multiple images, but this is compen-
sated for by the fact that the average magnification of the images is higher for NFW 
halos. In other words, NFW halos are efficient magnifiers but poor image-splitters - a 
SIS profile underestimates the magnification obtained compared to an NFW profile. 
In the following calculations, we model the strong lensing clusters using both SIS 
and NFW profiles. As a guide to the benefits of searching for SNe through clusters, 
we have explored two hypothetical cases: a survey conducted through a sample of 
(known) av = 1000 km s-1 z ~ 0.2 clusters, and a similar sample of z ~ 0.6 clusters 
now being located through the MACS Survey (see for example Ebeling et al. 2001). To 
meaningfully compare the magnifications of SIS and NFW profiles, we assume that 
for both profiles the clusters have identical masses interior to the virial radius, r200- We 
then equate the expressions for M(r) at r200 for both profiles, and hence set r200 for the 
NFW profile given a value for av. For the NFW profiles, the concentration parameter c 
for each cluster is calculated for our cosmology using the FORTRAN routine chardenf 
kindly provided by J. Navarro. 
The median area-weighted amplifications are calculated by considering a pixel ma-
trix corresponding to the WFPC-2 CCD, and determining the amplification suffered by 
a background source were it to appear in each element. The median pixel amplifica-
tion can then be found. Figure 7.3 shows this amplification of a background source as 
a function of source redshift for two typical clusters. Typical median amplifications of 
µ ~ 2 -3 are typical of z 2: 1.5 sources, corresponding to a brightening in magnitudes 
of'.:::::'. 1. 
7.5.2 Estimating supernova number counts 
Given our lensing model, we now need to estimate the number of SNe we would 
expect to find to a given survey magnitude limit at a given epoch, in the case of a blank 
field (i.e. without any significant lensing magnification) and through a rich cluster. 
We will not include those (unlensed) SNe that occur in the cluster galaxies, and will 
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therefore underestimate the total number of new SNe that could be found in a lensed 
search. The number counts depend on both the intrinsic redshift-dependent SN rate, 
and that period of the light curve during which time a SN appears brighter than the 
survey search limit. We illustrated how to determined the SN rate as a function of 
redshift in Section 7.3; here we discuss the photometric properties of detected SNe. 
While much published data exist for SNe la, by contrast there is a dearth of data 
for SNe II and a great variety in their spectra, peak magnitudes and light curves. For 
the purposes of this work, we adopt the models of Gilliland, Nugent, & Phillips (1999) 
(hereafter GNP) which incorporate recent light curve templates, k-corrections and lu-
minosity functions for SNe la and II. These models include observed dispersions in the 
peak magnitudes of SNe la and II, which are included in our simulations of our SNe 
counts (see GNP for a fu_ll discussion of the models and simulations). 
The major advantage to using GNP's models lies in the fact that the spectral en-
ergy distributions (SEDs) are more realistic than those employed previously for rate 
calculations and follow the true temporal evolution of these ~bjects (P. Nugent, private 
communication). The SNela template was constructed using data from JUE and HST 
(Cappellaro et al. 1995; Kirshner et al. 1993) in the UV and a large number of ground-
based observations in the optical. Spectrum synthesis calculations were carried out 
by P. Nugent for the SNe Il's using the non-LTE code PHOENIX 9.0 (Hauschildt et al. 
1997a,b). The spectra of SNe 1979C (Cappellaro et al. 1995), 1992H and 1993W (cour-
tesy D. Leonard) were fit at several epochs. The resultant fits of these spectra provided 
a nice match to the observed data and yield a crude SED template for the SNe II's. 
The major emphasis of this effort was to model the UV as well as possible (this por-
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tion of the SED dominates in high redshift searches using filters bluer than lµm), since 
the simple assumption of blackbody SEDs has been shown to be quite inaccurate (see 
figure 10 of GNP for example). 
7.5.3 Simulation results 
We can now combine the two mass models from Section 7.5.1 and the various SN num-
ber count models from Section 7.5.2 to estimate the counts of SNe with and without 
the presence of a strong-lensing cluster. 
As with blank-field surveys conducted for the goal of measuring the cosmological 
parameters, searches such as those outlined here require two images of the same rich 
cluster, but with the two epochs of observation separated by a suitable amount to 
allow the SN to become visible. When estimating the simple count rate of lensed high 
redshift SNe, therefore, both forward (SN in second image) and backward (SN in first 
image) searches can be included, and to allow for the time dilation of the high redshift 
SNe, we assume a time of at least two years between the two exposures. Table 7.1 gives 
the counts expected to survey limits of ! 814 = 26.0 & 27.0, assuming zc1uster = 0.2 & 0.6. 
When comparing lensed and unlensed counts, one of the key factors is the slope of 
the SN number counts, a = d log N / dm. For a > 0 .4, we expect lensing to increase the 
number counts, while for a < 0.4, lensing will have the opposite effect (depletion, see 
Hattori, Kneib, & Makino 1999). The slopes in our models depend on i) the intrinsic SN 
properties, contained in the models of GNP, and ii) our assumed redshift evolution of 
the SN number density. The models of GNP include the best-determined uncertainties 
in the SN properties, for example in the dispersion of the peak SN magnitude, and our 
simulations therefore account for this first uncertainty. The redshift evolution of the 
SN numbers depends on which SFH we use, and, for SNe la, the value of the delay 
time, r (see Section 7.3). By running simulations for the unlensed case, we find that 
typical values of a for SNe II for SFH-1 are a '.:::= 0.35, and for SFH-II a '.:::= 0.32. There is 
little variation in these values between simulation runs. 
The number-redshift relation is plotted in Figure. 7.4. As one would expect, the 
figure shows there is little difference in the rate of SNe up to zc1uster· From zc1uster to 
z '.:::= 1, the lensed counts are lower than those appropriate for blank field searches. This 
is due to the effect of depletion mentioned above, which unfortunately negates the 
lensing benefits. However, the important differences begin at z > 1, where we sam-
ple a fainter, more numerous population of SNe. Lensing has the principal effect of 
increasing the proportion of SNe found at high redshift, bringing fainter, magnified 
examples into view. There is then a corresponding extension in the redshift distribu-
tion. For example, for the z = 0.2 NFW cluster, the mean redshift of detection changes 
from z '.:::= 0.70 to z '.:::= 0.85, and the number of detections at z > 1 increases from 20 to 
31%. 
The numbers drop sharply by z = 2, even in the lensed case, due to the UV drop-off 
in both types of SN spectra being redshifted into the I814w filter, which prevents the 
detection of higher redshift SN e. We note that the use of HST and an infra-red search 
would allow the detection of lensed z > 2 SNe which would be undetectable in the 
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We see therefore a high degree of likelihood of detecting a new SN in a repeat visit 
to a strong lensing cluster. All these rates will be increased by using a larger field-
of-view instrument, for example the 11.33 arcmin2 Advanced Camera for Surveys. As 
an example, we repeated the simulations using this instrument and the r = 0.3 Gyr, 
SFH-II, I = 26.0 survey limit scenarios, shown as the bottom line in Table 7.1. With 
this instrument, the predicted counts to I = 26.0 are as high as using the WFPC-2 to 
a survey limit of I = 27.0, and it becomes almost certain that a SNe will be found, 
and the larger field-of-view, and hence coverage of the lensing cluster, results in the 
potential discoverey of more high redshift SN e. 
A robust prediction from Table 7.1 is the high chance of discovering a new SN 
during a repeat exposure of a previously studied lensing duster. For example, Gal-
Yam & Maoz (2000) have conducted a comparison of two time separated images of 
the strong-lensing cluster A 2218 which reveal a potential SN. They detect a transient 
object (v'iio6w = 22.8) in an F606W March 1999 image, but which is absent from both 
an F606W January 2000 and an F702W September 1994 image. Though the relative 
brightness of this SNe suggests that it occurred in a z = 0.175 cluster member galaxy, 
the usefulness of strategically surveying strong lensing clusters, for both lensed and 
unlensed SNe, is well demonstrated. More recently, Gal-Yam et al. (2001) claim a de-
11 
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tection of six SNe candidates in archival HST data. 
We next discuss possible follow-up strategies to any future detections, and the type 
of science that can be achieved from these types of surveys . 
7.6 Discussion of future constraints 
As with early ground-based SNla searches conducted in rich clusters (Hansen et al. 
1989), it could be difficult to isolate the SN, constrain its type, and determine a redshift. 
These early SN searches were, however, essential in motivating astronomers to execute 
the later more ambitious programs, and before any concerted follow-up programs can 
be developed, it is first necessary to determine how many lensed SNe there may be 
and, where possible, their properties. 
One of the primary benefits of the lensed search is the fact that faint, high redshift 
SNe - which would otherwise be too faint for spectroscopic follow-up - are bright-
ened sufficiently for spectroscopy to become feasible. We estimate that :::: 40% of 
z > 1.5 sources could be followed in this way, compared to:::: 5% without lensing. 
Such highly-lensed SNe such as these will typically be identifiable via their proximity 
to the cluster core. However, the magnitude of the faintest detected objects is still too 
faint for spectroscopic follow-ups on existing equipment. We need to examine various 
other methods of exploiting discoveries of lensed high redshift SNe, and in particular, 
the possibilities of distinguishing the type of SN in order to preferentially select either 
SNela or II. 
New SNe will be caught at various stages on their light curve. We consider a statis-
tical approach to classifying the detected SNe based on their colour distribution using 
a ground-based follow-up to any 1814 detections using, as an example~ the near-IR 
camera on the Keck-II telescope. Figure 7.5 shows the (I - K)- redshift distribu-
tion of detected SNe in the HST search using a simulation of many repeat visits to a 
z = 0.2 duster, with the search criteria described as above. The 'ridgeline' of blue 
SNe la colours arises from those nearer maximum light, with the SNe IIs redder than 
the la's. The ridgeline of redder SNe IIs arises from the fact that SNe IIs settle down to 
a constant colour after:::: 50 days in the rest-frame. The other ridges and gaps in the 
diagram are a product of the light curve, for example there is a greater likelihood of 
detecting a SNe in a pla~eau phase than during a steep decline. 
Figure 7.6 indicates that the bulk of the reddest objects would be expected to be 
SNe with z > l. These red objects would be detected in follow-ups using large ground-
based telescopes in the K-band; i.e. those detected in K are likely to be higher redshift 
and likely to be SNe II. Several photometric measurements ·can determine the rate of 
decline over a lunation and further constrain the type. The bluest detections will be 
SNe la observed close to maximum light. These may be further distinguished via the 
presence of a host galaxy whose redshift can be measured. 
Although simply determining the number counts in searches such as these is im-
portant, it is interesting to consider other applications and their impact on our un-
derstanding of SN e. The number counts of SNe la predicted is small, and it would 
be difficult to advance the existing Hubble diagram using this method. Accurate am-
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plification corrections to the detected magnitudes would also be required. The mass 
models of most rich clusters are currently accurate to around 10-20%, which would 
lead to uncertainties in the magnitudes of around 0.5 mag, insufficient for distinctions 
of a cosmological world model to be made. However, the mere detection of a high red-
shift (and therefore red) SNe la would have important implications for the metallicity 
of the progenitor system, and therefore help to constrain the low-redshift SFH. For 
example, in a survey conducted to I = 26.0 (27.0) across 40 clusters, we would expect 
5 ( 8) SN e la to be found in the forward search, around three of which would be at z > l. 
Using these, the first tests of the high redshift SN la rate could begin. 
A significant achievement would be the determination of the high redshift SN II 
rate, no measurement of which yet exists. In Section 7.2, we discussed the latest observa-
tional constraints on the rate determination, and saw that in a sample of 38 SNe the 
statistical and systematic uncertainties in the SN rate were~ 20%. Again, in a survey 
of 40 clusters, we would expect around 35(60) SNe II to be detected in the 'forward' 
search which could then be followed up from the ground. Of these~ 10(17) would be 
SNe II at z > l. Using the cluster mass models, measures of the SFR at z = l - 2 could 
be made in a manner totally independently to existing measurements. Such measure-
ments would provide perhaps the most reliable estimate of the form of the cosmic SFH at higher 
redshifts. 
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Chapter 8 
Concluding perspective 
In my studies of the cosmic star-formation history (SFH) detailed in this thesis, I have 
investigated the physical processes occurring inside star-forming galaxies using a va-
riety of diagnostic techniques. The principle conclusions of this work are: 
• I have described the first UV-selected redshift survey of the low-redshift uni-
verse. This survey is well fitted by a luminosity function with a remarkably 
steep faint-end slope, which in turn implies a high local UV luminosity density. 
• I have shown that this luminosity density is consistent with a shallow evolution 
in the cosmic SFH, and a steeper evolution is strongly ruled out. Furthermore, 
analysis of the cosmic evolution of type la supernova rates supports this inter-
pretation. 
• I have demonstrated that star-formation rates (SFRs) derived from four different 
diagnostics broadly agree when applied to the same objects; however, there is 
a large scatter and offsets from the relations expected from smoothly declining 
SFHs. These offsets cannot simply be explained in terms of differing IMFs or 
metallicities, and dust corrections also seem unable to resolve these discrepan-
cies. 
• By modelling the galaxies in this UV-selected survey, I have quantitatively 
demonstrated that smooth SFHs are strongly excluded, and intermittent ( or burst-
ing) SFHs favoured. Chemical abundance determinatjons support this interpre-
tation. I have modelled the form of these bursts, and shown that short, relatively 
low-mass episodes fit the available data well. 
• Given the additional bias this seems to imply for flux-limited surveys, I have ex-
amined the future prospects for studying star-formation at high-redshifts using 
alternative measures. In particular, the evolution of the cosmic type II supernova 
rate should be free from many of these uncertainties, and I have shown how an 
early measure of its rate could be made. 
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This work has illustrated our surprising ignorance of the UV properties of the local 
universe, and has challenged some of the assumptions that are routinely made when 
studying star-formation at all redshifts. 
8.1 Future directions 
I would now like to very briefly outline the future directions in which the work in this 
thesis can, and should, be extended. The underlying goal of such future studies is to 
understand the large-scale physics of star-formation in these galaxies by constructing 
samples of high-quality data spanning a wide wavelength range. The primary un-
certainty underlying the conclusions of this work is that it has dealt purely with inte-
grated properties of galaxies. In the future, it seems appropriate to move forward from 
these measures to more detailed physically-based measures of the structure and star-
formation characteristics of star-forming galaxies. These investigations will become 
practical because the redshift range z = 0 - 0.4 can now be probed via high quality 
imaging, both from ground-based telescopes, using adaptive optics at IR wavelengths, 
and from space-based facilities such as HST. A complete multi-wavelength resolved 
study of star-forming galaxies would allow the investigation of the following issues: 
• Is it possible to develop a self-consistent picture of both dust extinction and the 
star-formation duty cycle in star-forming galaxies in the low-redshift universe? 
• Can the star-forming and evolved stellar population structure of these galaxies 
be explained? 
• Can these low-redshift samples be developed for use as calibrators of high-redshift 
objects from larger survey data-sets with some of the key diagnostics? 
There now exist a variety of instruments for probing the structure of low-redshift 
galaxies across all wavebands. Potential investigations include 
• The optical/UV: Using the exquisite resolution of HST, it is possible to study 
these UV-selected star-forming galaxies in two further ways. Firstly, the new ad-
vanced camera for surveys (ACS) could be used to image at two UV wavelengths 
to obtain a UV colour. By observing each galaxy in this way, the UV slope (/3) can 
be measured. In z = 0 galaxy samples, far-IR fluxes, show a strong correlation 
with /3, suggesting the same dust which also determines the UV reddening (e.g. 
Meurer et al. 1999). This will allow a new determination of the dust extinction in 
these objects which can be compared to those used in this thesis. 
Perhaps more significantly, the morphology of the galaxies revealed by these 
studies may reveal the physical causes for the star-bursting nature of our galax-
ies, for example disturbed morphologies indicative of galaxy mergers triggering 
the episodes of star-formation analysed Chapter 6, and will also allow a further 
assessment of the contamination due to AGN. Such observations will allow an 
examination of the spatial distribution of light, and morphological type, of these 
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galaxies, enabling a determination as to what extent our bright UV luminosity 
density arises from irregular objects (c.f. Brinchmann et al. 1998). 
Secondly, by exploiting the narrow-band ACS ramp filters, capable of optical 
imaging with a narrow bandwidth of 2%, imaging can be performed at the wave-
length of Ha emission. This will allow a comparison of resolved images in the 
UV and Ha, revealing whether the UV and Ha have the same distribution inter-
nally within a galaxy. 
• IR imaging: The analysis and observations of this UV-selected sample have been 
conducted only in the UV /optical/radio passbands. The motivation for extend-
ing the resolved imaging to IR wavebands is twofold: 
1. Much star-formation is believed to occur inside dusty IR luminous objects. 
IR imaging at a variety of wavelengths will allow a comparison of dust es-
timates derived using different techniques: 
(a) Observations at 1- 2.5 µm of sources with large L1.4 I Luv ratios will pro-
vide resolved images probing star-formation in highly dust enshrouded 
objects, 
(b) Observations at :::: 6 - 9 µm enable estimates of bolometric dust lumi-
nosities to be calculated using emission from molecules of polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH). These emission features are associated 
with the smallest dust grains. PAH emission should scale with increas-
ing UV radiation fields, and hence SFR (Xu et al. 1998; Adelberger & 
Steidel 2000). 
(c) Bolometric dust luminosities can be measured directly using space facil-
ities at 70 µm, and compared to UV measures for the same objects. 
2. IR luminosities trace old, evolved stellar populations, and as such provide 
· reliable estimates of integrated stellar mass. The distribution of both evolved 
stellar populations (in the IR) and starburst regions (in the UV /Ha) can be 
compared, probing the nature of the old stellar population for more accu-
rate modelling of the masses and forms of starburst regions. The images 
will allow modelling of the structure and SFHs of the internal components of 
star-forming_galaxies (e.g. Abraham et al. 1999; Menanteau et al. 2001). 
The upcoming availability of adaptive optics on large aperture telescopes pro-
vides ideal opportunities to conduct these imaging programmes. The introduc-
tion of integral field spectrographs allow spectroscopk sampling of galaxies on 
:::: 0.25" scales and a comparison of star-formation and galaxy dynamics on a 
similar resolution to that obtained in the imaging programmes. In the longer 
term, the launch of the Space Infrared Telescope Facility in 2002 will allow the mea-
surement of IR spectral regions not accessible using ground-based instruments 
(e.g. 70 µm). These dust estimates, when combined with L1.4 and the UV spectral 
slope, will allow calibration of the different methods of estimating dust content 
of star-forming galaxies for use in samples at all redshifts. 
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• Spectroscopic investigations of the faint radio population: Though the analy-
sis of Chapter 4 suggests that the existing redshift survey has given new insights 
into unobscured star-formation in the local z < 0.4 universe, there remains an 
obvious limitation due the UV-selected nature of the sample. Our insensitivity 
to highly-obscured objects means that possibly highly dusty star-forming galax-
ies may be missed. Those sub-mJy objects detected in the VLA survey, but not 
in the UV, are either dust-enshrouded star-forming galaxies or AGN likely re-
siding in elliptical hosts, and are hence extremely interesting for studies of the 
cosmic SFH. Determining the redshift distribution and star-forming nature of 
these sources is a major goal of the project. The availability of UV and 1.4 GHz 
redshift surveys of star-forming galaxies, for the same field, will for the first time 
reveal how discrepant existing surveys probing star-formation trends really are. 
This is an exciting and challenging time to be working in the field of observational 
cosmology. The imminent availability of so many new and revolutionary instruments 
will provide the opportunities to fully understand the processes behind cosmic star-
formation at a level surpassing current achievements. Fully understanding how and 
when the stars in the Universe formed, and the relation they have to the physical 
evolution, mass assembly, and formation of galaxies, will be critical to our developing 
a self-consistent and reliable vision of the cosmos. 
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Appendix A 
Conversions for 
star-formation diagnostics 
to star-formation rates 
This appendix lists the various conversion values for transforming a measure of a star-
formation diagnostic into a star-formation rate. The conversion values were derived 
using the PEGASE-II population synthesis code, described in Chapter 3. Conversion 
values are listed for Ha and UV 2000A luminosities (Table A.l), radio 1.4GHz lumi-
nosities (Table A.2), and u' 3600 A luminosities (Table A.3), all for a variety of IMFs, 
upper and lower mass cut-offs, and metallicities. The information is also shown graph-
ically in Figures 3.16, 4.3 and 5.12. 
Table A.1: The uncertainties in converting Ha and UV luminosities into SFRs due to differing metal/icities and IMFs 
Metallicity Z = 0.0004 Z = 0.004 
IMF/Source Mass limits Ha ( x 1041 ergs-1 ) UV (x1039 ergs-1 A-1 )a Ha (x1041 ergs-1 ) UV ( x 1039 erg s-1 A -l)a 
lOOMyr lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr lOOMyr lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr 
Kroupa6 0.1-100 3 . 187 5.010 8 . 800 11 . 290 2 . 658 5.246 8.775 10.692 
Kroupab 0.1-120 3 . 664 5.286 9 . 039 11. 504 3.074 5.533 9.028 10 . 925 
Kroupab 0.1-50 1. 816 3 .822 7.785 10 . 387 1.294 4.063 7.753 9 . 756 
Kroupab 0.5-100 4 . 347 6.833 12.003 15.399 3.625 7 . 155 11. 969 14.583 
Kroupab 1.0-100 5 . 689 8 . 942 15.706 20 . 134 4.744 9 . 364 15 . 663 19.081 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1-100 0 . 828 1. 995 5 . 850 9 .117 0.615 2.103 5.691 8 . 168 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1-120 0 . 874 2.023 5.874 9.138 0.655 2.132 5. 717 8 . 191 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1-50 0.627 1. 811 5.690 8.978 0.418 1.918 5.529 8.021 
Miller-Scaloc 0.5-100 1. 089 2 . 623 7.689 11. 983 0 . 808 2.764 7.481 10.736 
Miller-Scaloc 1.0-100 1.475 3 . 553 10 . 415 16.209 1. 095 3.745 10.134 14.540 
Salpeterd 0.1-100 2 . 018 3.234 5 . 865 7.686 1. 674 3 . 388 5.837 7.233 
Salpeterd 0.1-120 2.314 3 .413 6 . 027 7.838 1. 933 3 . 574 6 . 007 7.395 
Salpeterd 0.1-50 1.153 2 . 463 5 . 166 7 . 038 0.819 2.618 5.134 6 . 569 
Salpeterd 0.5-100 3 .8 27 6 . 135 11.125 14 . 579 3.175 6 . 427 11. 071 13 . 720 
Salpeterd 1.0-100 5 . 140 8.239 14.939 19.560 4 . 264 8.631 14.868 18 . 422 
Scaloe 0.1-100 0 . 741 1. 312 3.048 5.278 0.607 1.371 2.966 4 . 544 
Scaloe 0.1-120 0.827 1. 365 3 . 099 5.325 0.682 1.426 3 . 019 4 . 595 
Scaloe 0.1-50 0.441 1. 035 2 . 787 5.038 0 . 313 1. 093 2.703 4.296 
Scaloe 0.5-100 1.133 2.005 4.659 8 . 067 0 . 927 2.095 4 . 533 6 . 945 
Scaloe 1.0 -100 1. 807 3.197 7 . 427 12 . 827 1.479 3 . 342 7.230 11. 071 
K98:Salpeterf 0.1-100 
a The UV luminosities include the effects of both nebular continuum and nebular emission 
b Kroupa (2001) 
cMiller & Scalo (1979) 
dSalpeter (1955) 
escalo (1986) 
fKennicutt (1998); Z = 0.02 only 
Table A.1: The uncertainties in converting Ha and UV luminosities into SFRs due to differing metallicities and IMFs 
Metallicity Z = 0.02 (= Z0) 
IMF/Source Mass limits Ha ( x 1041 erg s- 1) UV (x 1039 ergs-1 A- 1)° Ha (x 1041 ergs-1 ) 
lOOMyr lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr lOOMyr 
Kroupa6 0.1 -100 1. 940 5 . 807 8.704 9 . 814 1.373 
Kroupab 0.1-120 2.262 6.041 8.909 10 . 008 1. 507 
Kroupab 0.1 - 50 0.934 4.376 7 .405 8 . 565 0.703 
Kroupab 0.5 -100 2.646 7 . 921 11 . 871 13. 385 1. 873 
Kroupab 1.0-100 3.462 10 . 365 15.536 17.517 2.451 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1-100 0 .436 2.300 5 . 316 6 . 713 0.326 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1- 120 0 .467 2 .32 5 5 . 338 6 . 734 0.339 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1 -50 0 . 293 2.082 5 .117 6 . 523 0 . 226 
Miller-Scaloc 0.5 -100 0 . 574 3 . 023 6 . 987 8.824 0.429 
Miller-Scaloc 1.0 - 100 0.777 4 . 096 9 . 466 11. 954 0.581 
Salpeterd 0.1-100 1.220 3.746 5.759 6 . 562 0.866 
Salpeterd 0.1-120 1.420 3.900 5.901 6 . 700 0.951 
Salpeterd 0.1 -50 0.591 2.820 4.888 5 . 714 0.445 
Salpeterd 0.5-100 2.315 7 . 106 10.924 12 . 448 1. 643 
Salpeterd 1.0 - 100 3.109 9.543 14. 671 16. 718 2.207 
Scaloe 0.1-100 0 .44 1 1. 501 2 . 814 3 . 611 0 . 317 
Scaloe 0.1 -120 0 .499 1 . 548 2.859 3 . 654 0 . 342 
Scaloe 0.1-50 0 .22 6 1.171 2 . 496 3.300 0 . 171 
Scaloe 0.5-100 0.674 2.294 4 . 301 5.518 0.485 
Scaloe 1.0 -100 1. 075 3 . 659 6.860 8 . 802 0 . 774 
K98:Salreterf 0.1-100 1. 266 5.353 
a The UV luminosities include the effects of both nebular continuum and nebular emission 
bKroupa (2001) 
cMiller & Scalo (1979) 
dSalpeter (1955) 
escalo (1986) 
f Kennicutt (1998); Z = 0.02 only 
Z = 0.05 
UV ( x 1039 erg s-1 A -l)a 
lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr 
5.957 8 .2 80 8.927 
6.202 8.502 9 . 143 
4.741 7 .1 69 7 .8 45 
8.125 11. 293 12.175 
10 . 633 14 . 780 15.934 
2.591 5.108 5 . 922 
2.616 5 . 131. 5 . 944 
2 . 399 4.932 5.751 
3.406 6. 714 7 . 784 
4.614 9 . 096 10 . 545 
3 . 862 5 .485 5 . 953 
4.023 5.636 6 . 102 
3.064 4 . 732 5.213 
7 . 325 10.404 11. 292 
9.838 13.973 15 . 165 
1. 589 2.686 3 . 142 
1. 638 2.733 3.188 
1.299 2.406 2.866 
2.429 4.104 4.802 
3.874 6.547 7.659 
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Table A.2: The uncertainties in converting radio luminosities into SFRs due to differing metallicities and IMFs 
Metallicity Z = 0.0004 Z = 0.004 
!MF/Source Mass limits Radio(x1027 ergs-1 Hz-1 ) Radio (x 1027 erg s-1 Hz-1 ) 
lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr 
Kroupa0 0.1-100 2.923 12.189 12.189 2. 972 14.809 14.809 
Kroupa0 0.1- 120 2.975 12.142 12 . 142 3 . 023 14 . 736 14.736 
Kroupaa 0.1-50 2 . 392 12.166 12.166 2.435 14.901 14.901 
Kroupa0 0.5-100 3.987 16.621 16.621 4.054 20.193 20.193 
Kroupa0 1.0-100 5.206 21 . 722 21.722 5.293 26 .3 82 26.382 
Miller-Scalob 0.1-100 0.753 7.587 7.587 0.773 10.108 10.108 
Miller-Scalob 0.1- 120 0.755 7 . 580 7 . 580 0.775 10.099 10.099 
Miller-Scalob 0.1-50 0 . 705 7.619 7.619 0.723 10.158 10.158 
Miller-Scalob 0.5-100 0.990 9.969 9.969 1. 016 13 .2 80 13.280 
Miller-Scalob 1.0-100 1.340 13.479 13.479 1. 375 17.949 17.949 
Salpeterc 0.1-100 1.853 8.068 8.068 1. 885 9.868 9.868 
Salpeterc 0.1- 120 1. 889 8.063 8.063 1. 921 9.852 9.852 
Salpeterc 0.1-50 1. 508 7.952 7.952 1. 536 9.799 9.799 
Salpeterc 0.5-100 3.515 15.302 15.302 3.575 18. 714 18. 714 
Salpeterc 1.0-100 4. 710 20.522 20.522 4.791 25.091 25. 091 
Scalod 0.1 -100 0.676 3.696 3.696 0.687 4.753 4 . 753 
Scalod 0.1- 120 0.684 3.698 3.698 0.696 4.753 4.753 
Scalod 0.1-50 0.571 3.643 2.643 0 . 581 4 . 708 4.708 
Scalod 0.5-100 1. 033 5.648 5.648 1. 050 7.261 7.261 
Scalod 1.0-100 1 . 644 8 . 993 8.993 1. 673 11. 557 11. 557 
a Kroupa (2001} 
bMiller & Scalo (1979) 
csalpeter (1955) 
dScalo (1986) 
Table A.2: The uncertainties in converting radio luminosities into SFRs due to differing metallicities and IMFs 
Metallicity Z = 0.02 (= Z0) Z = 0.05 
!MF/Source Mass limits Radio(x1027 ergs-1 Hz-1 ) Radio(x1027 ergs-1 Hz-1 ) 
lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr 
Kroupa0 0.1-100 3 . 452 12.204 12.204 4.674 12 .114 12 .114 
Kroupa0 0.1-120 3.496 12.156 12.156 4.708 12.071 12.071 
Kroupa0 0.1-50 2. 971 12.192 12.192 4.254 12.079 12.079 
Kroupa0 0.5-100 4.709 16.643 16.643 6.375 16.520 16.520 
Kroupa0 1.0-100 6.150 21.750 21.750 8.342 21.601 21.601 
Miller-Scalob 0.1- 100 0.980 7.599 7.599 1. 604 7.520 7.520 
Miller-Scalob 0.1-120 0.981 7.592 7.592 1. 605 7 . 514 7.514 
Miller-Scalob 0.1-50 0 . 940 7.634 7.634 1. 574 7 . 550 7 . 550 
Miller-Scalob 0.5-100 1.288 9.985 9.985 2.109 9 .88 1 9 . 881 
Miller-Scalob 1.0-100 1. 743 13. 502 13.502 2.856 13.363 13.363 
Salpeterc 0.1 -100 2.198 8.079 8 . 079 3.001 8.018 8.018 
Salpeterc 0.1-120 2.231 8.073 8.073 3.030 8.014 8.014 
Salpeterc 0.1-50 1. 879 7.969 7.969 2.708 7.894 7 . 894 
Salpeterc 0.5 -100 4.169 15 .3 22 15.322 5.693 15 .2 06 15.206 
Salpeterc 1.0-100 5.589 20.549 20.549 7 . 645 20.403 20 . 403 
Scalod 0.1- 100 0.803 3 . 702 3.702 1.122 3 . 668 3 . 668 
Scalod 0.1-120 0 . 811 3.703 3.703 1.129 3.670 3.670 
Scalod 0.1-50 0.707 3.651 3.651 1. 031 3.612 3.612 
Scalod 0.5-100 1.227 5.656 5.656 1. 715 5.604 5.604 
Scalod 1.0-100 1. 954 9.007 9.007 2.735 8.927 8.927 
aKroupa (2001) 
bMiller & Scalo (1979) 
csalpeter (1955) 
dScalo (1986) 
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Table A.3: The uncertainties in converting u' luminosities into SFRs due to differing metallicities and IMFs 
Metallicity Z = 0.0004 Z = 0.004 
!MF/Source Mass limits u' luminosity (x1038 ergs-1 A-1 )° u' luminosity (x1038 ergs-1 A- 1) 0 
lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr 
Kroupa6 0.1-100 18.876 28.778 43.587 18.265 28.141 40.530 
Kroupab 0.1-120 20.918 30.722 45.384 20.075 29 . 853 42 .119 
Kroupab 0.1-50 12 .2 03 22.554 38.035 11 . 828 22.152 35.103 
Kroupab 0.5-100 25.745 39.249 59.434 24.912 38.382 55 . 275 
Kroupab 1.0-100 33.686 51. 302 77.126 32.599 50.195 71 . 986 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1-100 6.016 16.259 35.818 5.955 16.169 32.430 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1-120 6.214 16.447 35.988 6.131 16.335 32.582 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1-50 5.021 15.328 35.010 4.994 15.272 31. 636 
Miller-Scaloc 0.5-100 7.908 21.370 47.067 7.828 21. 252 42.624 
Miller-Scaloc 1.0-100 10.704 28.866 62.882 10.600 28.744 57.257 
Salpeterd 0.1-100 12.051 18.944 29.808 11. 671 18.546 27.613 
Salpeterd 0.1-120 13.332 20.183 30.982 12.809 19 . 642 28.655 
Salpeterd 0.1-50 7.808 14.891 26.056 7.578 14.642 23.960 
Salpeterd 0.5-100 22.859 35.932 56.520 22.139 35.178 52 . 373 
Salpeterd 1.0-100 30.692 48.187 75.185 29.728 47 . 207 69.950 
Scaloe 0.1-100 4.681 9.486 23.430 4.555 9.310 20.627 
Scaloe 0.1-120 5.055 9 .8 51 23.772 4.888 9.635 20.932 
Scaloe 0.1-50 3 . 196 8.045 22 .118 3.121 7.921 19.342 
Scaloe 0.5-100 7.154 14.495 35.786 6 . 962 14.229 31. 519 
Scaloe 1.0-100 11.397 22.985 55.660 11. 096 22.622 49.493 
a Includes the effects of both nebular continuum and nebular emission 
b Kroupa (2001) 
cMiller & Scalo (1979) 
dSalpeter (1955) 
e Scalo (1986) 
Table A.3: The uncertainties in converting u' luminosities into SFRs due to differing metallicities and IMFs 
Metallicity Z = 0.02 (= Z0) 
!MF/Source Mass limits u'luminosity (x1038 ergs-1 A- 1 ) 0 
lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr 
Kroupa6 0.1-100 17.226 25. 966 34.769 
Kroupab · 0.1-120 18.609 27.262 35.978 
Kroupab 0.1-50 11. 700 20.836 30.039 
Kroupab 0.5-100 23.495 35.415 47 .42 0 
Kroupab 1.0-100 30.747 46.339 61.975 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1-100 5.982 15.322 26 . 781 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1-120 6 .119 15.450 26.898 
Miller-Scaloc 0.1-50 5.164 14.563 26.093 
Miller-Scaloc 0.5-100 7 .8 63 20.140 35.200 
Miller-Scaloc 1.0-100 10.651 27.273 47.569 
Salpeterd 0.1-100 11. 036 17.140 23 . 567 
Salpeterd 0.1-120 11. 912 17.980 24.368 
Salpeterd 0.1-50 7 . 510 13 . 782 20.387 
Salpeterd 0.5-100 2 0.934 32 . 512 44.701 
Salpeterd 1.0-100 28 .113 43.654 59.943 
Scaloe 0.1-100 4.357 8 . 619 16.244 
Scaloe 0.1-120 4.615 8.871 16.483 
Scaloe 0.1-50 3.124 7 .42 6 15.121 
Scaloe 0.5-100 6.658 13 . 173 24 . 825 
Scaloe 1.0-100 10.619 20.995 39.412 
a Includes the effects of both nebular continuum and nebular emission 
b Kroupa (2001) 
cMiller & Scalo (1979) 
dSalpeter (1955) 
escalo (1986) 
Z = 0.05 
u'luminosity (x1038 ergs-1 A-1 ) 0 
lOMyr lOOMyr lOOOMyr 
16.234 23.998 30.596 
17.018 24.705 31.238 
12.262 20.378 27.276 
22.142 32.731 41.730 
28.976 42.829 54 . 558 
6.551 15.176 23.829 
6.631 15.248 23 .8 94 
5.934 14.613 23.321 
8. 611 19.947 31.321 
11. 664 27.016 42.355 
10.482 15.936 20.763 
10 . 993 16.414 21. 212 
7.908 13 . 512 18 .472 
19.883 30 . 229 39.384 
26.703 40.592 52.833 
4.294 8 .249 14 .111 
4.448 8.397 14 . 249 
3.369 7 . 361 13.277 
6.562 12.607 21.566 
10 .466 20.098 34 . 280 
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